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This thesis is concerned with the understanding of Temporary Supply Chains (TSCs) 
and with the role of Information Technology (IT) in managing them. These supply 
chains are characterized by finite-life duration, largely emergent and non-routine tasks, 
and heterogeneity of organisational members. IT assumes a central role, as these supply 
chains often involve the integration of independent and decentralized organisations. 
Furthermore, coordination and communication of many agents in real time are critical 
aspects that are facilitated by technology. Despite this evident practical application, a 
deep understanding of IT use in TSCs is lacking. Therefore, this piece of research 
investigates the nature and dynamics of TSCs, focusing on the role of IT. For this, it 
builds from three fields of knowledge: Operations and Supply Chain Management 
(O&SCM), Temporary Organisations (TO), and Information Systems (IS). As main 
research methods, it adopts qualitative case studies. Specifically, it analyses two polar 
empirical settings: the 2014/2015 Ebola Response in West Africa and the 2016 Olympic 
Games in Brazil. Given that this is a PhD by publication, the main research findings are 
reported in the format of three academic papers, which have different focuses and units 
of analysis.  Paper One unveils the dynamics of TSCs by exploring how these supply 
chains are initiated, develop, and terminate. Paper Two examines intra-firm 
coordination in temporary organisations. Specifically, it identifies and explains how 
operational coordination evolves over time in a particular TO: the 2016 Olympic Games 
Organising Committee (OGOC). Paper Three focuses specifically on the role of IT and 
investigates process level IT-business alignment in the OGOC longitudinally. This 
thesis contributes to theory and practice by developing the understanding on how 
‘temporariness’ impacts organisational aspects in different levels of analysis: supply 
chains, organisations, and processes. Furthermore, it contributes to the understanding 
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of the role of IT in temporary contexts. By analysing TSCs, where the temporal nature 
of supply chain processes is particularly highlighted, this piece of work provides 
insights into episodes of temporariness in supply chains more generally. Hopefully, this 
study’s findings can help both scholars and practitioners better recognise the 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This thesis is concerned with the understanding of Temporary Supply Chains (TSCs) 
and with the role of Information Technology (IT) in managing them. These supply 
chains are characterized by finite-life duration, largely emergent and non-routine tasks, 
and heterogeneity of team members (e.g. Day et al., 2012; Lundin and Söderholm, 
1995). IT assumes a central role, as these supply chains often involve the integration of 
independent and decentralized organisations. Furthermore, coordination and 
communication of many agents in real time are critical aspects that are facilitated by 
technology. Despite this evident practical application, a deep understanding of IT use 
in TSCs is lacking. Therefore, this piece of research investigates the nature and 
dynamics of TSCs, focusing on the role of IT. For this, it builds from three fields of 
knowledge: Operations and Supply Chain Management (O&SCM), Temporary 
Organisations (TO), and Information Systems (IS). This interdisciplinary approach was 
valuable in tackling the research problem due to its complexity. Interdisciplinary studies 
are particularly appropriate when individual disciplines1 are not able to adequately 
explain complex phenomena satisfactorily using their own disciplinary resources and 
techniques (Repko and Szostak, 2017; Singhal and Singhal, 2012; Tarafdar and 
Davison, 2018).  
This introductory chapter provides an overview of this paper-based PhD study and 
starts developing an understanding of TSCs. Firstly, it covers the study background and 
motivations. Secondly, it presents the research questions and objectives. Thirdly, it 
provides relevant literature on important topics that hold this thesis together based on 
                                                          
1 In this study, discipline is considered as a field of study or a body of knowledge that is an object of 
scholarly attention (Tarafdar and Davison, 2018). 
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the three main bodies of literature reviewed (O&SCM, TO, and IS). Fourthly, it 
discusses initial insights into the nature and dynamics of TSCs based on the integration 
of the different literatures. Finally, it gives an overview of the structure of this 
document. 
 
1.1 Research Background and Motivation  
Several changes and contextual forces have been shaping the dynamics of economic 
and management activities all over the world. Contemporary business environments, 
which are increasingly dynamic due to multiple and complex market preferences and 
social demands, have required more flexible and ad hoc ways of organising (Burke and 
Morley, 2016). As a result, there has been a rise of temporary organising arrangements 
within and across organisations (Sydow, 2017). “This plays well into an emerging 
narrative about the changing nature of the economy; how we have moved from relying 
on large organisations that employ hundreds of thousands of people to a gig economy 
with temporary relationships that are formed on an as-needed basis” (Amis, 2018, p. 
31).  
These issues have several implications for supply chains. Firstly, they should address 
the requirements of specific conditions in a rapidly-changing world. Secondly, they 
often need to involve and integrate multiple and decentralized agents in ‘real time’. 
Thirdly, they have to satisfy a plurality of objectives such as operational performance, 
flexibility, and economic as well as social outcomes. All of this implies that supply 
chains today are increasingly different from the historically largely stable and somewhat 
linear supply chains. They are required to be simultaneously responsive, reconfigurable, 
and effective. Overall, these supply chains tend to be temporary rather than enduring, 
and somewhat emergent in their composition rather than completely planned. This 
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thesis advances this discussion by developing the understanding of Temporary Supply 
Chains (TSCs).  
TSCs can be conceptualised as “finite-life supply chains that are regularly deployed 
in response to a specific event… Once the event is completed, the supply chain is 
disbanded” (Day et al., 2012, p. 23). The concept of TSCs primarily captures the 
dynamic nature of supply chains in temporary contexts and tasks, which range from 
conferences, games, and research projects through task forces, construction, theatre, and 
election campaign organisations (Bakker, 2010; Bechky, 2006; Day et al., 2012; 
Sydow, 2017). Further, some high-technology industries such as software development, 
biotechnology, and complex products are increasingly adopting temporary 
arrangements to develop their operations (Bakker, 2010) due to the flexibility and rapid 
knowledge acquisition that these forms of organising provide (Duysters and Man, 
2003). TSCs seem to be suited to face situations of change, novelty, and disruption in 
more enduring supply chains (Melnyk et al., 2014). This study is relevant for these 
contexts, too. Considering the importance and widespread adoption of TSCs, further 
knowledge development is necessary. While mainstream literature conceives of supply 
chains as enduring and somewhat stable, TSCs are special types of supply chains that 
are time-limited, dynamic, and task-focused. Therefore, clearly there is a mismatch and 
broad theoretical gaps arise.  
From the O&SCM literature, first, there is little discussion on temporary types of 
supply chains. Notable exceptions are the works of Day et al. (2012), who present the 
concept of TSCs, and of Melnyk et al. (2014), who identify some instances in which a 
temporary response is required: the replacement of one production inventory control 
system by another, a new product introduction, or a supply chain shock, such as a natural 
disaster or a port strike. Second, there are recurrent calls for the development of research 
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into the dynamics of supply chains (Carter et al., 2015; Fawcett and Waller, 2011), 
including the investigation on how supply chains are initiated, why and how some 
supply chains grow, and why and how some supply chains expire. The study of TSCs 
seems to be particularly relevant to add to this knowledge, especially because of the 
dynamism and usually short duration of these supply chains. Third, the complexity, 
challenges, and opportunities found in temporary contexts may be different from those 
found in more stable ones. Therefore, valuable insights for research and practice may 
emerge in exploring TSCs. Fourth, O&SCM key assumptions and concepts such as 
trust, integration, and inter-firm relationships may assume different roles and 
importance in temporary settings. Even though the quantity of research into supply 
chains continues to grow, our knowledge about the temporary kinds is still limited.  
From the TO literature, first, it is recognized that most types of projects and 
temporary activities cross organisational boundaries; they are embedded in supply 
chains and relationships (Araujo et al., 2017; Sariola and Martinsuo, 2016; Pedraza-
Martinez and Van Wassenhove, 2016). There is usually a multi-disciplinary group of 
participants employed by independent firms to accomplish a joint task within a specific 
period, either defined by a fixed date or by the accomplishment of a 
predefined purpose (Lehtiranta, 2014). However, the inter-organisational dimension 
has remained largely undertheorized in this literature as existing conceptualizations of 
TOs capture their inter-organisational facets only implicitly (Sydow and Braun, 2018). 
Second, although the TO literature covers important aspects related to the management 
of supply chains, such as inter-organisational relationships, integration, and 
collaboration (Jelodar et al., 2016; Kerkhove and Vanhoucke, 2016; Suprapto et al., 
2015; Sharifyazdi et al., 2018), it usually focuses on individual processes (e.g. 
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procurement, contracting, and logistics). Therefore, it lacks a systemic view of supply 
chains and does not explain how they evolve over time.  
From the IS literature, first, although there is an increasing interest in the use of IT 
applications in temporary contexts, such as disaster relief operations (e.g. Day et al., 
2009; Leidner et al., 2009; Ling et al., 2015), these studies are mostly descriptive and 
lack theoretical explanation. Second, the use of IT applications in TSCs can enable 
quick communication and coordination of their members in real time, and, potentially, 
facilitate the accomplishment of their purposes. Despite this evident importance, the 
understanding of the IT use in TSCs and the associated challenges is lacking. This is 
arguably because most theoretical discussions in the IS field are based on contexts 
where there are established, structured, and largely stable organisations and supply 
chains, where the role of IT is mainly to facilitate planning, control, and integration 
among firms (Saeed et al., 2011; Subramani, 2004). Typical examples here are ERP 
(Enterprise Resource Planning) systems. Third, given that TSCs operate in contexts 
characterized by high levels of dynamism and uncertainty, which give rise to situations 
where information required is either unavailable or not clear and the necessary IT is not 
always in place, available conceptual frameworks are not sufficient to explain IT use in 
TSCs.  
From the three bodies of literature, what is lacking is a deep understanding about the 
nature and dynamics of TSCs (i.e. how they are initiated, develop, and terminate or 
transform over time), including an understanding of the role of IT. The theoretical gaps 
identified reveal practical problems as well. We cannot fully comprehend and manage 
TSCs unless we understand their nature and dynamics. The lack (or poor) understanding 
of TSCs can have direct impacts on their managing. Studies have shown that failures in 
managing organisations and supply chains in temporary settings can lead to delays, cost 
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overruns, lack of quality, reputational damage, and even loss of lives or prolonged 
hardship (e.g. Haavisto et al., 2016; Tatham and Christopher, 2014). The literature 
shows that in temporary contexts, there is usually high supply chain fragmentation, 
scarce collaboration, and frequent disputes among members (e.g. Akhtar et al., 2012; 
Leiras et al., 2014). This makes the implementation of SCM processes difficult for 
practitioners (Aloini et al., 2015). Therefore, a deep understanding of the nature and 
dynamics of TSCs is crucial for practitioners given that this knowledge can help them 
develop appropriate strategies and mechanisms for managing these supply chains.  
In sum, the study of TSCs is both theoretically and practically relevant. This piece 
of work aims to contribute by addressing the above-mentioned theoretical gaps and by 
improving practitioners’ understanding of the challenges embedded in operating in 
TSCs. For this, it adopts a process research approach (Langley and Tsoukas, 2010). 
Although stability and ‘endurance’ have been recurrent assumptions to manage and 
research about organisations and supply chains, scholars are increasingly questioning 
the ‘a-temporal’ (Burke and Morley, 2016) nature of organising. In this direction, 
research perspectives that see organisations as processes ‘in the making’, more than 
achievements or states, have been encouraged (Langley and Tsoukas, 2010). The 
process perspective on temporary organising puts temporariness (or predetermined 
termination) at the centre of the analysis, and explicitly focuses on the dynamics of 
change (Bakker et al., 2016). It focuses more on understanding activities and processes 
over time than on understanding the related organisational structures and forms. Given 
that temporary organising views organisational phenomena as fundamentally dynamic 
processes (Bakker et al., 2016), this approach seems to be valuable to investigate TSCs. 
 This study examines TSCs in two empirical contexts – the 2014/2015 Ebola 
Response in West Africa and the 2016 Olympic Games in Brazil, through a qualitative 
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and longitudinal approach. These contexts highlighted important aspects that help 
explain the nature and dynamics of TSCs. These findings will be presented later in the 
form of three distinct academic papers.  
 
1.2 Research Questions and Objectives 
This thesis addresses the above-mentioned theoretical gaps by focusing on the following 
research questions and objectives:  
• RQ 1:  What is the nature of TSCs? 
This research question relates to the objective of understanding the nature of TSCs. 
In other words, the purpose was to characterize TSCs by identifying and explaining the 
main features of these supply chains, the empirical contexts in which they are deployed, 
their challenges, strengths and weaknesses, the main assumptions and rationale that 
guide their work, and their main elements (organisations and relationships). This 
research question was primarily covered in section 1.4 – “Developing an understanding 
of Temporary Supply Chains”, and in Paper One – “Understanding the dynamics of 
Temporary Supply Chains”. 
• RQ 2: How do TSCs operate and how are they managed over time?  
This research question relates to the objective of understanding the dynamics of 
TSCs. This objective encompasses two related aspects. First, the purpose was to explain 
how TSCs work over time – which contextual variables trigger their deployment, how 
they are structured, how they develop considering the relationship between required 
outcomes and dynamic environments, and what happens when TSCs terminate. Second, 
the purpose was to identify and explain the underlying managerial implications. This 
research question was primarily covered in Paper One, and in Paper Two – 
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“Coordination in temporary organisations: formal and informal mechanisms at the 2016 
Olympics”.   
• RQ 3: What is the role of IT in TSCs? 
This research question relates to the objective of understanding the role of IT in 
TSCs. Specifically, the purpose was to identify and understand (1) whether and how IT 
applications influence work and management activities in temporary settings, (2) 
whether and how temporariness influences the way IT applications are designed and 
used, and (3) the types of IT applications used in temporary settings. This research 
question was primarily covered in Paper Two, and in Paper Three – “IT-business 
alignment in temporary organisations”.   
Although this study’s findings are reported in the form of distinct academic papers, 
there are overarching ideas and theoretical concepts that hold this thesis together. The 
next section explores them. 
 
1.3 Literature Review 
The literature review presented here is a traditional, narrative literature review. More 
specifically it is a conceptual literature review (Jesson et al., 2011). This type of review 
aims to synthesize conceptual knowledge on specific issues, allowing a better 
understanding of these issues. This study reviewed the literature on supply chains 
(O&SCM field), temporary organisations (TO field), and on IT use in supply chains (IS 
field) in order to start developing the concept of Temporary Supply Chains (TSCs).  
A systematic literature review as proposed by Durach et al. (2017) would not be 
appropriate for this study for two main reasons. First, the concept of TSCs is nascent, 
meaning that there were not many papers about them. Therefore, the conception of 
TSCs had to be developed based on different topics and bodies of literature. Second, 
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given that this is an interdisciplinary study, a systematic literature review would not 
make sense because each field of knowledge is different in terms of concepts and 
theoretical approaches. Searching for a specific term could result in very different 
outcomes and meanings. For example, the concept ‘task’ is very important in the TO 
literature, meaning the main purpose/objective of a temporary organisation (Lundin and 
Söderholm, 1995). In the O&SCM and IS fields, the term usually refers to everyday 
organisational activities. Therefore, a conceptual literature review (Jesson et al., 2011) 
was more suitable for the objectives of this research project.  
The following sub-sections present relevant literature from the O&SCM, TO, and IS 
fields, respectively. Their importance is threefold. First, they offer a general 
understanding of key interests, topics covered, and emphases of the individual fields. 
Second, they cover some important aspects that are in the interfaces of the fields (e.g. 
coordination). Third, they point out to the particular ideas of each field used for the 
development of this PhD study. Although some of the topics presented next will be 
found in the papers, an overview of the three bodies of knowledge is necessary. This is 
especially because the individual papers were developed for particular audiences, 
and with specific purposes. Thus, the literature reviews for the papers are focused and, 
therefore, do not provide a big picture of the literature that this work draws from.    
 
1.3.1 Relevant literature from the O&SCM field 
The main concern of the O&SCM field is the design and management of operations and 
supply chains that enable organisations deliver products and services to final customers 
by matching supply and demand (Carter et al., 2015; Fisher, 1997; Lambert et al., 1998; 
Slack et al., 2010). Research interests in the field include topics such as operational 
capacity, sourcing decisions, planning and scheduling, quality management, product 
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development, optimization of goods and flows of materials, selection and management 
of strategic partners, and management of product and service supply chains (e.g. Chen 
and Paulraj, 2004; Sampson and Spring, 2012; Van Weele and Van Raaij, 2014). Three 
main aspects have been continuously acknowledged as parts of the research in the field: 
(1) its inter-disciplinary nature – knowledge is created at intersections, (2) the 
borrowing of theoretical approaches from other disciplines (e.g. Strategy and 
Economics), and (3) the focus on practice – knowledge comes from and is applied in 
practical problems (e.g. Amundson, 1998; Carter et al., 2017; Halldórsson et al., 2015). 
From the O&SCM literature, the concept of TSCs (Day et al., 2012), assumptions 
about supply chains more broadly, and aspects related to managing them are particularly 
relevant for this PhD study. Supply chains are normally seen as sets of organisations 
and relationships, which involve multiple processes such as procurement, use, and 
transformation of raw materials and flows of goods, information, and finance (Carter et 
al., 2015; Kim et al., 2011; Mentzer et al., 2001). Carter et al. (2015) develop further 
the notion of supply chains by proposing that they are: (1) networks, consisting of nodes 
(organisations) and links (relationships); (2) complex adaptive systems; (3) relative to 
a particular product and agent; (4) composed of a physical and a support supply chain; 
(5) bounded by the visible horizon of the focal agent; and that (6) the visible horizon is 
subject to attenuation. Thus, based on Carter et al. (2015), supply chain elements in this 
study refer to organisations and relationships. 
Discussions on managing supply chains normally include the coordination and 
integration of organisations, and the development and maintenance of collaborative 
relationships. Several studies have found that the effective coordination  of  activities 
can improve  the  long-term  performance  of  the  individual  organisations  and of  the  
supply  chain  as  a  whole  (Halldórsson et al., 2015; Mentzer  et  al.,  2001; Van Weele  
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and  Van Raaij,  2014).  Further, scholars have suggested that the integration between 
supply chain partners can lead to the effective and efficient flows of products, services, 
and information, and to the coordination of processes seamlessly across the supply chain 
(Flynn et al., 2010; Frohlich and Westbrook, 2001). For this, collaboration has been 
regarded as crucial. Multiple works suggest that the relationships based on collaboration 
are the ones with greatest potential to generate shared improved outcomes and benefits 
(e.g. De Treville et al., 2004; Cao and Zhang, 2011; Soosay and Hyland, 2015).  
Mainstream research in the field assumes that supply chains are meant to endure. For 
example, research views collaboration as intrinsically related to long-term interactions, 
commitment, and trust (Soosay and Hyland, 2015), which imply enduring relationships 
and continuity of organisational activities. However, in TSCs, these assumptions may 
not hold. Specificities of temporary contexts, such as high levels of novelty, uncertainty, 
time pressure, and ambiguity (Ibert, 2004; Lundin and Söderholm, 1995), increase the 
challenges on the planning and designing of operations and supply chain processes. For 
example, the fact that some conditions of the environment in which TSCs operate will 
always remain unknown (Bakker et al., 2016) makes it difficult to anticipate which 
types of supplies and relationships will be needed over time. What is more, the 
temporary nature of relationships in TSCs may influence significantly whether and how 
organisations share information, integrate processes, coordinate activities, and 
collaborate. Thus, established ideas regarding SCM may be challenged, which makes 
the study of TSCs necessary. The next sub-section explores further the specificities of 






1.3.2 Relevant literature from the TO field 
The main concern of the TO field is the accomplishment of organisational tasks limited 
in time and scope (Lundin and Söderholm, 1995; Bakker et al., 2016). Temporary 
organisational forms are explored through diverse labels, such as ephemeral, temporary, 
transient, and short-term (Bakker, 2010). Here, the term ‘temporary’ (used in most 
perspectives) is adopted. In this literature, research interests are multiple and varied, 
reflecting the diversity of temporary organisational forms and empirical contexts. 
Scholars in the field study topics such as challenges in temporary organising, structural 
features of projects, success factors, task characteristics (e.g. complexity and 
uncertainty), leadership, and relationships between temporary and enduring contexts 
(e.g. Bakker et al., 2016; Bechky, 2006; Grabher, 2002; Meyerson et al., 1996; Sydow 
et al., 2004). This literature contributes to this PhD research especially by providing the 
main features of temporary organisations (TOs), insights into their relationship with the 
more enduring context, and empirical contexts in which TSCs can be deployed. 
Lundin and Söderholm (1995) propose the Theory of the Temporary Organisation 
and key concepts to characterize TOs: time, task, team, and transition. Time is the basis 
for the defining characteristic of TOs and refers to their predetermined ending point. 
Thus, temporary does not mean short duration; what is short and what is long is relative 
and context dependent (Bakker et al., 2016). Task refers to the main purpose of a TO 
(e.g. creation and delivery of a building or an event, or a response to a natural disaster). 
The team concept focuses on individuals who work together interdependently to execute 
the operations of the TO. Some authors conceive of team as temporary multi 
organisations – TMO (e.g. Lizarralde et al., 2011). Finally, transition assumes two 
meanings. It can refer to perceived change between before and after the TO’s 
intervention/action and also to (desirable) expectations of change among participants. 
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Further, Lundin and Söderholm (1995, p. 439) establish the differences between 
permanent and temporary organisations. “Permanent organisations are more naturally 
defined by goals (rather than tasks), survival (rather than time), working organisation 
(rather than team), and production processes and continual development (rather than 
transition)”.  
Recent discussions in this literature have emphasised the notion of temporary 
organising, which refers to the execution of specific and interdependent activities by 
multiple actors within a predetermined period (Sydow, 2017). Although there are 
multiple forms of temporary organising, most of them rely on (more or less) 
complementary enduring organisational or inter-organisational structures (Grabher, 
2002; Sydow, 2017). For example, on the one hand, there are TOs that undertake most 
of their business via projects (e.g. production firms in the film and television industry). 
On the other hand, there are ‘ephemeral organisations’ that emerge to accomplish a 
specific purpose, after which they disappear (e.g. TOs deployed in the face of a disaster) 
(Sydow, 2017). The latter are examples of temporary contexts that this thesis focuses 
on: temporary and dynamic demands in temporary and dynamic structures.  
Relevant SCM issues are covered in the TO literature. For example, scholars have 
found that collaborative initiatives such as vendor-managed inventories, continuous 
replenishment, and collaborative planning influence the performance of the overall 
project (Thomé et al., 2016; Zolghadri et al., 2011). In relief operations, collaboration 
between humanitarian agencies is extremely important because they usually need to 
accomplish highly interdependent tasks (Pedraza-Martinez and Van Wassenhove, 
2016). However, there are contextual, organisational, and personal barriers that limit 
effective collaboration in temporary settings (Bealt et al., 2016; Akhtar et al., 2012; 
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Leiras et al., 2014), such as competition and lack of prior interactions that facilitate 
collaborative behaviour (Haavisto et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017).  
Coordination is another important aspect covered in this literature. In humanitarian 
operations, the ‘UN cluster system’ is a coordination mechanism that brings together 
organisations working in the same thematic areas in order to align their operations and 
leverage their efforts (Haavisto et al., 2016). In film sets, Bechky (2006) proposes that 
coordination is achieved through typological roles that emerge and ensure a mutual 
understanding. In the context of projects in general, it has been argued that different 
levels of coordination are required, depending on the task interdependence, uncertainty, 
and complexity (Gkeredakis, 2014).  
Although the TO literature covers relevant SCM issues, the inter-organisational 
dimension in temporary contexts has remained largely undertheorized and deserves a 
more central role (Sydow and Braun, 2018). In general, important aspects for the 
understanding and managing of TSCs remain understudied. This is arguably because 
scholars usually look at temporary and dynamic demands on rather enduring and stable 
structures (e.g. construction industry and projects embedded in more enduring 
organisations). What is lacking is a broader perspective on ‘temporariness’ in supply 
chains that incorporates contextual complexities and specificities. This includes a 
deeper understanding of supply chains in temporary settings by considering temporary 
and dynamic demands on temporary and dynamic structures. This study directly 







1.3.3 Relevant literature from the IS field 
The main concern of the IS field is the development and management of IT-based 
systems that facilitate and integrate the flux of information necessary for the 
achievement of organisational goals (Chan and Reich, 2007; Henderson and 
Venkatraman, 1993). The main interests in the field include the use of IT in 
organisational and inter-organisational contexts, IT-business alignment, organisational 
transformation, knowledge management, and more recently, social media, cloud 
computing, big data, and business analytics (e.g. Abbasi et al., 2016; Chan and Reich, 
2007; Gerow et al., 2014; Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993; Henfridsson and 
Lindgren, 2010; Pan et al., 2017). From this literature, theoretical ideas about the use 
of IT in organisations and supply chains were especially relevant for this PhD study. 
Especially, discussions on how IT can support the execution of business processes 
(Tallon, 2008, 2012) helped the development of the papers.  
Several studies in the field evidence the benefits of the use of IT applications for 
organisations and supply chains. For organisations, IT applications can facilitate the 
coordination of interdependent tasks, support the execution of business processes, 
reduce time and costs in communications and information processing, help fast spread 
of information and knowledge, and improve productivity and quality (Brynjolfsson et 
al., 1994; Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 2000; Venkatraman and Henderson, 2008). For supply 
chains, information and communication technologies can facilitate the execution of 
processes and the integration of organisations within a network of relationships (Grant 
and Tan, 2013). Some of the benefits associated with the use of IT in supply chains 
covered in this literature are: better integration and coordination, value creation and 
appropriation in inter-firm relationships, performance gains, and improvements in 
planning and forecasting (e.g. Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2014; Rai et al., 2012; Saeed et 
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al., 2011; Saldanha et al., 2015; Subramani, 2004). Although mainstream research on 
IT use focuses on stable and enduring supply chains, there is an increasing interest on 
the use of IT solutions in fast-paced and complex settings (Henfridsson and Lindgren, 
2010; Kietzmann et al., 2013; Ling et al., 2015; Yang et al, 2012).  
The variety and complexity of empirical contexts as well as the high velocity in 
which technology develops have imposed challenges for practitioners and academics in 
understanding and assessing IT use in supply chains (Collins et al., 2010; Coltman et 
al., 2015; Tanriverdi et al., 2010; Vessey and Ward, 2013). In the IS field, scholars have 
evidenced the importance of IT applications for information sharing as a means to 
enable fast decision making, real-time coordination, and integration in temporary 
settings (Cus-Babic et al., 2014; Ling et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2012). However, these 
studies are mostly descriptive and lack theoretical explanation. In disaster relief 
operations, scholars have found that IT facilitates the creation, collection, and sharing 
of information among humanitarian organisations, affected communities and volunteers 
(e.g. Haavisto et al., 2016; Leidner et al., 2009; Ling et al., 2015). In the context of 
projects, prior research shows that modern IT tools such as Radio Frequency 
Identification, big data, and robust delivery systems have been used to support supply 
chain processes (e.g. logistics and stock management) and to achieve integration and 
transparency (Cus-Babic et al., 2014; Shin et al., 2011). This PhD thesis particularly 
investigates this phenomena by examining the role of IT in TSCs.  
The next section starts developing the understanding of TSCs, based on the 
integration of ideas from the three bodies of knowledge reviewed. This effort in linking 
together the different streams of literature was particularly important because it built 




1.4 Developing an understanding of Temporary Supply Chains 
 Day et al. (2012) conceive of TSCs as those deployed in response to specific 
events/purposes for a limited time. Some examples are provided to illustrate the 
contexts in which these supply chains are deployed: mega events (e.g. the Olympics and 
the World Cup), the construction of a large project such as a bridge, a theatrical touring 
company and its schedule of shows, and relief supply chains. In order to develop the 
understanding of TSCs, the main features of TOs are ‘translated’ to supply chains, using 
the four central concepts previously presented: time, task, team, and transition (Lundin 
and Söderholm, 1995). 
Time: Limited or predetermined duration (Bakker et al., 2016; Lundin 
and Söderholm, 1995) is the main feature of TOs. For TSCs, the supply chain as a whole 
will also last for a limited period. Business relationships are intentionally formed for a 
specific timeframe (Ahuja et al., 2012; Bakker and Knoben, 2015). However, only part 
of the TSC will disband at the end of a given period. Some of the supply chain elements 
(organisations and relationships) are enduring and may be carried over to another 
task/purpose. For example, inter-organisational partnerships may not be terminated 
with the end of a project. Even the ones that are terminated may be potentially 
reactivated in the future (DeFillippi and Sydow, 2016). In the context of the organisation 
of mega events, Pipan and Porsander (2000) demonstrate that unique events can consist 
of several repetitive elements and standardized procedures. Similarly, in film sets, 
Bechky (2006) proposes that TOs are not completely ephemeral and unstable; they are 
in fact organised around structured role systems. In the same vein, Bakker et al. (2016) 
and Sydow (2017) claim that TOs rely on temporary as well as enduring structures. 
Grabher (2002) stresses the interdependence between temporary and permanent 
organisations. By stating that “cool” projects rely on “boring” institutions, he underlines 
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the inextricably enduring context present in TOs. By extension, this study argues that 
TSCs are composed of temporary and enduring supply chain elements. Therefore, there 
is the challenge of managing the interplay between these elements over time. 
Task: A TO is deployed to accomplish a specific task (or purpose) (Lundin 
and Söderholm, 1995). This task tends to be novel and complex (Bakker, 2010). 
Arguably, a TSC is deployed to provide the means that enable the accomplishment of 
this specific task. For example, given that each relief operation is different, a new TSC 
needs to be deployed. Usually, this TSC will not start from scratch; it will originate 
from experience acquired in previous similar contexts. The nature of the task and the 
environment may influence how the supply chain operates and is managed. For 
example, the task can have different levels of complexity depending on the degrees of 
uncertainty and interdependence involved (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Thompson, 
1967). Accordingly, TSCs can have different levels of complexity as a result of the 
presence of multiple and different types of agents and processes (Choi and Hong, 2002; 
Choi and Krause, 2006) needed to accomplish the specific task. Based on Ramasesh 
and Browning (2014), one may say that all else being equal, a TSC presenting greater 
number and variety of agents and processes is more complex and will have greater 
potential for uncertainties. In this context, IT applications might support the 
accomplishment of the main task of TSCs because IT can facilitate the execution of 
processes within and across organisations (Tallon, 2008, 2012). 
Team: In TOs, there are usually multiple and diverse agents employed by 
independent firms, who work together interdependently (Goodman and Goodman, 
1976; Lehtiranta, 2014) as a multi-disciplinary team. Time may not always allow prior 
interactions between team members; agents may be brought together and start to operate 
straight away. What is more, team members might come from organisations with very 
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different organisational structures, cultures, and principles, which can create tensions 
(Arvidsson, 2009; DeFillippi and Sydow, 2016). In TSCs, these connections might be 
emergent and self-organising rather than completely pre-structured (Choi et al., 2001; 
Pathak et al., 2007). Given that TSCs often involve the integration of independent and 
decentralized organisations, IT assumes a central role in facilitating information 
sharing, integration, and coordination. Usually, there is a great diversity of agents (e.g. 
public, private, and civil society) that need to develop multiple interdependent activities. 
These agents might or might not have worked together before (Bakker, 2010). 
Therefore, aspects related to coordination mechanisms and trust may be strongly 
affected. In this respect, Meyerson et al. (1996) propose the theory of ‘swift trust’ in 
which trust in temporary contexts emerges swiftly instead of slowly as a result of 
gradual experiences over time.  
Transition: Transition is the main outcome of a TO. The transition concept relates 
to changes and it can be assessed by comparing ‘before and after’ the TO’s work 
(Lundin and Söderholm, 1995). In other words, it can refer to an objective outcome (e.g. 
the completion of a conference or the construction of a bridge), to the achievement of a 
specific state (e.g. all people affected by a flood have been rescued), or to changes in 
the TO itself (e.g. changes in phases of work, processes, and relationships). Given that 
work in TOs involves various phases with distinct objectives (e.g. conception, planning, 
development, and evaluation in projects (Maylor, 2010; Meredith and Mantel, 2008)), 
each phase may require different outcomes and resources. This, in turn, may influence 
the functioning of TSCs. Primarily, TSCs will have to meet the different requirements 
and resources needed in different phases. Therefore, the operations and the related 
processes of TSCs are likely to change longitudinally. This implies that the way 
practitioners manage TSCs in a specific phase of work (e.g. how the operations are 
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planned, contracts are designed, and biddings are conducted) may need to change to 
meet the demands of other phases.  
Hitherto, the understanding of TSCs has been developed by ‘translating’ 
characteristics of TOs to supply chains, by exploring specificities and challenges 
involved in managing them, and by presenting different empirical contexts in which 
TSCs are deployed. This study so far has shown that: (1) TSCs are dynamic, limited in 
time, and outcome driven systems (focused on specific events/purposes); (2) they are 
deployed to provide the necessary means (products and services) that enable 
organisations accomplish specific and temporary tasks/purposes, and (3) they depend 
on temporary as well as enduring elements. For this, the integration of the literature 
streams reviewed, reflections, and discussions were crucial. However, this was only an 
initial step towards understanding the nature and dynamics of TSCs, including the 
related role of IT. Further developments will be provided later on when the papers are 
presented. 
 
1.5 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis is organised in three main parts.  
Part I presents the basis of this piece of work and is composed of two chapters. This 
first chapter covered the research background, motivations, questions and objectives as 
well as the literature review. Furthermore, it started the process of developing the 
understanding of TSCs, based on the integration of ideas from three bodies of 
knowledge (O&SCM, TO, and IS). The following chapter (Chapter 2) presents the 
research philosophy and methods. Specifically, it discusses the implications of adopting 
Pragmatism as a research philosophy and details the whole research process, including 
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personal reflections and methodological aspects that could not be explored in the 
individual papers given specific focuses and space restrictions.  
Part II is composed of three chapters that describe the main outcomes of this PhD 
research in the form of academic papers. Before presenting the papers, the rationale 
underlying their development and their linking aspects are provided. The presentation 
of each paper is preceded by background information regarding its development and 
current publication status. 
• Chapter 3 presents Paper One, which is entitled “Understanding the dynamics 
of Temporary Supply Chains”. This paper unveils the dynamics of TSCs by 
exploring how these supply chains are initiated, develop, and terminate over 
time. Through a qualitative approach, it explores two empirical contexts – the 
2014/2015 Ebola Response and the 2016 Olympic Games.  
• Chapter 4 presents Paper Two, which is entitled “Coordination in temporary 
organisations: formal and informal mechanisms at the 2016 Olympics”.  This 
paper examines intra-firm coordination in temporary organisations. 
Specifically, it identifies and explains how operational coordination evolves 
over time in a particular TO: the 2016 Olympic Games Organising Committee 
(OGOC). 
• Chapter 5 presents Paper Three, which is entitled “IT-business alignment in 
temporary organisations”. This paper examines how the unique characteristics 
of TOs lead to distinctive information processing requirements and related 
challenges. Specifically, it investigates the alignment between such information 
processing requirements and IT applications in the OGOC. 
Finally, Part III is composed of two chapters. Chapter 6 highlights the contributions 
of the papers and reflects on their implications, discusses further contributions, and 
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provides managerial implications. Chapter 7 summarises the findings by answering the 
research questions, covers limitations and extensions, suggests future research 





Chapter 2: Research Philosophy and Methods 
This chapter covers the research philosophy and methods adopted in this PhD by 
publication. Although each individual paper has a dedicated section explaining the 
methods used, they provide only partial accounts of the research process given specific 
focuses and space restrictions. Therefore, this chapter presents the whole research 
process in an integrative way to show how this study has been developed over time.  
One can obtain multiple research perspectives from investigating phenomenon from 
different disciplines (Repko and Szostak, 2017; Singhal and Singhal, 2012; Tarafdar 
and Davison, 2018). The interdisciplinary approach adopted here was particularly 
relevant to develop the academic papers, which were focused on the main research 
objectives: 
• Objective 1: Understanding the nature of Temporary Supply Chains (TSCs) 
• Objective 2: Understanding the dynamics of TSCs 
• Objective 3: Understanding the role of IT in TSCs 
Based on Easterby-Smith et al., (2012) and Karlsson (2009), Table 2.1 provides an 
overview of the papers, summarizing their methodological aspects. The rationale 
underlying the development and format of the papers will be discussed later. In the 
interest of simplicity, descriptive titles were created. Hereafter, Paper One is regarded 
as the ‘TSCs Paper’, Paper Two is regarded as the ‘Coordination Paper’, and Paper 































The Ebola Response 
The Olympic Games 
The Olympic Games The Olympic Games 
Research 
methods 
Polar cases – combination 
of longitudinal fieldwork 
with retrospective case 
Single case study 
(longitudinal fieldwork) 





reports, and news available 
in the public domain 
Documents, pictures, 
videos, semi-structured 




interviews, reports, and 
observation 
Data analysis 
Within and cross-case 
analysis  
Techniques: content 
analysis and temporal 
bracketing strategy 
Within case analysis 
Techniques: content 
analysis and temporal 
bracketing strategy 
Within case analysis 
Techniques: content 
analysis and temporal 
bracketing strategy 




Theory of Temporary 
Organisations 
Contingency Theory IT-business alignment 
Table 2.1: Overview of the PhD papers 
This chapter has six main sections. First, it covers the core assumptions underlying 
the main philosophy adopted in this study, namely Pragmatism, and the implications of 
these philosophical commitments to the research development. Second, it presents the 
research methods and the empirical settings studied: the 2014/2015 Ebola Response in 
West-Africa and the 2016 Olympic Games in Brazil.  Third, it discusses the research 
process, including the details of data collection and analysis. Fourth, it discusses the 
steps undertaken to ensure that research was conducted in a rigorous and ethical manner. 
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Fifth, it presents research challenges and limitations. Finally, it offers a personal 
reflection on issues that influenced the development of this research project (e.g. culture 
and the role of IT). 
 
2.1 Pragmatism 
2.1.1 Main principles 
Pragmatism initiated in North America in the 19th century as a reaction against 
philosophical interpretations of the nature and role of scientific knowledge, human 
nature, and its relation to the world (Rosenthal and Bourgeois, 1980). It can be 
considered the third research wave that bypasses the so called ‘paradigm wars’ (Johnson 
and Onwuegbuzie, 2004), providing a philosophical basis grounded in pluralism. Some 
classical American philosophers were particularly important to the development of this 
research philosophy: Charles Peirce, William James, and John Dewey (Johnson and 
Duberley, 2000). More recently, the work of Richard Rorty, Hilary Putnam, and Richard 
Bernstein has provided a contemporary view of Pragmatism. Despite the importance of 
their work and the widespread adoption of Pragmatism as a research philosophy, some 
philosophers of social sciences have tended to overlook it or express hostility (Baert, 
2005). The fundamental criticism about the term ‘Pragmatism’ is that it can be adopted 
to refer to distinct philosophical positions.  
Pragmatism is not committed to any static system of philosophy and reality; it 
recognizes the need to balance different perspectives to solve a problem (Creswell and 
Poth, 2018; Easterby-Smith et al., 2012). Building from Baert (2005), Creswell and 




• Research gains from methodological diversity. Pragmatists believe that 
researchers should take advantage of different methods available in order to 
understand a phenomenon. Since this philosophy is not committed with fixed 
assumptions, it enables the combination of approaches often regarded as 
contradictory, such as positivism\anti-positivism.  
• The ‘spectator theory of knowledge’ is inappropriate for social research. 
Researchers as well as those being researched are active agents; they are part 
of the world and can influence it. Meaning must come from the lived 
experience of individuals (Easterby-Smith et al., 2012). For Pragmatists, 
knowledge is socially constructed and results from people’s experience.  
• Social research is a conversation. Therefore, knowledge should be achieved 
through a ‘dialogical encounter’, in which people do not wish to exploit each 
other’s weaknesses; rather the main goal is to understand different positions 
in the strongest way to enhance understanding (Baert, 2005).  
• Knowledge is a form of action; it should be directed to solve real problems. 
The object of analysis in Pragmatism is nearly always a form of action (Star, 
2007). Further, it is suggested that scholars should investigate issues that can 
make a difference in people’s lives. As an example, one may cite the career 
of John Dewey and his political and social engagement. “He maintained a 
presence in the popular press for decades, discussing issues of war and peace, 
American foreign policy, poverty, and democracy” (Goodman, 1995, p. 2).  
• Self-understanding opens up alternative scenarios. Self-knowledge should 
be a serious cognitive interest because knowledge is about challenging and 
questioning our own culture. “We have to think more broadly about what 
social research can offer. Researchers tend to focus on explaining, testing, 
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predicting or mapping an outer world. Self-referential knowledge acquisition 
achieves something very different. It no longer craves for an accurate, full 
representation, or for verifying, falsifying or predicting. Whereas most social 
research wants to ignore the subjective (because it gets in the way of the 
research process), self-referential knowledge deliberately confronts us with 
ourselves, our presuppositions and practices. My Pragmatist proposal 
explores our blind spot, shedding light on what is normally hidden. It 
surprises, confronting us with a new angle or storyline. It teaches us about 
alternative social-political features, encouraging us to conceptualize and 
experience what is not present. Self-referential knowledge enlarges our 
imagination” (Baert, 2005, p. 166).  
Most discussions among philosophers in research include ontology, epistemology, 
and methodology. Ontology refers to the nature of reality and existence, epistemology 
regards the best ways of inquiring into the nature of the world, and methodology 
comprises a combination of techniques used to inquire into a specific situation. 
Regarding ontology, Pragmatism is often seen as a compromise position between 
internal realism (truth exists, but it is obscure) and relativism (there are many ‘truths’) 
(Easterby-Smith et al., 2012). “Pragmatism does not accept that there are predetermined 
theories or frameworks that shape knowledge and truth; nor does it accept that people 
can construct their own truths from nothing” (Easterby-Smith et al., 2012, p. 61). In 
terms of epistemology, using the dimensions epistemology (positivist and 
constructionist) and degree of researcher engagement (engaged and detached), 
Easterby-Smith et al. (2012) provide a comprehensive explanation of alternative 
paradigms and research approaches in management. In doing so, they position 
Pragmatism as Engaged Constructivism. Pragmatism’s pluralism is in line with key 
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assumptions of interdisciplinarity, which necessarily involves respecting various 
approaches that disciplines use to know and describe reality. In this way, knowledge is 
a result of the cross-fertilization of different perspectives (Repko and Szostak, 2017). 
Table 2.2 summarizes the ideas of Pragmatists about fundamental themes underlying 




Table 2.2: Pragmatists’ View
 Themes Pragmatists’ View Representative quotes 
Ontology 
Individuals 
Individuals are part of 
the nature, not only 
spectators. As such, 
they influence the 
phenomenon in study. 
“Humans are not passive receivers or spectators of sense-data. We are primarily active agents whose critical 
reflection upon the effectiveness of our practical problem-solving, in terms of what we accomplish, could make 
the world less insecure” (Dewey, 1929). 
“Man is within nature, not outside of nature and causally linked to it” (Rosenthal and Bourgeois, 1980, p. 19). 
World 
The world is not an 
absolute and fixed 
unity. It depends on 
people’s reaction. 
“Nature is not the mechanistic universe of the Newtonian world view” (Rosenthal and Bourgeois, 1980, p. 19). 
“Pragmatists do not see the world as an absolute unity” (Creswell and Poth, 2018, p. 27). 
“The world for a Pragmatist is the world as we react to, or with, it – a scene of ‘transactions’, as Dewey was to 
put it.” (Goodman, 1995, p. 2) 
Truth/ 
Reality 
The human notion of 
truth about things is 
changeable; it is what 
works at the time. Utility 
is a method to evaluate 
truth claims. 
Truth as “processes of change so directed so that they achieve an intended consummation” (Dewey, 1929, p. 3). 
“Truth is not the sort of thing one should expect to have a philosophically interesting theory about. For 
Pragmatists, ‘truth’ is just the name of a property which all true statements share… Pragmatists doubt that there 
is much to be said about this common feature” (Rorty, 1982, p. 13). 
“Truth is what works at the time; it is not based in a dualism between reality independent of the mind or within 
the mind” (Creswell and Poth, 2018, p. 27).  
Epistemology Knowledge 
Knowledge is at the 
same time socially 
constructed and real. It 
can be acquired through 
inquiry on people’s 
experience. 
For Dewey, “knowledge is a socially constructed artefact created so as to aid humans in their practical 
endeavours of settling problematic situations” (Johnson and Duberley, 2000, p. 159). 
“Meaning structures must come from the lived experience of individuals. Dewey, in particular, talks about the 
need to balance concrete and abstract on one hand, and reflection and observation on the other” (Easterby-Smith 
et al., 2012, p. 32). 
“For Dewey, the knower and the known were inseparable, bound together in a process of inquiry, with a 
simultaneous reliance on both belief and action” (Morgan, 2014, p. 1048). 
Methodology Methods 
Research gains from 
methodological 
diversity. Multiple 
methods are applied to 
solve a problem. 
“Instead of a focus on methods, the important aspect of research is the problem being studied and the questions 
asked about this problem” (Creswell and Poth, 2018, p. 27). 
 “Methodological diversity characterizes science… The social sciences gain from methodological pluralism” 
(Baert, 2005, p. 151). 
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2.1.2 Why Pragmatism?  
The research philosophy contains important assumptions that supports the research 
development as a whole. This research adopts Pragmatism for three main reasons. First 
and foremost, it is aligned with my personal position as a researcher; i.e. how I see 
reality/truth and the role of knowledge. I believe that scientific knowledge should be 
directed to solve real problems and, ultimately, research findings should improve the 
world where we live.  
Second, Pragmatism is empirically focused on actions and changes and on the 
interplay between knowledge and action (Goldkuhl, 2012). Therefore, it provided 
consistent assumptions to investigate the research topic (Temporary Supply Chains), 
which are in nature changing organisational forms where people’s actions and 
experience are important aspects. Especially the longitudinal design (Åhlström and 
Karlsson, 2009) adopted in this study was essential to capture how people’s actions 
enabled changes and knowledge generation over time. 
Third, Pragmatism allows methodological and theoretical pluralism. The importance 
of plurality of approaches is particularly highlighted when conducting interdisciplinary 
research. Since Pragmatism is not constrained by fixed commitments, this 
interdisciplinary study built from multiple methodological and theoretical approaches 
from different fields of knowledge (O&SCM, IS, and TO). Given that temporary types 
of organisations and supply chains are very complex, the multiple perspectives used 
offered the means to investigate and better understand these organisational forms. 
Furthermore, Pragmatism provided the philosophical support to develop this paper-
based PhD thesis because the three papers focus on different issues and build from 
different literatures, and theoretical approaches.  
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Despite the advantages of adopting these philosophical commitments, there are also 
limitations and criticisms, which have to be acknowledged. Especially the pluralism 
underlying this philosophical approach has been criticised and regarded as ‘anything 
goes’ with Pragmatism. This is primarily because Pragmatism contrasts with the 
foundational assumptions of established paradigms (e.g. positivism and anti-positivism) 
by challenging why one has to believe in one way of seeing reality versus the other 
(Morgan, 2007). Therefore, it is consistently not considered amongst the more 
traditional philosophical approaches, being often associated with lack of credibility. 
However, while for some the ‘anything goes’ idea is regarded as lack of credibility, for 
others (and I include myself here) it can be seen as freedom of choice. “Individual 
researchers have a freedom of choice. They are ‘free’ to choose the methods, 
techniques, and procedures of research that best meet their needs and purposes” 
(Creswell and Poth, 2018, p. 27). What is more, criticisms are present in different 
research philosophies. For example, Constructivism/ Interpretivism has been criticized 
for the belief that social structure exists only in the imaginations of atomistic individuals 
and Positivism has been criticized for the belief in an external reality independent of 
people’s influence (Morgan, 2014). One should be aware of the commitments behind 
philosophical standpoints in order to deal with such criticisms.  
Although Pragmatism has been used as the main underpinning research philosophy 
in this study, Interpretivism has also provided important insights in the early stages of 
development of this PhD thesis. In order to justify the philosophical positioning further, 
based on Goldkuhl (2012), some principles of both research philosophies are explored 
(Table 2.3). It is worth noting that the characteristics provided by Goldkuhl (2012) refer 
to ideal types and aim to present some differences between the research philosophies. 
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However, there are also many similarities and sometimes both approaches are used 
simultaneously (e.g. symbolic interactionism (Mead, 1934)). 








Actors, actions, decisions, and 
changes that enable and shape 


















what TSCs are and how they 
operate), prescriptive (giving 
guidelines based on the cases 
investigated), and prospective 
(suggesting possibilities on 







Instrumental (it should be 
used in action for making 
a purposeful difference in 
practice – improvement) 
and Self-referential (it 
should enable researchers 
learn something about 
themselves). 
Instrumental: it should be 
useful for improving how 
TSCs are managed and their 
performance and Self-
referential: it should enable 
me to learn something about 
myself and improve my skills 
as a researcher. 
Type of 
investigation 





Data through assessment 
and intervention 
Data through interpretation, 
assessment, and (minor) 
intervention for being a 
volunteer during the 2016 
Olympics. 
Table 2.3: Pragmatism vs. Interpretivism 
One key aspect that distinguishes Pragmatism from Interpretivism is the role of 
knowledge, which determines the development of the research as a whole. Since 
Pragmatists believe that knowledge should be produced in order to improve some aspect 
of people’s lives (i.e. useful for action) and should also enable self-understanding, these 
assumptions define why and how the research is conducted. Consequently, the focus 
during data collection is primarily on actions, and the researcher pursues the 
development of useful knowledge aiming at change and improvement. On the other 
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hand, interpretivists are interested in developing knowledge to get a further 
understanding of a phenomenon in the first place. The knowledge generated might also 
be instrumental, but this is not a commitment beforehand. Thus, there is an effort to 
understand beliefs, perceptions, and meanings, more than actions.  
 
2.1.3 Implications of Pragmatism to this study  
In order to discuss the implications of adopting the philosophical commitments of 
Pragmatism to this study, the themes presented in Table 1 are used. First, Pragmatists 
believe that individuals are part of nature and can influence the phenomenon as active 
agents. Considering this, the data collection process had to take into account the 
influence of multiple individuals in the organisations and supply chains investigated. 
For this, collecting diverse perspectives by interviewing people and consulting 
documents from different organisations in the TSCs was very important. What is more, 
the active role of researchers in creating data and theories is emphasized in Pragmatism. 
In other words, “researchers participate in practice in order to explore – through their 
own actions or close observations of others’ actions – the effects and success of different 
tactics” (Goldkuhl, 2012, p. 10). Working as a full-time volunteer was part of the data 
collection in the context of the Olympic Games. This allowed the observation of 
decision processes and co-execution of multiple activities on the ground, as well as the 
assessment of the effects of these decisions and activities.  
Second, Pragmatism considers that the world is not an absolute unity as it depends 
on how people react to it. This assumption influenced the selection of the cases. Two 
different kinds of TSCs covered by the literature were explored: the ones that emerge 
in contexts of mega events and of relief operations (Day et al., 2012). These supply 
chains are distinct in terms of challenges, outcomes, contingencies, operations, and 
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complexity involved. This has provided multiple perspectives and data richness to 
investigate the phenomenon in study.  It was interesting to analyse diverse organisations 
in order to understand how people ‘react’ and how their experiences and actions shape 
the production of knowledge.  
Third, Pragmatism suggests that truth is changeable; i.e. people’s notions of the truth 
about things change. For William James, “the Pragmatic method… appears as an 
indication of the ways in which existing realities may be changed” (Baert, 2005, p. 154). 
In this approach, the observation of actors, actions, and changes over time is 
fundamental to the production of knowledge. Because of that, a longitudinal design was 
necessary to investigate the dynamics of TSCs; i.e. how they develop in different phases 
of work. This strategy allowed an iterative investigation and understanding of the 
phenomenon over time.  
Fourth, Pragmatism views knowledge production as a social process accomplished 
through people’s experience. In addition, knowledge is instrumental (i.e. it is created 
for practical application and, foremost, for improving people’s lives) as well as self-
referential, in which “individuals learn about themselves, their own culture and their 
own presuppositions from a different perspective” (Baert, 2005, p. 156). This suggests 
that the process of conducting research should also be useful, in a developmental way, 
as well as the results be useful in a more obvious way. In other words, self-
understanding, on a Pragmatist view, is also a desirable outcome. Certainly, the process 
of developing this research process has enabled further self-understanding and has 
opened new perspectives of seeing the world. Hopefully, the knowledge produced will 
be also instrumental for practitioners operating in temporary contexts, especially to help 
them deal with complex situations in which time is a matter of life and death (e.g. the 
Ebola Response). Further, the prescriptive and prospective knowledge generated (e.g. 
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the propositions developed) can be potentially useful for managers operating in 
temporary and rapid-pace environments.  
Finally, given that research gains from methodological and theoretical diversity, this 
study used multiple theoretical approaches in order to understand the research problem. 
It was not restricted to specific conceptions of reality or methods of data collection and 
analysis. This provided the rationale to support the use of different sensitising 
theoretical perspectives, such as Contingency Theory, Theory of Temporary 
Organisations, and IT-business alignment. In regards to methods, Pragmatism uses the 
methods and methods combinations that are more suitable and applicable for the 
research purpose and empirical context (Goldkuhl, 2012). This provided the 
philosophical ground to use different strategies and sources of data considering the 
specificities of each context explored. For example, on the one hand, in the case of the 
Ebola Response, data collection was primarily based on archive data given the wide 
availability of documents and reports. On the other hand, data collection in the Olympic 
Games was mostly based on interviews and participant observation. This will be 
discussed in the next sections. 
 
2.2 Research Methods  
As main research methods this study adopts case studies, based on a qualitative 
approach. Specifically, through ‘casing’ (Ragin, 1992), it explores two polar empirical 
settings (Pettigrew, 1990; Yin, 2014) combining a longitudinal field – the Olympics 
context – with a retrospective case – the Ebola context (Leonard-Barton, 1990). The 
benefits of this combination are twofold. While retrospective cases allow the 
identification of patterns indicative of dynamic processes, longitudinal studies provide 
a ‘close-up’ view of the evolution of those patterns over time (Leonard-Barton, 1990). 
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In temporary contexts research, particularly, longitudinal designs are necessary 
(Bakker, 2010).  
Further, this is a process study, which makes it possible to capture how temporally 
evolving phenomena unfold (Langley, 1999). A process perspective sees organisations 
and organising as processes ‘in the making’, in line with the Pragmatist William James’ 
view (James, 1909). This approach is powerful because it considers context 
specificities, explores the influence of different levels of analysis (Pettigrew, 1990), and 
makes it possible to understand and theorize about temporal patterns (Van de Ven, 
1992). Given that time is an inescapable reality of organisational life, “process 
conceptualizations that take time into account offer an essential contribution to our 
understanding of the world that is unavailable from more traditional research‐based 
conceptual models that tend to either ignore time completely, compress it into variables 
(describing decision making as fast or slow, or environments as dynamic or stable), or 
reduce its role” (Langley and Tsoukas, 2010, p. 10). 
 
2.2.1 The case study method and the casing strategy  
The case study method (Eisenhardt, 1989; Ketokivi and Choi, 2014; Yin, 2014) was 
considered a suitable one to study the nature and dynamics of TSCs for several reasons. 
Firstly, case studies allow the deep examination of complex issues (Eisenhardt, 1989; 
Yin, 2014). This was very important to explore TSCs, given their inherent dynamism 
and complexity. Secondly, case studies are flexible methods that include various 
sources of data, which is also consistent with the Pragmatist position. Therefore, in this 
study, primary and secondary data were collected through interviews, observation, 
documents, reports, news, pictures, and videos. This allowed data triangulation (Yin, 
2014). Thirdly, the case method allows the investigation of what, why, and how 
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questions with a relatively full understanding of the nature and complexity of the 
phenomenon (Meredith, 1998). This method was particularly suitable to answer the 
research questions tackled in this study. Finally, the case method provides the means to 
observe actions and decisions on the ground in their natural setting (Meredith, 1998). 
In order to identify the cases, the ‘casing’ strategy (Ragin, 1992) was adopted.  
Ragin’s (1992) conception of casing involves a process of finding cases. From this 
perspective, cases are more outcomes of the research process than inputs. “Consider 
cases not as empirical units or theoretical categories, but as the products of basic 
research operations. Specifically, making something into a case or ‘casing’ it can bring 
operational closure to some problematic relationship between ideas and evidence, 
between theory and data. Casing viewed as a methodological step, can occur at any 
phase in the research process, but occurs especially at the beginning of a project and at 
the end” (Ragin, 1992, p. 218). According to Ragin (2009), theoretical assumptions do 
not provide clear guidance for the conduct of empirical research because “empirical 
evidence is infinite in its complexity, specificity, and contextuality. Casing focuses 
attention on specific aspects of that infinity” (Ragin, 2009, p. 523). For these and related 
reasons, cases should then be delimited or found in the course of research; they should 
not be specified beforehand. Further, he claims that once cases are found, they may be 
used to refine or even refute the initial theoretical assumptions.  
These core ideas of the casing strategy are aligned with Pragmatism, given that “one 
of the simplest and most difficult tenets of Pragmatism is that understanding is based 
on consequences, not antecedents. One does not build an a priori logic, philosophical 
analysis with pre-set categories… Rather, the process is backwards to most modes of 
analysis” (Star, 2007, p. 86). Inspired by Ragin’s (1992, p. 221-224) illustration, the 
steps undertaken to operationalize the casing strategy in this study are described next: 
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(1) At the most general level, this study concerns temporariness in supply chains. 
Specifically, the interest lies on the understanding of how temporariness 
influences the nature and dynamics of supply chains (i.e. how they are deployed, 
develop, and operate over time) and the related role of IT. Therefore, the initial 
relevant set of observations is supply chains that present episodes of 
temporariness. This is the first casing. 
(2) Given that the literature shows that episodes of temporariness are more likely to 
be found in the context of temporary tasks, Temporary Supply Chains are the 
second casing. These supply chains are deployed or emerge to accomplish 
specific tasks (events/purposes), after which they disband (Day et al., 2012). 
(3) Amongst TSCs, the decision was to focus on exemplar and polar types 
(Pettigrew, 1990; Yin, 2014). Initially, the degree of foreseeability (the extent to 
which the task can be predicted in terms of what, when and where) seemed to be 
an important theoretical dimension that is likely to influence how TSCs develop 
and their management over time. Therefore, TSCs presenting different levels of 
foreseeability/predictability were the third casing. 
(4) The next casing step consisted of selecting specific TSCs. For this, two exemplar 
and polar cases were selected with the help of O&SCM specialists: the TSC 
deployed to provide international aid during the 2014/2015 Ebola Response 
(unforeseeable) and the TSC deployed to provide transport services to Games’ 
clients during the 2016 Olympic Games (foreseeable). While it is known when 
and where the Olympic Games will take place, it is not possible to know in 
advance when and where pandemics, such as the Ebola, will happen. These TSCs 
were the fourth casings; they will be explored later. 
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(5) Like the previous casings, the next involved another narrowing of empirical 
focus. As the fourth casings were clarified, a fifth level came into play and forced 
the selection of the units of observation and specific empirical data. Therefore, 
the main supply chain elements – organisations and relationships – (Carter et al., 
2015) as well as the focus on collecting data related to these elements (e.g. 
observation, interviews, and documents) were defined. Therefore, supply chain 
elements were the fifth casings. 
(6) As a result of the data analysis, the final casings emerged. First, the development 
of TSCs in phases, influenced by the task specificities and enabled by transition 
processes is a casing that was explored in the TSCs Paper. This is a casing 
because it reveals important aspects of temporary tasks that influence the 
development and performance of TSCs and empirically shows how transitions 
take place. Second, the contingent use of formal as well as informal mechanisms 
to enable the execution of operational coordination in the Olympics is a casing 
that was explored in the Coordination Paper. This is a casing because it provides 
another way of seeing the traditional concept of operational coordination (Van 
de Ven et al., 1976). In temporary settings, coordination is contingent because of 
temporariness. In other words, formal mechanisms can be centrally 
implemented, and informal mechanisms spontaneously emerge, as a result of 
varying coordination challenges in different phases of the temporary 
organisation’s work. Third, the process level IT-business alignment in TOs as an 
adaptive and ongoing process that includes intermittent periods of alignment and 
misalignment is a casing that was explored in the IT Alignment Paper. This is a 
casing because it challenges the mainstream notion of process-level IT alignment 
as stable (Tallon, 2008) by introducing ‘temporariness’ into the discussion. 
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Temporariness matters because it recognizes the changing nature of processes, 
specifically in temporary settings and more generally in enduring ones. This, 
then, influences how processes and IT applications are aligned over time.  
The casings of specific instances may potentially allow generalization for other 
theoretically and/or empirically similar contexts. “Casing is a key part of the process of 
social enquiry. In each of these casings, ideas and evidence interact. In each casing the 
empirical world is more structured by theoretical ideas. And in each casing more and 
more of the empirical world is pruned for analysis” (Ragin, 1992, p. 224). Given that 
the casing that motivates a research project is always subject to refinement and revision 
(Ragin, 2009), as data was gathered and analysed in a continuous and iterative process, 
and the literature was reviewed, the various casings described were revisited in order to 
make the research findings theoretically meaningful and practically useful. Several 
aspects involved in the steps covered will be detailed in the following sub-sections.  
 
2.2.2 The empirical settings 
Exemplar and polar empirical settings were theoretically selected (Eisenhardt, 1989): 
the TSC deployed in the 2014/2015 Ebola Response and the TSC deployed in the 2016 
Olympic Games. These supply chains are distinct in terms of challenges, outcomes, 
contingencies, operations, and complexity involved. Particularly, they are opposite in 
aspects that seemed to be relevant for the investigation of the research questions, as 
explored next. 
On the one hand, the Olympics dates and venues are always defined a priori, 
meaning that organisations involved have many years to plan and design their 
operations and supply chains accordingly. Further, there is great regularity across 
Games, which allows a certain degree of predictability in terms of expected outcomes 
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and processes because knowledge can be acquired from previous Organising 
Committees and formal manuals. Even though there are specificities of each host city 
(bringing novelty and uncertainty) and there are surprising situations that can happen 
during Games-time, these aspects can be dealt with beforehand, through contingency 
plans, for example. On the other hand, there is the context of pandemics, such as the 
Ebola outbreak. Although humanitarian organisations (HOs) constantly plan their 
responses to these kinds of situations, they can never know what will happen, when, 
and in which part of the world. These types of response usually bring high levels of 
uncertainty. Therefore, even though HOs usually have established processes and 
relationships in place, they cannot know a priori which types of resources, operations, 
and supply chains will be required.  
The contrast enabled by these empirical settings is useful for the purpose of this 
study of generating theoretical insights into the dynamics of TSCs (Pettigrew, 1990; 
Yin, 2014), given that the polar aspects identified are likely to influence how TSCs 
develop and their management over time. In the process of selecting the empirical 
settings, established scholars in the O&SCM field were consulted. The following sub-
sections present the TSCs explored. 
 
2.2.2.1 The 2014/2015 Ebola Response  
The first TSC investigated was the one deployed during the 2014/2015 Ebola Response 
in West Africa. It was established on 19 September 2014 and ended on 31 July 2015. 
Ebola virus disease is a severe, often-fatal illness; it is transmitted to people from wild 
animals and spreads in the human population through direct personal contact (WHO, 
2018). Specifically, more than 28,000 people were affected and around 11,300 died 
(WHO, 2018). This response required a worldwide mobilization to assist victims, 
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especially in the countries most affected (Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone), which 
gave rise to the TSC studied here.  The following overview of the outbreak is based on 
several secondary sources of data such as the Global Ebola Response (2018) archive, 
the WHO (2018) Ebola reports, and the Humanitarian Data Exchange (2018) database. 
The first Ebola cases were reported in Guinea in March 2014, when at least 23 people 
died.  A few days after that, the WHO African regional office reported an outbreak of 
Ebola. This led to several efforts to halt the spread of the virus.  In April, the WHO 
boosted its response by sending multiple experts to West Africa. The spreading of the 
disease was unprecedented. Because of that, affected countries closed their borders, 
public events were banned, homes were placed under quarantine, a number of schools 
were closed, and flights were suspended. In July, the outbreak was considered as the 
deadliest Ebola outbreak in history and was also killing health workers.  In August 
2014, the WHO declared Ebola an international emergency, which led to the creation 
of the United Nations Mission for Ebola Emergency Response (UNMEER). 
Given the size and complexity of the Response, there were still multiple 
organisations in place after the containment of the virus, due to development programs 
and multiple initiatives to prevent a new Ebola outbreak. Therefore, it is important to 
establish the boundaries of the TSC investigated, in terms of time and scope. The TSC 
analysed in this study was deployed to support UNMEER, which was “the first-ever 
UN emergency health mission, established on 19 September 2014 and closed on 31 July 
2015. It was set up as a temporary measure to meet immediate needs related to the 
unprecedented fight against Ebola. The Mission deployed financial, logistical and 
human resources to Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone to support the push to zero 
cases”. The main objectives of this mission were: (1) stop the outbreak; (2) treat the 
infected; (3) ensure essential services; (4) preserve stability, and (5) prevent further 
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outbreaks (Global Ebola Response, 2018). One of the most important organisations for 
this TSC was the WHO, which acted many times as the main coordinator of this 
Response. This TSC was designed as a short-term intervention that would end once the 
crisis was past and the response had been scaled up to the local level. 
The Secretary-General of the United Nations initially presented the decision to 
establish UNMEER in a formal letter declaring that Ebola was “no longer just a public 
health crisis, but has become multidimensional, with significant political, social, 
economic, humanitarian, logistical and security dimensions”.  Because of that, the 
proposed mission would unite all UN actors under a “unified operational structure to 
reinforce unity of purpose, effective ground-level leadership and operational direction, 
in order to ensure a rapid, effective, efficient and coherent response to the crisis”. This 
resulted in a chain of initiatives, such as funding from the UN members to fight the 
epidemic (e.g. the United Kingdom $31.8 million, Sweden $13.2 million, Germany 
$11.6 million, and India $10 million) and mobilization of resources, and staff. This 
meant that funding and resources started to become available and that hundreds of other 
organisations joined the Response. From a supply chain perspective, it meant that many 
organisations had to interact, share information, and develop joint and interdependent 
activities in order to provide the necessary goods and services for the affected people. 
Figure 2.1 illustrates an extract of the TSC deployed during the Ebola Response. The 
central nodes in orange represent the key organisations operating during the Response 
(mostly humanitarian organisations, public bodies, and local NGOs). The nodes in blue 
represent private companies and international governments funding and/or supplying 
the resources necessary during the Response. Finally, the nodes in black represent 
regulatory/normative organisations in this TSC. The different links represent different 




Figure 2.1: Extract of the TSC – Ebola Response 
 
2.2.2.2 The 2016 Olympic Games  
The second TSC selected was the one deployed to deliver transport services during the 
2016 Summer Olympic Games, which were held in Brazil from August 5 to August 21. 
This TSC lasted from October 2009 (when Rio de Janeiro was nominated as the host 
city) until the end of the Games (September 2016). The Games featured 28 Olympic 
sports and most competitions took place in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Only the football 
matches were held in different cities around the country: São Paulo, Belo Horizonte, 
Salvador, Manaus, and Brasilia. During the event, more than 11,300 athletes from 207 
countries competed for 306 sets of medals. The organisation of this mega event required 
temporary joint efforts from hundreds of public and private organisations as well as 
from thousands of people, including staff and volunteers from all over the world. 
Hosting the world’s biggest sports event gave rise to big challenges for the city of 
Rio. For example, the local transport infrastructure had to be adapted for the 
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requirements of the Games. Therefore, besides planning of official routes and definition 
of garage locations, activities in this TSC included development/preparation of the 
physical transport infrastructure for the Games in the city. For this, diverse initiatives 
were required – new roads and tunnels were built, bus lines were created, and specific 
Olympic bus lanes were designed. What is more, there was the challenge of staging a 
temporary transport system and, at the same time, maintaining the normal and busy 
transport system in the city. In the process, efforts were undertaken towards 
harmonizing the requirements of the Games with the more enduring transport system of 
Rio. Firstly, some metro and BRT lines were exclusively used by people working at or 
attending the Games. Secondly, in order to reduce demand for transport and traffic 
during Games-time, municipal holidays were created on critical days (e.g. opening 
ceremony). Thirdly, schools as well as firms were encouraged to interrupt their 
activities during the Games to reduce the traffic in the city. 
The TSC studied here enabled the transport operation, which consisted in providing 
transport services for more than 50,000 Games clients (e.g. athletes, dignitaries, 
members of National and International Olympic Committees, and media). The main 
goal of this TSC was to provide transport services to the clients from the day they 
arrived in Brazil until the day they left the country. Two of the most important 
organisations in this supply chain were the Olympic Games Organising Committee 
(OGOC) and the city council of Rio de Janeiro, which acted in many times as the 
coordinators of this supply chain. 
This operation was selected for three main reasons. First, the focus on one area of 
operations was necessary to achieve an in-depth study, in spite of the necessarily finite 
research resources. Second, both academic and practice-based sources emphasize how 
important and challenging the transport operation is at mega-events. It is delivered by a 
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temporary, massive operational system with extreme complexity, related to the transient 
nature of the event and to the host cities, which usually have significant urban ‘base 
load’ travel and congested transport systems (Currie and Shalaby, 2012; Minis and 
Tsamboulas, 2008). Third, given the decentralized nature of the transport operation, 
joint activity among different organisations in this TSC was essential, making this a 
fruitful empirical setting in which to explore the research questions. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates an extract of the TSC deployed during the Olympic Games. The 
central nodes in orange represent the key organisations operating during the Games (e.g. 
OGOC and the city council of Rio). The nodes in blue represent public and private 
organisations providing the resources necessary during the event via contracts, formal 
agreements, or sponsorships, such as Nissan (official sponsor) and the bus firms. 
Finally, the nodes in black represent regulatory organisations in this TSC (e.g. IOC – 
International Olympic Committee). The different links represent different flows of 
information, resources, and finance involved in these relationships.  
 
Figure 2.2: Extract of the TSC – Olympic Games 
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2.3 Research Process 
This section presents the research development, which consisted of an iterative process 
of data collection (three main phases DC1, DC2, and DC3) and analysis (five main 
phases DA1, DA2, DA3, DA4, and DA5). Figure 2.3 summarizes the research process, 
which is then explained.  
 
Figure 2.3: Research process 
During the first phase of data collection (DC1), secondary data about the two 
empirical contexts (the 2014/2015 Ebola Response and the 2016 Olympic Games) were 
collected. Sources of data included news, reports, documents, and academic papers. It 
is worth highlighting the vast availability of documents about the Ebola Response in 
the public domain. These were key sources of information that enabled a comprehensive 
and deep understanding of the Response. The first phase of data analysis (DA1) was an 
exploratory analysis, which provided a good overview of the empirical contexts and 
initial understanding of the nature and functioning of TSCs.  
The second phase of data collection (DC2) consisted of collecting primary data about 
the TSC deployed during the 2014/2015 Ebola Response. For this, the main sources of 
data were semi-structured interviews with key informants who worked in the countries 
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most affected (Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone) during the Response. These data were 
analysed in the second phase of data analysis (DA2). This within-case analysis provided 
more detailed information about the TSC deployed for the Ebola Response and enabled 
a further understanding of key features of TSCs and some aspects of their functioning 
over time. The results of this analysis were used in the TSCs Paper. 
The third phase of data collection (DA3) consisted of a real-time immersive 
longitudinal fieldwork during the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro. I worked as 
a full-time volunteer within the OGOC. Data collection involved observation, semi-
structured interviews, pictures, videos, and documents of the OGOC, such as 
operational plans, schedules, and maps. The TSC deployed to deliver the Games was a 
rich context to investigate the characteristics and functioning of TSCs over time. The 
data collected within this context were analysed throughout the third, fourth, and fifth 
rounds of data analysis. The third phase of data analysis (DA3) was a within-case 
analysis, which provided rich information about the TSC deployed for the Olympic 
Games and pointed out to specific issues regarding operations in temporary contexts 
that deserved deeper understanding. Therefore, the fourth phase of data analysis (DA4), 
an in-depth within-case analysis, was conducted to explore some of the specific aspects 
identified (intra-firm coordination and the role of IT). The results of these rounds of 
data analysis were used in the Coordination Paper and in the IT Alignment Paper. 
Finally, the fifth phase of data analysis was a cross-case analysis. The comparison 
between the two TSCs investigated showed both similarities and differences. The 
similarities found (e.g. presence of both temporary and enduring supply chain elements) 
allowed the confirmation and detailing of some aspects regarding the nature and 
functioning of TSCs identified in the Ebola Response case, and it also allowed the 
inclusion of new aspects that emerged in the Olympics case. The differences found (e.g. 
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how the TSCs developed over time) supported the development of an analytical 
framework to explain the dynamics of TSCs. The results of this analysis were used in 
the TSCs Paper. 
The following sub-sections detail the processes of data collection and analysis, 
including the methods and techniques used. 
 
2.3.1 Data Collection 
2.3.1.1 General aspects of data collection  
The data collection process involved multiple sources of data: semi-structured 
interviews, observation, documents, pictures, videos, reports, and news. Given that 
Pragmatists believe individuals can influence the phenomenon as active agents (Dewey, 
1929; Rosenthal and Bourgeois, 1980), diverse people from different organisations, 
departments, and hierarchical positions were interviewed. Further, Pragmatism suggests 
that truth is changeable; i.e. people’s notions of the truth about things change (Baert, 
2005). This indicated the need for a longitudinal research design in order to capture 
changes over time and to understand the dynamics of TSCs. Therefore, interview 
questions were designed to capture the functioning of TSCs in different phases of work. 
In practical terms, first, I sought to understand the nature of TSCs by exploring their 
main characteristics in terms of relationships, processes, configuration, and challenges. 
Second, I aimed to understand their functioning over time – which contextual variables 
trigger their deployment; how they are structured; how they develop considering the 
relation between required outcomes and dynamic environments; and what happens 
when TSCs terminate.  
The development of the interview protocols happened as follows. Initial interview 
questions were designed to obtain general information about the temporary contexts of 
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interest and about supply chain elements and dynamics. This was primarily based on 
the literature review on TOs and supply chains and on secondary data available in the 
public domain (DC1). These initial protocols were discussed in the 2015 EurOMA 
Conference Doctoral Seminar, where valuable feedback was relevant to refine the 
instruments. After initial interviews in the second phase of data collection (DC2), some 
questions were abandoned, and others included. The new set of interview questions was 
then used in the third phase of data collection (DC3). However, depending on the 
interviewees’ profile (e.g. experience, position, and department), new important 
questions could emerge, and others could be irrelevant, being then ignored. Therefore, 
the instruments were adapted/adjusted to the research participants’ profiles. Over time, 
the data collection instruments were constantly adapted and improved. Appendix A 
presents the interview protocols. 
Data collection involved a total of 56 semi-structured interviews with professionals 
from 16 temporary and enduring (public, private, and humanitarian) organisations, who 
worked in the temporary contexts explored. Participants were selected intentionally 
according to their functions and hierarchy positions (Miles et al., 2014). Some of them 
had previous experience in working in temporary settings, such as the World Cup, the 
Pan American Games, and multiple relief responses. Most of the interviews were 
carried out in person and a few by Skype depending on the interviewees’ location and 
availability. In total, 45 hours of interviews were recorded and transcribed for further 
analysis. Because anonymity was ensured to the research participants, pseudonyms are 
used when referring to literal quotes. Appendix B details the interviewees’ profiles.  
The interviewing process unfolded as follows. First, I provided a brief overview of 
my study and gave the interviewee the Information Sheet and the Consent Form to read 
(Appendices C and D). Once they agreed to continue, they signed the form and then we 
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started the interview. I always started by asking the person to tell me about her/his 
duties.  Then, I focused on specific aspects such as the operation, the phases of work in 
the TSC, the use of IT, challenges, and changes. At the end of the interviews, I used to 
ask the interviewee to suggest other people I could interview. Through ‘snowballing’, 
the initial interviewees enabled access to further respondents. This process was ended 
when new interviews stopped adding new and relevant information (data saturation). 
 
2.3.1.2 Data collection in each empirical context 
This study adopts a combination of two pieces of fieldwork, one retrospective and one 
real-time, in line with Leonard-Barton’s (1990) study about technology 
implementation. One of the main advantages of retrospective longitudinal studies is that 
“outcomes are known in advance, and the researcher has an idea about what a process 
study will have to explain (…) As long as temporal chronologies can be reconstructed 
from archival data and interviewing, retrospective studies can be an efficient and 
effective approach. Indeed, some interesting award‐winning process analyses of change 
have emerged from studies that were largely retrospective” (Langley and Tsoukas, 
2010, p. 11-12). One of the main advantages of real-time longitudinal studies is that, 
“there is an immeasurable gain in the richness of temporal recording, particularly so 
when it comes to studying interactions among people, and to recording people’s 
perceptions and understandings at different points in time” (Langley and Tsoukas, 2010, 
p. 12). This study benefits from the combination of both types of longitudinal studies. 
Therefore, the data collection process was distinct in the contexts investigated. 
The extensive availability of archive data about the 2014/2015 Ebola Response 
enabled the study of this TSC retrospectively. There were hundreds of documents 
available in the public domain, which enabled the collection of multiple types of 
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secondary data (reports, news, procedures, photos, and maps) through different sources. 
Examples are the International Health Regulations, the United Nations Ebola 
Emergency Response (UNMEER) brief, and reports from key organisations (e.g. the 
United Nations – UN, the World Health Organisation – WHO, Médecins Sans 
Frontières – MSF, and the United Nations Children's Fund – UNICEF) available in their 
institutional websites. On the WHO’s website alone, there are more than 300 Ebola 
situation reports. Furthermore, data were collected from important databases such as the 
Global Ebola Response archive, which provides several news items and documents 
detailing the evolution of the outbreak, and the Humanitarian Data Exchange database, 
which provides more than 60 datasets about different aspects of the Response. More 
details about the documents analysed in this empirical setting are presented in Appendix 
E. Additionally, I have interviewed key informants from some member organisations 
of the TSC who worked in the countries most affected (Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra 
Leone) during the Response.  
For the 2016 Olympics, data collection consisted of a real-time longitudinal 
fieldwork. I worked as a volunteer within the 2016 Olympic Games Organising 
Committee (OGOC), which provided an insider perspective and contextual 
embeddedness (Tracy, 2013). This enabled a better understanding of contextual aspects 
and of people’s perceptions. Data collection involved interviews and documents of the 
OGOC and other organisations within the TSC, such as operational plans, schedules, 
and maps. These documents described operational procedures within the TSC and 
IOC’s manuals and guidelines. Additionally, participant observation was a key source 
of data in this context. “Participant observers accept their role as researchers while they 
also engage with their field in an active way” (Easterby-Smith et al., 2012, p. 164). 
Pragmatists emphasize the active role of researchers in creating data and theories 
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through their own actions or close observations of others’ actions (Goldkuhl, 2012). 
Being a volunteer of the OGOC allowed the observation of decision processes and co-
execution of multiple activities on the ground, as well as the assessment of their effects. 
My work entailed duties such as controlling access, managing timetables, giving 
information, and allocating cars to clients. This enabled observation of ground-level 
relationships dynamics (e.g. communication and coordination), decision-making 
regarding operational issues, on-the-spot training, IT use, and management of 
unforeseen situations. Additionally, I could visit and work in different Olympic venues, 
such as the Olympic Park (most of the time), the Olympic Village, Maracanã Stadium, 
Deodoro Park, Beach Volleyball Arena, the OGOC’s central office, and garages. The 
main research participants observed were middle-level managers, operational staff, and 
volunteers. Rich information and perceptions were collected during the working hours 
and more informally (e.g. during lunchtime). Valuable sources of data, such as photos 
and videos, complemented the data collection through observation. These were 
fundamental especially during the data analysis process, where I could go back and 
recall specific venues and events captured through photos and videos.  
 
2.3.2 Data Analysis 
Given that for Pragmatists social research is a conversation (Baert, 2005), the data 
analysis involved an iterative process of data exploration, concept generation, 
comparison between theoretical ideas and empirical data, discussion, and reflection. 
During data analysis, theoretical ideas from multiple approaches were explored, such 
as Contingency Theory (e.g. Galbraith, 1973; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Thompson, 
1967), Theory of the Temporary Organisation (Lundin and Söderholm, 1995), IT-
business alignment (Chan et al., 1997; Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993), Punctuated 
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Equilibrium (Gersick, 1991; Romanelli and Tushman, 1994), and Complex Adaptive 
Systems (Choi et al., 2001, Pathak et al., 2009). Through an iterative process, data and 
literature were used in a balanced way (Barratt et al., 2011). In the process, theoretical 
conceptualizations evolved interactively with empirical investigation, with the aim of 
obtaining a plausible representation of reality, in line with the casing strategy (Ragin, 
1992). Regarding the role of theories, this piece of research can be seen as theory 
elaboration, which focuses on the contextualised logic of general theoretical ideas 
(Ketokivi and Choi, 2014). Theory elaboration treats the general theory as flexible and 
emphasizes an abductive reasoning approach. “In case research, abductive reasoning 
involves modifying the logic of the general theory in order to reconcile it with 
contextual idiosyncrasies” (Ketokivi and Choi, 2014, p. 236). 
Although abduction was behind the development of this thesis as a whole, the 
reasoning varied in each of the individual papers – while in Papers One and Two the 
reasoning was to the more inductive end of the spectrum, in Paper Three it was to the 
more deductive end. It is interesting to notice that one fieldwork can yield papers of 
such different characters in this regard, as explained next. Given that the literature does 
not adequately explain the nature and dynamics of Temporary Supply Chains, the TSCs 
Paper adopted an inductive reasoning approach (Barratt et al., 2011). Data analysis 
started with a literature-free classification of the empirical data to get a general 
understanding of the phenomenon. Several codes and sub-codes emerged from the data 
and were defined according to the specificities of the empirical settings. These were 
then analysed using the literature on O&SCM and on TOs. For example, theoretical 
concepts such as control and integration helped improve the understanding of emergent 
codes. The Coordination Paper also started with inductive reasoning. However, while 
in the first paper there was a clear intention to understand the nature (what TSCs are) 
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and the dynamics of TSCs (how they work), studying coordination was not an initial 
objective in this research project. The focus on coordination as well as the related codes 
emerged from the data analysis process. Once the data revealed that coordination was 
an issue worth investigating further, a more deductive reasoning approach was adopted, 
and concepts in the literature about coordination and temporary organisations (Bechky, 
2006; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Van de Ven et al., 2013), such as coordination 
mechanisms, allowed the expansion of the initial codes. While papers One and Two 
started with a more inductive approach, Paper Three started from theoretical ideas in a 
more deductive manner. In other words, the research question and data analysis focused 
on the IT use, especially on situations in which IT applications supported (or not) the 
execution of business processes (Tallon, 2008, 2012). Therefore, data analysis started 
from well-established theoretical ideas such as information processing, IT-business 
alignment, and IT use. These theoretical ideas were then compared against the empirical 
data (Barratt et al., 2011), which led to the identification of initial codes. This 
comparison allowed the refining and detailing of theoretical ideas considering 
contextual specificities.  In order to understand various alignment concepts, inductive 
reasoning was then applied, leading to the emergence of new codes from the data, such 
as the patterns of fit (e.g. substitutional fit and combinational fit).  
Before starting the data analysis process, the first tasks undertaken were data 
organisation, transcription, and translation. Given that most of the interviews were 
conducted in Portuguese in the Olympics case, they were transcribed and analysed in 
Portuguese – only literal relevant quotes were translated into English. Data analysis was 
done in three main steps: data reduction, data coding, and longitudinal analysis. In the 
process, Miles et al.’s (2014) recommendations on data coding and reduction in 
combination with temporal bracketing strategy were adopted. The temporal bracketing 
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strategy allowed structuring the description of events in time periods. Specifically, this 
strategy permitted the comparison between units of analysis for the exploration of 
theoretical ideas longitudinally (Langley, 1999). During the data reduction step, all 
sources of information (interview transcripts, documents, and field notes) were 
combined and summarized, using the research objectives as overarching guides first and 
then, focusing on broad topics of interest: the nature and dynamics of TSCs in the first 
paper, coordination in the second paper, and the role of IT in the third paper. The second 
step consisted of the coding process, which allowed the identification of the main 
categories, based on the literature and on the empirical data. The third and last step 
consisted of analysing data longitudinally, through the temporal bracketing strategy. 
These steps were not linear; they were iterative and process-oriented. 
The following illustrates how these steps were operationalized (Figure 2.4). In the 
data reduction step, the research questions provided overarching guidance. Therefore, 
in order to tackle the first objective (Understanding the nature of TSCs), relevant 
information from interview transcripts, documents, and field notes about TSCs features, 
composition and challenges were aggregated. In the data coding step, these broad 
categories were detailed through further analysis, which resulted in several codes and 
sub-codes. In the process, some codes gave rise to new sub-codes, for instance to 
explore particular characteristics (formal IT vs. informal IT) and to show different 
degrees (foreseeable vs. unforeseeable). Furthermore, codes were combined based on 
the literature. For example, organisations and relationships were treated as supply chain 
elements, based on Carter et al. (2015). Some codes were also discarded because they 
were not supported by data triangulation (e.g. lack of structured processes). In the 
longitudinal data analysis step, relevant codes were then analysed over time (e.g. how 
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2.3.2.1 The phases of data analysis  
Five different phases of data analysis were conducted, all following the three steps 
presented. However, each phase was focused on specific topics and was based on 
different theoretical foundations/approaches. The first phase of data analysis (DA1) was 
exploratory and consisted of the assessment of the secondary data collected. This phase 
provided an initial understanding of the empirical contexts under interest. The second, 
third, and fourth phases of data analysis (DA2, DA3, and DA4) were within-case data 
analysis, which was important to gain further familiarity with the data and to allow the 
generation of theoretical ideas (Eisenhardt, 1989). For the within-case data analysis, 
parts of the interviews transcripts, documents, news, reports, and field notes were 
classified into initial broad categories, based on different bodies of literature (TO, 
O&SCM, and IS). In subsequent rounds, these initial categories were reclassified into 
new ones from the refinement of the data analysis process and from revisiting the 
literature. In the process, some categories emerged from the data, others were combined 
and modified, and others were even abandoned (Voss et al., 2002). The fifth phase of 
data analysis (DA5) was cross-case data analysis. After analysing the cases individually, 
they were compared using the categories and sub-categories generated (Eisenhardt, 
1989). For this, theoretical ideas developed in the previous phases were used. Tables 
2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 present the final categories and sub-categories of the individual papers. 
Further details on the data analysis process can be found in the Appendices, as follows: 
• Appendix F presents additional examples of codes, including some exemplar 
quotes from the data.  
• Appendices G and H provide examples on how the data were transcribed, 
coded, and organised.  
• Appendix I illustrates the overall process followed to generate propositions.  
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An important aspect of this research is the use of multiple levels of analysis. While 
many theoretical and analytical approaches in the TO, O&SCM, and IS fields focus on 
firms or relationships, this research had multiple units of analysis (UA). Following the 
casing strategy (Ragin, 1992), interesting aspects involving temporary organisations 
and processes emerged as casings in the data analysis process. This led to the further 
exploration of these aspects in the papers: the dynamics of temporary types of supply 
chains in the TSCs Paper (UA: supply chain), intra-organisational coordination in 
temporary organisations in the Coordination Paper (UA: organisation), and IT-business 
alignment at the process level in the IT Alignment Paper (UA: operational process). 
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Codes Sub-codes Definition 
Supply chain 
elements 
Enduring Supply chain elements (organisations and relationships) that are deployed continuously in multiple events/contexts.  
Temporary 




of an event 
Low 
The degree of foreseeability of an event is the extent to which people can predict its occurrence, in terms of time and 
location (what, when and where). Low degree of foreseeability means people cannot predict what is going to happen, 
when and where. 





The TSC composition process refers to the process in which organisations and relationships are made part of the supply 
chain. Planned TSC composition process is a process that is predefined. 
Emergent Emergent TSC composition process is a process that arises; it starts unexpectedly. 
Degree of 
uncertainty 
about how a 
task unfolds 
Low 
The degree of uncertainty about how a task unfolds is the extent to which people know how a task takes place over 
time, which means its resulting chain of events and patterns. Low uncertainty about how a task unfolds means people 
can describe its resulting chain of events and patterns in different points in time. 
High 
High uncertainty about how a task unfolds means people cannot describe its resulting chain of events and patterns in 








The nature of control over the TSC development has to do with the power/ability to determine the activation, 
deactivation or modification of supply chain elements in order to meet the requirements of the task over time. A 
centrally-controlled development of the TSC happens when there are controlling authorities that determine the 
activation, deactivation or modification of supply chain elements in order to meet the requirements of the task over 
time. 
Locally- 
Controlled A locally-controlled development of a TSC happens when the supply chain elements activate, deactivate, and modify 





Based on  
top-down 
mechanisms 
Coordination based on mechanisms defined by central coordinating authorities in order to manage the execution of 
interdependent activities effectively, in the right place and at the right time. Examples from the data include contracts, 




Coordination based on mechanisms defined by operating organisations and professionals in order to manage the 
execution of interdependent activities effectively, in the right place and at the right time. Examples from the data 
include social roles, interactions, and expert knowledge. 
Lead time 
Short 
Lead-time is the interval between the initiation of a TSC and the start of its operations. Short lead time refers to 
days/weeks. 
Long Long lead time refers to years. 
Integration 
Gradual  
Integration is the collaboration among temporary and enduring organisations leading to actions towards the 
combination and unification of their intra and inter-organisational processes to realize the effective and efficient flows 
of products, services, and information in order to accomplish the TSC task. Gradual integration happens over a 
relatively long period (within years).  
Speedy Speedy integration happens over a relatively short period (within days/weeks). 
TSC 
performance 
 Accomplishment of TSC purposes satisfying the objectives of quality, delivery, and cost. 









The degree to which people are unable to predict environmental conditions. Uncertainty can be 
manifested in higher or lower levels. 
Interdependence 
The degree to which organisational units are dependent upon one another to perform their individual 
jobs. Interdependence can be manifested in higher or lower levels. 
Time pressure 
The degree to which people’s activities are constrained by time spans. Time pressure can be 





Nature of the structure in terms of decision-making power and physical proximity. Unified central 
decision-making chain and physical proximity characterize a centralized coordination structure. 




Coordination mechanisms enable the completion of interdependent activities. Formal coordination 
mechanisms include plans, hierarchy, procedures, manuals, and routines. These mechanisms are 
usually planned and institutionalized throughout an organisation. Informal coordination 
mechanisms refer to the ones that emerge from people on the ground, which are usually non-planned 
and not institutionalized. They include creative solutions, mutual adjustments, social roles, and 
informal means of interaction. 








Time pressure The degree to which people’s activities are constrained by time spans. 
Uncertainty 
The degree to which people are unable to predict environmental conditions. This is caused by unknown 
conditions such as novel and varied tasks. 
Heterogeneity of team 
members 
The degree of difference among people in terms of skills, background education, previous experience, 
organisational ‘home bases’, and training levels, to name a few. 
Changing requirements 
The extent to which organisational requirements need to change in order to cope with dynamic environments 
and unexpected/novel events. 
Operational 
processes 
Enduring Enduring processes are continuous and relatively stable; they are present in most or all phases of work. 
Temporary 
Temporary processes are time-limited and focused on a specific task; they are present in one or few phases 
of work. 
Types of IT 
applications 
Formal IT 
Formal IT refers to IT applications that are institutionalized across the organisation (usually defined in 
procedures). Some examples from the data include formal systems, such as the vehicle tracking system. 
People and resources are necessary for the development of a formal IT application. 
Informal IT 
Informal IT refers to open domain IT applications that are not institutionalized across the organisation 
(usually not defined in procedures). Some examples from the data include instant messaging applications, 





A. Formal fit Use of formal types of IT applications to support enduring and temporary processes. 
B. Informal fit Use of informal types of IT applications to support temporary processes. 
C. Substitutional fit 
Use of informal types of IT applications instead of formal ones to support enduring and temporary 
processes. 
D. Combinational fit 
Use of informal types of IT applications in combination with formal ones to support enduring and 
temporary processes. 




2.4 Research Rigour and Ethical Implications 
This sub-section presents the steps carried out during the research process to ensure 
rigorous and ethical standards. Criteria for assessing rigour in research are presented 
first, followed by the efforts undertaken to address them. After that, ethical implications 
are discussed, including this study’s ethics review process and approval within the 
Research Ethics Committee at Lancaster University.  
 
2.4.1  Research rigour 
Diverse scholars provide frameworks for evaluating the quality and rigour of qualitative 
studies. These frameworks usually involve the notion of trustworthiness and include (1) 
internal validity, (2) external validity/transferability, (3) reliability, and (4) construct 
validity/objectivity (Barratt et al., 2011; Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Miles et al., 2014; 
Yin, 2014).  
Internal validity refers to how congruent the findings are with reality (Merriam, 
1998). In addressing this, researchers provide evidence that a true (rich and meaningful) 
picture of the phenomenon is presented (Shenton, 2004). External 
validity/transferability is concerned with the extent to which the research findings can 
be applied to other situations (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Miles et al., 2014). In 
addressing it, researchers provide sufficient detail of the research context in order to 
enable the assessment of its similarity with other contexts and whether the findings can 
be applied to the other settings (Shenton, 2004). Reliability involves demonstrating 
whether the process followed in the research development is consistent (Lincoln and 
Guba, 1985; Miles et al., 2014). In addressing it, researchers provide in-depth 
methodological description and consistent audit trails. Construct validity/objectivity 




being studied (Yin, 2014). It also includes showing that the research findings emerge 
from the data and not from researchers’ own predispositions. In addressing this, 
researchers match their definitions with concepts from published studies, acknowledge 
their own biases (beliefs and assumptions), and recognize the study’s limitations and 
their potential effects (Shenton, 2004). What follows is a description of how this study 
addressed these criteria, through different aspects: 
• Research methods (addressing the internal validity, reliability, and construct 
validity/objectivity criteria):  
- Clear justification on the choice of methods and their appropriateness to 
investigate the research questions. 
- Detailed account on the processes of cases selection through theoretical 
sampling based on literature review, specifically using the strategy of polar 
cases. In the process, specialists were consulted. 
- Clear description of the data collection and analysis processes to allow integrity 
of research results. 
- Use of different data sources (e.g. semi-structured interviews, observation, and 
documents) for data triangulation. 
- Inclusion of multiple and diverse research participants – 56 professionals from 
16 temporary and enduring (public, private, and humanitarian) organisations, 
who worked in the temporary contexts explored. This included participants from 
different departments and hierarchy positions. The plurality of interviewees’ 
perspectives and data sources enabled a deeper understanding of the phenomena 
under investigation. 
- Multiple sources of archive data from different organisations in the case of the 




- Real time and immersive data collection process in the case of the Olympic 
Games, allowing contextual embeddedness, which helped me to understand 
better the connotations of what people said during the interviews. 
- Adequate register of perceptions by daily recording of impressions and 
observations. 
This in-depth coverage of the research design and implementation allows assessment 
of the extent to which proper research practices have been followed. These efforts are 
aligned with the Pragmatist idea of warranted assertions, which means that research 
outcomes are warranted when they are supported through arguments and evidence 
(Schwandt, 2007).  
• Interactions and scrutiny of findings (addressing the internal validity, 
reliability, and construct validity/objectivity criteria):  
- Presentations in conferences and related opportunities for scrutiny of the 
research findings. This involved feedback from well-established scholars in the 
O&SCM (e.g. Chris Voss) and in the IS (e.g. Yolande Chan) fields. Throughout 
my PhD journey, I presented and got external feedback from multiple people in 
diverse opportunities. In total, previous versions of the papers and research 
contributions were presented at five conferences (EurOMA 2015 – Neuchâtel, 
Switzerland; EurOMA 2016 – Trondheim, Norway; EurOMA 2017 – 
Edinburgh, United Kingdom; AMCIS 2017 – Boston, United States; and ABEP-
UK 2018 – London, United Kingdom), at an International Seminar on Networks 
and Coordination – Aix-en-Provence, France; and at an EDEN Doctoral 




- I have also had internal opportunities for sharing my research findings and for 
getting feedback at the Management Science Department Seminar, and annually 
in the review panels.  
- Frequent debriefing sessions between me and my supervisors during the whole 
process of research development, including during the fieldwork. 
- Discussions with peers (PhD students from the Department of Management 
Science and from other institutions when attending doctoral seminars and 
academic events in general). 
- Research participants’ check: the papers originating from this study were sent 
to key research participants in order to check accuracy. This also happened ‘on 
the spot’ during the fieldwork. I used to summarize some of the key aspects 
observed and ask for people’s opinion in order to check if I had understood them 
correctly (e.g. specific operational processes or IT applications features).  
All these interactions (1) helped me to make sense of the findings and understand 
their limitations, (2) broadened my perceptions, and (3) allowed me to frame the 
research outcomes in a clearer and more compelling way. These interactions are in line 
with Pragmatist conceptions that social research is a conversation (Baert, 2005) and that 
meaning must come from the lived experience of individuals (Easterby-Smith et al., 
2012). Interactions are also valuable to get triangulation of opinions and to reduce the 
effect of investigator’s biases (Miles et al., 2014). These were particularly valuable 
ways to bolster study internal validity and reliability. 
• Empirical contexts (addressing the internal validity, external 
validity/transferability, reliability, and construct validity/objectivity criteria):  
- Detailed description of the phenomena and empirical contexts investigated, 




typical cases of Temporary Supply Chains. The provision of background 
information about the research contexts allows comparisons to be made with 
similar contexts and situations, making room for potential transferability. 
- Development of early familiarity with the empirical contexts through literature 
review and secondary data collected in the public domain. 
- Study of two different cases in different phases of data collection: the 
investigation of the Ebola Response case provided many insights, which were 
then compared to the Olympic Games case. This allowed the identification of 
aspects that were case-specific and of aspects that both temporary contexts 
shared.  
- Contextual embeddedness in the Olympic Games case, through participant 
observation (full-time volunteer during the Games). 
Especially regarding external validity/transferability, for Pragmatists, research 
outcomes are not only certain solutions to a given problem, they are also assertions that 
become warranted through their transferability to different situations (Morgan, 2014). 
Therefore, the extent to which research findings are transferable is one of the aspects 
that can qualify a Pragmatist study.  
• Plurality of theoretical perspectives and literatures (addressing the internal 
validity, external validity/transferability, reliability, and construct 
validity/objectivity criteria):  
- Interdisciplinary research, building from three different fields of knowledge 
(O&SCM, TO, and IS). 
- Use of multiple theoretical perspectives as sensitizing lenses (e.g. Contingency 




- Review of different literatures (e.g. coordination, supply chains configuration, 
IT use in supply chains, and information processing requirements). 
The use of multiple theoretical perspectives and literatures enables the researcher to 
explore different types of events and find alternative explanations – this is one of the 
main tenets of Pragmatism (Baert, 2005). This allowed a more comprehensive and 
integrative understanding of the phenomenon in study, which was investigated through 
multiple angles. 
• Research shortcomings (addressing the construct validity/objectivity 
criteria): 
- Admission of researcher’s assumptions by explicitly positioning this research 
under the Pragmatism paradigm. 
- Recognition of limitations in study’s methods and their potential effects, 
covered next in the section 2.5.   
- Recognition of researcher’s biases by addressing beliefs, personal experience 
and background, covered in the section 2.6. 
 Miles et al. (2014) consider that a key criterion for construct validity/objectivity is 
the extent to which researchers recognize their own predispositions. This is in line with 
the rejection of the ‘spectator theory of knowledge’ by Pragmatists. Given that people 
are part of the world and can influence it, researchers need to be aware of potential 
biases and try to reduce their effects. In order to reduce these effects, a plurality of 
opinions (feedbacks and discussions in diverse opportunities as above-described) was 







2.4.2 Research ethics 
This study complies with high ethical research standards (Easterby-Smith et al., 2012; 
Karlsson, 2009; Miles et al., 2014). In the process, some aspects were particularly 
important. I pursued truthfulness and integrity during the whole research process, by: 
• adopting a respectful and careful researcher position in order to avoid harm, 
deception or lack of privacy;  
• making sure participants knew that their participation was totally voluntary; 
• assuring confidentiality and anonymity to research participants;  
• acquiring informed consent of participation based on clear and transparent 
information;  
• informing participants about procedures regarding data storage and treatment; 
• informing participants that their data would be used only for academic purposes 
(publications, reports, web pages, and other research outputs); 
• making sure participants knew that they could opt not to answer some questions if 
they preferred to do so; 
• giving participants the right to withdraw from the study, without providing any 
explanation; 
• providing participants my supervisors’ contact details in case they wanted to discuss 
any aspect of the research process (e.g. complaints or distress situations) and did not 
want to talk to me; 
• guaranteeing protection and safeguard of data; 
• informing them that this research had been reviewed and approved by the Research 




It is worth mentioning that the points listed above are requirements of the Research 
Ethics Committee at Lancaster University for ethics approval. After a few rounds of 
interaction with the Committee, the full research ethics approval was granted.  
 
2.5 Research Limitations 
It is important to recognize the limitations of this research. First, given resource 
limitations, only two temporary settings were investigated. Although I recognize that 
this research findings are limited to the contexts examined, I believe that it provides 
theoretically new insights and a basis for future research into Temporary Supply Chains 
(TSCs) and into ‘temporariness’ in supply chains more broadly.  
Second, considering that TSCs consist of multiple organisations, the mapping and 
access to all of them was not possible. Therefore, this research findings are limited to 
the perceptions of 56 people from 16 organisations in the supply chains explored and to 
the archive data consulted, extensive as they were.  
Third, although the initial research design of this study included data collection 
through participant observation in the Ebola Response context as well, unfortunately, it 
was not possible. After several attempts, I managed to be accepted to work as a 
volunteer in one humanitarian organisation for three months. However, unfortunately, 
in the end this was not possible due to bureaucratic issues. Therefore, the data collection 
strategy had to be redefined – a combination of two pieces of fieldwork, one 
retrospective (the Ebola case) and one longitudinal (the Olympics case) was adopted, in 
line with Leonard-Barton (1990). Given the vast availability of documents about the 
Response from multiple organisations, fortunately, it was possible to collect rich and 




Finally, given the necessarily limited time to conduct this research project, there are 
limitations in the data analysis process. Certainly, the data collected are much broader 
and deeper than what has been reported here. I still have data to analyse and insights to 
work on that could not be explored in this thesis.     
 
2.6 Reflective Commentary 
This section presents very personal reflections on the development of this research 
project. This discussion is important because it covers ‘backstage’ aspects, including 
my background and beliefs, which might help to explain some of the limitations and 
personal choices in regards this research methods. This is consistent with the Pragmatist 
view that “understanding ought to be seen as an encounter, firstly, in which we rely 
upon our cultural presuppositions to gain access to what is being studied, and, secondly, 
through which we articulate and rearticulate the very same presuppositions… the 
encounter with different forms of life may allow people to articulate and conceptualize 
their own culture” (Baert, 2005, p. 155-156). That is exactly what I have experienced 
throughout the PhD process, which I explore next. 
 
2.6.1 Serendipity 
When I started my PhD in January 2015, I did not know exactly what I would study (I 
suppose that is how most people start it, right?). I only had broad interests in mind such 
as Supply Chain Management, Humanitarian Operations, and Information Systems. By 
exploring the literature on Humanitarian Operations, I realised that the supply chains in 
these contexts were part of a broader concept, that of Temporary Supply Chains. Given 
the very nascent understanding of these supply chains, I was advised to look into the 




besides the context of humanitarian operations, very interesting empirical settings could 
help me investigate these special types of supply chains; one of them was the context 
of mega-events.  
Around that time (first semester of 2015), a huge and complex humanitarian response 
was taking place in West Africa – the Ebola Response. Therefore, this was an obvious 
choice for my research and I started to contact humanitarian agencies in order to get 
access to organisations within the TSC deployed for the Response. After several 
attempts, I managed to be accepted to work as a volunteer in one humanitarian 
organisation for three months. However, unfortunately, this was not possible due to 
bureaucratic issues. This was a very frustrating and disappointing period of my PhD 
journey for two main reasons. First, I would not be able to collect data through 
participant observation. Therefore, the data collection strategy had to be redefined and 
adjusted. The good point is that I could still explore this context thanks to the vast 
availability of archive data and to interviews with key informants. Second, I would not 
be able to work with a SCM team within this humanitarian organisation. This was sad 
because I had been in touch with them during several months. We had wonderful 
interactions and a clear agreement in terms of my data requirements and their deliveries 
requirements – I would be developing operational procedures for them. I was super 
excited about the fact that my research findings could indeed be meaningful and useful 
for action (the type of knowledge Pragmatists often pursue), and that I could help them 
improve their operations and, ultimately, help save lives.  
Even though the data collection process for the first empirical context did not work 
out as planned, the fieldwork for the second context (mega-events) went better than 
planned. I consider myself very lucky in this respect because the world’s biggest sports 




The timing was perfect: I had enough time to read more about temporary contexts, to 
elaborate further my research objectives, to develop the instruments of data collection, 
to contact people and ask for access, and to prepare myself appropriately for the 
fieldwork. I was the right person at the right place in the right time! I assume that a non-
Brazilian could have conducted the same research project, however, s/he would have 
faced many challenges (e.g. language, culture, and access). Fortunately, I had the 
cultural background that enabled me to access multiple people and organisations. 
During the process of contacting people and seeking access, I interviewed two top-level 
managers, to whom I will be eternally grateful. After explaining my research objectives, 
they suggested that I should join the OGOC as a volunteer so that I could actually 
observe the phenomenon on the ground. Following their advice, I applied and was 
accepted as a volunteer of the Transport Department within the OGOC.  
 
2.6.2 Being a volunteer in the world’s biggest event 
When I received the confirmation by e-mail that I had been selected to work as a 
volunteer during the Games, I was delighted. Simply the idea of being part of the 
world’s biggest sports event made my heart race. It was not only because this would 
enable me to collect data for my PhD research, it was also because of the values and the 
whole meaning behind the Games. The Olympic Movement is not only about 
competitions and medals, it is primarily about bringing together people from different 
countries, cultures, and backgrounds and uniting them through sports. Values such as 
respect, excellence, equality, and friendship are always highlighted. Besides being able 
to be part of the Olympics, I could collect my data, meet wonderful people from all over 
the world, attend multiple sports competitions, and see top athletes such as Usain Bolt, 




did not include the Paralympic Games (which took place some days after the Olympic 
Games), I had the opportunity to work for few days in helping the Transport team 
organise the operations for this event as well. By being embedded in the Olympic 
Games, I could see athletes overcoming their own limitations. By being embedded in 
the Paralympic Games, I could see that some athletes actually have no limits. I felt very 
happy and proud to be able to be part of such a wonderful experience in my own country.  
The data collection in this empirical setting as a volunteer was consistent with the 
Pragmatist view that knowledge is a form of action that arises from people’s experience 
– from researchers own actions and from the observation of others’ actions (Easterby-
Smith et al., 2012; Goldkuhl, 2012). For example, I could understand the complexity 
related to the operation and how that led to improvisations not only by interviewing and 
observing others, but also by experiencing everyday challenges and by improvising it 
myself. This engagement of researchers is not neglected or forbidden in Pragmatism; 
rather it is explicitly recognized that individuals are primarily active agents whose 
critical reflection upon practical problem-solving could lead to a better understanding 
of the world, making it less insecure (Dewey, 1929).  
 
2.6.3 Being a foreigner in my own country 
My fieldwork was full of dualities… First, on the one hand, I felt confident to conduct 
the fieldwork because I was in a very good position by being in Brazil, my own country, 
where I knew the language and the culture. On the other hand, over time, I felt that the 
international exposure had changed (broadened and complemented) the way I see the 
world. Therefore, some things seemed alien to me. For example, I could relate to and 
understand how people behaved and made decisions in certain times, but in others, I 




enabled me to engage with the research context and at the same time step out. Second, 
the dynamics of Rio (how the city worked during the Games) was familiar and 
unfamiliar at the same time. Familiar in regard to the place itself, but unfamiliar in 
regard to the configuration it took in order to host a mega international event, which 
was completely new to me and to most of the people working and attending the Games. 
Third, I was happy as well as sad – happy because it was a beautiful event and I was 
immensely glad to be there and sad because I knew that most Brazilians could not afford 
to have the experience I had. 
From this, first, I have learned to accommodate dualisms, conflicts, and different 
feelings and perceptions. I could experience that they can indeed co-exist. As the 
Pragmatists pose ‘why do we need to have unique perspectives to tackle a problem’? 
Second, I have learned a lot about myself; i.e. how my opinion on and perception of 
specific issues have transformed over time. Therefore, ultimately, the development of 
this research has enabled self-understanding (Baert, 2005). Third, through attachment-
separation, I could see my own culture from different cultural standpoints.   
 
2.6.4 My role in the field 
When I started to work, I was seen by the other volunteers and by the Transport 
department staff as a typical volunteer. My role in the field was to undertake operational 
tasks on the ground, as directed. Over time, I got to know people better and I was able 
to share my background and research objectives with them. Therefore, my role changed 
– I was then seen as a PhD student. People knew that I was there to help, but I was there 
to collect data for my research as well. Like the other volunteers, I started by having a 
fixed work position. However, after getting to know about my research, managers 




within the transport operation and, therefore, learn as much as possible. Furthermore, I 
was introduced to key people that could provide valuable insights for my study. Finally, 
I was seen as a team member. People would ask me to help solve problems and to train 
newcomers. People from other organisations who did not know who was a volunteer 
and who was a member of OGOC staff would even ask me to make decisions… 
Pragmatism suggests that people’s perception of truth about things is changeable. 
People’s changing perception of my role during the fieldwork affected the data 
collection process significantly. During the first days, in which I was seen as a typical 
volunteer, I managed to interview only a few people. After people knew that I was a 
PhD student, therefore changing their perception about me, I was able to get further 
access to places and to relevant respondents. By being allowed to work in different 
venues and in different work positions, I was able to collect much more data. This 
allowed a broader and deeper understanding of the TSC as a whole. Further, by being 
seen as a team member, I could attend meetings and contribute, which provided an 
insider perspective. This was particularly important in the data analysis process.  
 
2.6.5 The role of IT in the fieldwork  
Information Technology (IT) played an important role in the fieldwork. In line with 
Pragmatism, I made use of different available tools that were suitable for the empirical 
context (Goldkuhl, 2012). Researchers are “free” to choose the methods, techniques, 
and procedures that best meet their needs and purposes (Creswell and Poth, 2018). In 
the fieldwork during the Olympics, this included the use of IT applications, such as 
WhatsApp, Skype, and Facebook Messenger. These IT applications were essential to 
schedule meetings, to interview people, and to meet with my supervisors during the data 




WhatsApp. In this process, I experienced a ‘virtual snowballing’ technique. 
Interviewees used to suggest and introduce me to potential research participants via 
WhatsApp or Facebook Messenger. Further, some interviews were conducted via Skype 
taking into account interviewees’ availability, convenience, and location. What is more, 
during the data collection in Brazil, I used to have catch up meetings with my 
supervisors via Skype in order to adjust/make the most of the fieldwork in Rio de 
Janeiro. These IT applications were useful in coordinating my research process just as 









Appendix A: Interview Protocols 
 
Section A: Getting to know the interviewee and the organisation 
1. Could you tell me about your job during the Ebola Response/Olympic Games 
please?  
2. How long have you been working for this organisation? 
3. Could you please provide an overview of your organisation in terms of operations, 
clients, products/services, and processes?  
 
Section B: Nature of TSCs (what TSCs are) 
4. Which are the main organisations that are part of the supply chain for the Ebola 
Response/the Olympic Games?  
5. How do you perceive the inter-organisational relationships in this supply chain? Do 
you always work with the organisations involved? In other words, are these 
relationships enduring? Or are they relatively new and temporary (focused only on 
this response/event)? Could you give me some examples? 
6. Which are the main processes and firm-level tasks of your organisation in this 
response/event? Are they relatively the same as in any other context or are they 
substantially different to fulfil the requirements of this response/event? Could you 
give me some examples? 
7. Did your organisation have to undertake any changes in terms of staff, technology, 




8. Are there specific contextual conditions of this response/event that influence or even 
determine how firm-level tasks and relationships are developed in your 
organisation? If so, could you give me an example? 
9. In your opinion, what are the main operational challenges in temporary supply 
chains?  
 
Section C: TSCs’ lifecycle 
10. Could you give me an overview of the response/event? 
11. How did this supply chain come about?  
12. How did your organisation join them? 
13. How was the composition process of this supply chain? 
14. How long will the partnerships developed by your organisation for this 
response/event last?  
15. What will happen when the response/event is accomplished? 
 
Section D: Supply chain dynamics (how TSCs work over time) 
16. Which are the main objectives and requirements of this supply chain? Do they 
change over time? If so, why? 
17. How is this supply chain managed? Is there a central coordinator?  
18. How are interdependent activities coordinated? Could you please give me some 
examples? 
19. How does the decision-making process take place?  




21. Have you faced important internal or external sources of disruptions (e.g. problems 
and unforeseen demands) that happened during the operation and led to substantial 
changes? Could you give me some examples? 
22. What did you do to overcome the disruptions? What happened during this period? 
23. How long did it take for things to go back to normal? How did you achieve 
operational readiness again?  
24. For you, what are the main lessons learnt from this response/event? 
 
Section E: The role of IT 
25. What IT applications and tools do you use to get your work done?  
26. How do they help and for which tasks do you use them?  
27. Did you know how to use them before or did you learn here?  
28. Do you have the necessary IT applications to accomplish your work? If not, which 
additional types of IT would you like to use?  
29. What happens when you do not have the IT applications you need? Could you 
describe a situation when this happened? What did you do to overcome this? 
30. What happens when an IT application does not work properly? Could you describe 
a situation when this happened? What did you do to overcome this? 
31. Could you describe your IT use across the different phases of work? 
32. What were the challenges and opportunities you faced with using IT throughout 






Appendix B: Interviewees’ Profile 
 
Interviewee Pseudonym Gender Organisation type Position 
I1 Stanley Male Enduring and humanitarian Operating staff 
I2 Sophia Female Enduring and humanitarian Manager 
I3 Zoe Female Enduring and humanitarian Supervisor 
I4 Albert Male Enduring and humanitarian Operating staff 
I5 Finn Male Enduring and humanitarian Supervisor 
I6 Luke Male Enduring and humanitarian Operating staff 
I7 Ryan Male Enduring and humanitarian Operating staff 
I8 William Male Enduring and private Manager 
I9 Harry Male Enduring and private Top manager 
I10 Jack Male Enduring and private Manager 
I11 Noah Male Enduring and private General Manager 
I12 Oliver Male Enduring and private General Manager 
I13 Henry Male Enduring and private General Manager 
I14 Leo Male Enduring and private Driver 
I15 Elliot Male Enduring and private Top manager 
I16 Olivia Female Enduring and private Manager 
I17 Alex Male Enduring and public Top manager 
I18 Ethan Male Enduring and public Top manager 
I19 Joshua Male Enduring and public Supervisor 
I20 Theo Male Enduring and public Volunteer 
I21 Arthur Male Enduring and public Volunteer 
I22 Dylan Male Enduring and public Manager 
I23 Samuel Male Enduring and public Manager 
I24 James Male Enduring and public Top manager 
I25 John Male Temporary and private Manager 
I26 Christine Female Temporary and private General Manager 
I27 Peter Male Temporary and private Manager 
I28 Jenny Female Temporary and private Manager 
I29 Robert Male Temporary and private Manager 




I31 Roger Male Temporary and private Manager 
I32 Valerie Female Temporary and private General Manager 
I33 George Male Temporary and private Top manager 
I34 Claire Female Temporary and private Manager 
I35 Emma Female Temporary and private Operating staff 
I36 Jimmy Male Temporary and private Top Manager 
I37 Paul Male Temporary and private General Manager 
I38 Philip Male Temporary and private Manager 
I39 Mark Male Temporary and private General Manager 
I40 Adam Male Temporary and private Operating staff 
I41 Carl Male Temporary and private Top manager 
I42 Rosie Female Temporary and private Operating staff 
I43 Anna Female Temporary and private Supervisor 
I44 Mathew Male Temporary and private Operating staff 
I45 Sarah Female Temporary and private Manager 
I46 Steve Male Temporary and private Manager 
I47 Nicholas Male Temporary and private Manager 
I48 Bryan Male Temporary and private Manager 
I49 David Male Temporary and private Manager 
I50 Margaret Female Temporary and private Manager 
I51 Erin Male Temporary and public Supervisor 
I52 Thomas Male Temporary and public Top manager 
I53 Edward Male Temporary and public Operating staff 
I54 Charlie Male Temporary and public Top manager 
I55 Joseph Male Temporary and public Supervisor 








Appendix C: Participant Information Sheet 
 
Research Project: Towards an understanding of Temporary Supply 
Chains: a study of organisations and technology 
 
My name is Aline Rodrigues Fernandes and I am conducting this research as a PhD 
student in the doctoral programme of the Department of Management Science at 
Lancaster University, Lancaster, United Kingdom. 
• What is the study about? 
The purpose of this study is to understand the nature and dynamics of Temporary 
Supply Chains (TSCs) and the role of Information Technology (IT) in configuring and 
managing them. TSCs are finite-life supply chains that are deployed in response to a 
specific purpose.  
• Why have I been approached? 
I have approached you because I am interested in knowing how your organisation 
perceives the role of IT in the supply chain that you take part. I would be very grateful 
if you would agree to participate. 
• What will I be asked to do if I take part? 
If you decide you would like to take part, you would be asked to participate to one or 
more interviews, which will cover general aspects about the supply chain functioning 
and the related role of IT.  
• Do I have to take part? 
No, it is completely up to you to decide whether or not you take part. Your participation 
is totally voluntary. Also, you are free to withdraw from the study at any time up to two 




and it will be deleted. After this point, your data will remain in the study. If you want 
to withdraw, you just need to send an email to a.fernandes1@lancaster.ac.uk. If you 
withdraw after two weeks after the interviews, your data will remain in the study. 
• Will my data be identifiable? 
No, the information you provide will be treated in order to assure confidentiality and 
anonymity. At every stage, your name will remain confidential. The data will be kept 
securely and will be used only for academic purposes. Only my supervisors and I will 
have access to this data. The following are further details on how the data will be treated: 
- Research data will be stored securely during and after the data collection process.  
- Data (audio recordings and interview transcripts) on the computer will be 
encrypted to assure that no one other than me and my supervisors will be able to 
access them. 
- The computer itself will be password protected.   
- The typed version of your interview will be made anonymous by removing any 
identifying information including your name. Anonymised direct quotations 
from your interview may be used in the reports or publications from the study, 
so your name will not be attached to them. 
- All your personal data will be confidential and will be kept separately from your 
interview responses. 
• What will happen to the results? 
The results will be summarised and reported in a thesis and may be submitted for 
publication in academic and/or professional journals. 
• Are there any risks? 
There are no risks anticipated with participating in this study.  However, if you 




researcher and contact the supervisors, whose details are provided at the end of this 
sheet. 
• Are there any benefits to taking part? 
For the participants interested, an executive summary of the main research results will 
be provided. 
• Who has approved the project? 
This study has been reviewed and approved by the University Research Ethics 
Committee at Lancaster University. 
• Where can I obtain further information about the study if I need it? 
If you have any questions about the study, please contact myself on the following email: 
a.fernandes1@lancaster.ac.uk. 
• Concerns and complaints  
If you wish to make a complaint or raise concerns about any aspect of this study and do 
not want to speak to me, you can contact my supervisors on the following contact 
details: 
Martin Spring 
Professor of Operations Management 
Department of Management Science 
Lancaster University Management School, 
Lancaster, LA1 4YX UK | T: +44 (0)1524 
592739 – m.spring@lancaster.ac.uk 
 
Monideepa Tarafdar 
Professor of Information Systems 
Department of Management Science  
Lancaster University Management School, 
Lancaster, LA1 4YX UK | T: +44 (0)1524 
594364 – m.tarafdar@lancaster.ac.uk 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this information sheet. 
Yours sincerely,  
 




Appendix D: Consent Form 
 
  
Research Project: Towards an understanding of Temporary Supply 
Chains: a study of organisations and technology 
  
Please tick the appropriate boxes Yes No 
I have read and understood the study information sheet and have 
been given a copy of this information sheet to keep. 
  
I agree to take part in the project and I understand that it will 
include one or more interviews. 
  
I agree that the interviews will be audio-recorded.   
I understand that my taking part is voluntary. I can withdraw from 
the study at any time before the interview (s) take place. After this 
point, normally the researcher would expect to keep my data. 
  
I understand that the confidentiality of the information I provide 
will be safeguarded. 
  
 
I consent to the researchers using my information for academic 











________________________          _____________________                    _______________  





Appendix E: Example of Relevant Documents (Ebola context) 





International Health Regulations http://www.who.int/ihr/publications/9789241596664/en/ 
The Humanitarian Charter http://www.sphereproject.org/download/543ac00499ed2/ 
UN Cluster Approach 
https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/about-clusters/what-is-the-cluster-
approach 
Evolution of the 
outbreak 
Ebola in Guinea http://www.who.int/csr/disease/ebola/ebola-6-months/guinea/en/ 
Ebola in Liberia http://www.who.int/csr/disease/ebola/ebola-6-months/liberia/en/ 
Ebola in Sierra Leone http://www.who.int/csr/disease/ebola/one-year-report/sierra-leone/en/ 
Global Ebola Response timeline – 120 news https://ebolaresponse.un.org/timeline 
UNMEER 
UNMEER Short Mission Brief 
https://sites.tufts.edu/wpf/files/2017/07/United-Nations-Ebola-Emergency-
Response-brief.pdf 
UNMEER objectives and operational principles https://ebolaresponse.un.org/un-mission-ebola-emergency-response-unmeer 
Evolution of the 
Response 
2015 WHO Strategic Response Plan http://www.who.int/csr/resources/publications/ebola/ebola-strategic-plan/en/ 
Phases of the Response http://www.who.int/csr/disease/ebola/response/phases/en/ 
Situation Summary – 300 reports available http://apps.who.int/gho/data/view.ebola-sitrep.ebola-summary-latest?lang=en 
Humanitarian Data Exchange – more than 60 
datasets available 
https://data.humdata.org/group/ebola?q=&ext_page_size=100 
Overview of needs and requirements https://ebolaresponse.un.org/sites/default/files/onr2015.pdf 
MSF reports and news https://www.msf.org/ebola-pushed-limit-and-beyond 
UNICEF Supply Annual Report 2015 https://www.unicef.org/supply/files/UNICEF_Supply_Annual_Report_2015.pdf 




Appendix F: Exemplar Codes 
 
Exemplar codes Representative quotes 
Uncertainty on 
how the task 
unfolds 
“This was an emergency like no other. It is not like there is a conflict; it is not like there is a flood or a tsunami. This is something that 
needed thinking outside the box… There wasn’t previous experience on this that we could just say that has been done before and we 
can replicate here. Most of the stuff we did in the response was very unique because it was a very unique situation and we had to learn 
how to deal with it” (Albert – Operating staff of a HO). 
“When WHO declared the Ebola outbreak an international public health emergency on 8 August 2014, UNICEF and humanitarian 




“Through the International Health Regulations, WHO has activated the instruments that promote appropriate response and 
preparedness measures for the health security of all Member States” (2015 WHO Strategic Response Plan).  
“The operation is based on the IOC guidelines, which define the transport services that need to be provided during the Olympic Games, 
premises, and service levels” (Jimmy –Top Manager of a TO). 
Decentralized/informal 
“We had to get in to buses and cars in order to teach routes; we needed to work side by side with traffic controllers so that they could 
understand the operation; we needed to literally take people’s hand and guide them throughout the process” (Bryan – Manager of a 
TO).  
“The institutional system developed to generate order services did not work properly. So, we decided to do it manually in an Excel 




 “Humanitarian organisations usually are in the countries before, during, and after an emergency. So, obviously we have a lot of 
partnerships ongoing all the time. We always take advantage of the network we have already, so we don’t start from scratch. But in 
an emergency, there are often new partners coming in, new NGOs coming in. It is important for us to liaise with all of them to make 
sure we are coordinated. So, we responded to Ebola using some new partnerships and using the existing network” (Stanley – Operating 




“The international community really needs to understand the importance of teamwork. There was no humanitarian organisation that 
could deal with such a big response by their own. We need to work as a team” (Zoe – Supervisor of a HO).  
“We were all in the same physical space inside the venue, in the same room; we worked side by side. In some situations, a service 
request had not yet come through the Service Desk and I was getting ready to work on it because someone from another firm had 
already informed me of what had happened. Proximity, integration, and communication were very important for our job during the 
Olympics. We worked as a team, independently of which uniform we were wearing” (Jack – Manager of a private organisation). 
Interdependence 
“The transport team cannot work alone; it is impossible. Everything needs to be aligned in order to provide the services. For this, we 
need strong interfaces with other functional areas of the Committee, with the city, and with the firms” (Anna – Supervisor of a TO). 
“Security and transport teams work tight together; both depend on each other. A clear example of this is the access control in the 
competition venues” (James – Top Manager of a public organisation). 
“The services I am responsible for are completely dependent on other teams; we operate with their help.  Therefore, I always need to 
be closely aligned with them; they are my hands in the venues” (John – Manager of a TO). 
Time pressure 
“The last months were very intense, everything had to be ready. Sometimes, you can postpone a project deadline, but you cannot 
postpone the Olympic Games. I used to tell my team: it is not going to start on August 6th nor August 7th; it is going to start on August 
5th!” (Paul – General Manager of a TO). 
“Many new demands emerged during the operation. If a problem happens during the operation, you need to solve it immediately; you 




“People are not in their offices anymore; they are on the ground operating and rarely open their emails. Therefore, we have been 
using WhatsApp a lot to facilitate the work in different operational cells. We have different groups for different purposes” (Mark – 
General Manager of a TO). 
“When you think about applying technology in an emergency situation, you should often assume that the basic infrastructure is broken” 
(Finn – Supervisor of a HO).  
“In emergencies, you don’t have the expensive satellites, you don’t have fibre optic... Then, you use radios instead of cell phones. So, 
it’s completely different” (Zoe – Supervisor of a HO). 
“The Transport department is one of the most technology-dependent areas of the OGOC. It needs connectivity, telecom, systems, and 
IT in general mainly due to the dynamism involved in their processes. IT tools that enable rapid and accurate information-sharing are 
essential to support decision-making in real time” (Robert – Manager of a TO). 
 “The fleet operation depends almost 100% on the GPS application developed to enable the driver to reach his load zone in the venues, 
through the official Olympic routes. For example, there are many streets blocked for other drivers that are not blocked for Olympic 
clients. Without the application, the driver would not be able to arrive at her/his final destination easily” (Rosie – Operating staff of a 
TO). 
Transitions 
“We are kind in a transition period right now between emergency response and development. So, we are kind of building the bridges 
between these two phases and we still need a lot of vigilance because in March and April 2016 we had cases of Ebola in Guinea. Right 
now, we are going back to our regular programming” (Zoe – Supervisor of a HO).  
“During venueization, the venues are prepared for operation. In this phase, we were split into more than 40 operational units around 
the city. These units had similar structures of functional areas, of course taking into account specificities of some venues” (David – 
Manager of a TO). 
Short (zero)   
lead time 
“Our response started in the day we heard about it. So, we didn’t have contracts in place; we didn’t have infrastructure, and we didn’t 















Appendix I: Process for generating propositions 









Part II presents the three papers developed as outcomes of this PhD thesis. Before 
presenting each of them, it is important to discuss the rationale underlying their 
development and their linking aspects. 
Through an interdisciplinary approach, this piece of research aims to contribute to 
the understanding of TSCs and the related role of IT. Specifically, this study’s findings 
demonstrate how temporariness impacts different organisational aspects in distinct 
levels of analysis: supply chains, organisations, and processes. The two empirical 
contexts investigated (the 2014/2015 Ebola Response and the 2016 Olympic Games) 
were essential to achieve this. In exploring these contexts, insights into the nature and 
dynamics of TSCs as well as aspects related to the influence of temporariness in supply 
chains more broadly were revealed (e.g. presence of enduring as well as temporary 
supply chain elements). These insights resulted in the Paper One – the TSCs Paper. 
Specifically, this paper explains how the specificities of the main task of TSCs influence 
the way in which these supply chains are initiated, develop, and terminate, and discusses 
the role of transition processes in enabling this. Further, insights on how these dynamics 
influence the managing of TSCs over time are discussed.  
Following the casing strategy (Ragin, 1992), further analysis indicated the 
importance of temporary supply chain elements (organisations and relationships) for 
the functioning of TSCs. Therefore, one particular TO was investigated in depth: the 
OGOC. The analysis of this organisation pointed to specific issues regarding operations 
in temporary contexts that deserved deeper understanding. In the process, a key and 
complex aspect for the accomplishment of this TO’s final goals was identified: 
coordination, which was then the basis of the Paper Two – the Coordination Paper. The 
findings suggest that the complementary use of both formal and informal mechanisms 
is important to enable operational coordination in temporary settings. What is more, 
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these mechanisms are used contingently over time, shaped by the presence of specific 
coordination challenges in different phases of work. This paper showed the importance 
of IT applications to support coordination during the Games.  
Therefore, the Paper Three – the IT Alignment Paper – focuses on the role of IT in 
TOs. The empirical data suggest that more than facilitating coordination and 
communication in real time, IT applications are important to support the execution of a 
changing mix of temporary and enduring processes, in a context of dynamism, 
uncertainty, and need for quick decision making – usually present in temporary settings. 
As a result of this analysis, the idea of IT alignment as an adaptive, ongoing, and never-
finished process came into place. Additionally, the findings evidence that IT is not 
always formalized and completely pre-structured. Rather, in temporary contexts there 
is an emergent and improvised use of informal types of IT (e.g. social media) in 
combination with more formal ones.  
The papers present at least four important linking aspects. Firstly, the most explicit 
link is that all of them explore the impact of temporariness in different organisational 
aspects: supply chain dynamics, coordination, and the use of IT. Taking into account 
the richness of data as well as the contextual complexity involved, these issues had to 
be explored in individual papers. Secondly, they are developed in a cumulative way 
through different levels of analysis. While the TSCs Paper focuses on the supply chain 
level, the Coordination Paper focuses on the organisation level, and the IT Alignment 
Paper focuses on the process level. Thirdly, a common assumption among the papers is 
the complex and dynamic nature of temporary organisations and supply chains, which 
brings about interesting managerial challenges and future research topics to be explored. 
Finally, all the papers are interdisciplinary. They all build conceptually from two or 
three of the fields of knowledge that this thesis is based on (O&SCM, TO, and IS). 
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The following chapters present papers One, Two, and Three, respectively.  For each 
of them, brief accounts of the development of the papers and of the publication status 
are provided.  
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Chapter 3: Paper One – the TSCs Paper 
3(i) Background  
Paper One is entitled “Understanding the dynamics of Temporary Supply Chains”. 
Specifically, it examines how TSCs are initiated, develop, and terminate over time. This 
paper was the most challenging one to produce; it was the first one to be conceptually 
developed and the last one to be concluded. This is especially because of the complexity 
involved in the TSCs investigated and because of the great amount of data collected. 
These factors together made the data analysis process challenging and inspiring at the 
same time. It was difficult to find the right balance between the necessary focus to make 
the production of the paper feasible and at the same time preserve the richness and 
complexity of the empirical settings. Therefore, several versions of this paper were 
developed and presented for scrutiny in multiple occasions – academic conferences, 
doctoral consortiums, and departmental seminars. 
The development of the other two papers (the Coordination Paper and the IT 
Alignment Paper) helped in this process. As they were being produced, specific 
concepts and theoretical approaches were explored. These, in turn, provided multiple 
insights into the dynamics of TSCs, meaning that some ideas developed previously were 
confirmed, others were abandoned, and new ones emerged. I was responsible for the 
development of this paper as a whole – i.e. conception of the idea, development of the 
argument, and writing up. As my supervisors, Professors Martin Spring and Monideepa 
Tarafdar contributed with many insights, suggestions, and corrections. Although this 
paper has not been submitted yet, its target journal is the Journal of Supply Chain 




Understanding the dynamics of Temporary Supply Chains 
 
3(ii) Abstract: 
This paper unveils the dynamics of Temporary Supply Chains (TSCs). Specifically, it 
explains how they are initiated, develop, and terminate over time. Through a qualitative 
approach, it explores two empirical cases – the 2014/2015 Ebola Response in West 
Africa and the 2016 Olympic Games in Brazil. The main findings can be summarized 
in four points. First, TSCs have both enduring and temporary supply chain elements 
(organisations and relationships), which need to interact over time. Second, TSCs 
develop through phases, which are determined by the evolution of the main task/event. 
Third, specific features of the task such as degree of foreseeability, degree of uncertainty 
on how it unfolds, and lead time influence how TSCs develop and aspects of their 
management, which in turn influence TSCs performance. Finally, transitions enable the 
development of TSCs. By analysing TSCs, where the temporal nature of supply chain 
processes is particularly highlighted, this study provides insights into episodes of 
temporariness and transitions in supply chains more generally. 
Keywords: Temporary Supply Chains, Temporariness, Transitions, 2014/2015 Ebola 
Response, 2016 Olympic Games 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The main objective of supply chains is to provide products and services to final 
customers by matching supply and demand (Carter et al., 2015; Choi and Krause, 2006; 
Fisher, 1997). In enduring supply chains, mechanisms such as contracts, well-defined 
procedures, integration, and long-term relationships can enable organisations and 
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supply chains achieve their objectives over time. In Temporary Supply Chains (TSCs), 
these mechanisms are less likely to be available, because of the high levels of 
uncertainty, novelty, and time pressure (Bakker et al., 2016) under which TSCs operate. 
What is more, TSCs deal with contextual and operational limitations (e.g. improvised 
physical structures), which increase the challenges of managing supply chain’s 
operations. Despite that, they still need to accomplish particular purposes over a limited 
time. These specificities make the study of TSCs both theoretically and 
practically relevant. It is theoretically relevant because ‘temporariness’ may affect key 
aspects of supply chains such as development of inter-organisational relationships, 
integration, and coordination. The literature shows gaps in the theoretical understanding 
of how this happens. It is practically relevant because TSCs are critical to tackling the 
operations in a number of important contexts such as humanitarian disruptions (e.g. 
emergencies and disasters) and global events (e.g. the Olympics and the World Cup) 
(Day et al., 2012). Further, temporariness is to some extent an issue in many supply 
chains to the extent that they deal with novel and uncertain circumstances (e.g. new 
product development and supply disruptions). Therefore, the practical implications of 
this study are not just for classic TSC contexts; they are relevant to more enduring 
supply chains, too. 
TSCs can be defined as “finite-life supply chains that are regularly deployed in 
response to a specific event… Once the event is completed, the supply chain is 
disbanded” (Day et al., 2012, p. 23). A typical example of a TSC is a disaster relief 
supply chain. Once a natural disaster occurs, a TSC is initiated to provide goods and 
services required to assist the affected people, as the response unfolds. This means that 
it must be possible for the TSC to be set up quickly and changed over time under 
uncertain conditions. Such a TSC has enduring elements because its member 
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organisations probably have suppliers, partners, and long-term agreements, and yet 
when an emergency happens, new supply chain elements such as suppliers of 
emergency-specific goods and relationships with local communities have to be 
identified and/or mobilised. This suggests that this TSC has both enduring and 
temporary elements and that these elements need to interact over the course of its life. 
After accomplishing its specific goals, this TSC is then disbanded. This example 
illustrates the dynamism and complexity involved in TSCs. We cannot fully 
comprehend and manage them unless we understand their dynamics; i.e. how they are 
initiated, develop and terminate over time.  
Looking at the literature in the Operations and Supply Chain Management 
(O&SCM) field, we find little discussion on temporary types of supply chains. Notable 
exceptions are the works of Day et al. (2012), who present the concept of TSCs, and of 
Melnyk et al. (2014), who identify some instances in which a temporary response is 
required: the replacement of one production inventory control system by another, a new 
product introduction, or a supply chain shock, such as a natural disaster or a port strike. 
Much of the research in the field arguably assumes that supply chains are stable and 
enduring. This may be due to its focus on industries such as retail and automotive, where 
stability has been a helpful and reasonable assumption. However, there are recurrent 
calls for studies that can identify and understand the underlying factors influencing 
changes in supply chains (Melnyk et al., 2014; Carter et al., 2017) and, especially 
relevant to this study, calls for studies that explain how supply chains develop over time 
(Carter et al., 2015). The study of TSCs seems to be particularly relevant to add to this 
knowledge especially because of their changing nature and usually short duration. 
Further, looking at the literature on temporary organisations (TOs), although it covers 
some aspects of the supply chain, such as inter-organisational relationships, 
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collaboration, and contracting (Kerkhove and Vanhoucke, 2016; Suprapto et al., 2015), 
it does not explain how TSCs develop over time.  
From both bodies of literature, what is lacking is a theoretical understanding of the 
dynamics of TSCs, including an understanding on how their enduring and temporary 
supply chain elements interact. Therefore, we tackle the following research question: 
How are TSCs initiated, and how do they develop and terminate? For this, we analyse 
two empirical cases – the 2014/2015 Ebola Response in West Africa and the 2016 
Olympic Games in Brazil. They were theoretically selected for two main reasons: (1) 
they involve typical cases of TSCs and (2) they differ in the fundamental circumstances 
of their initiation: while the Olympics were foreseeable, the Ebola outbreak was 
unforeseeable. This contrast provided theoretical sampling in addressing the research 
question. Through a qualitative approach, data collection involved interviews with key 
informants, documents, and information available in the public domain.  
This paper is organised as follows. The subsequent sections cover relevant literature 
on supply chains and temporariness. Next, we present the study’s methods, followed by 
the description of the findings. Then, we discuss the theoretical and practical 
contributions. Finally, we conclude by presenting future research avenues.  
 
3.2 Literature Review 
3.2.1 Supply Chains 
In the O&SCM field, supply chains are normally seen as sets of organisations and 
relationships that participate in supplying goods and services. They constitute multiple 
processes such as procurement, use and transformation of raw materials (Kim et al., 
2011), and flows of goods, information and finance (Carter et al., 2015). Although 
supply chains are primarily regarded as enduring and stable, some scholars have pointed 
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to their changing nature. Thus, the conception of what a supply chain is has evolved 
from one “that is fundamentally order-oriented, cost-driven, and execution-focused to 
one that is strategically-focused, dynamic, and driven by customer objectives” (Melnyk 
et al., 2009, p. 4648).  
Although scholars have helped to build a substantial body of knowledge on supply 
chains over the years, there are recurrent calls for studies that can understand how 
supply chains develop over time. For instance, Melnyk et al. (2014) explicitly recognize 
the changing nature of supply chains and call for research that identifies and explains 
the underlying factors influencing supply chain transition processes. Carter et al. (2017) 
call for studies that explore the temporal dynamics of how SCM practices (e.g. supplier 
evaluation and selection or supplier quality management) spread within a given supply 
chain. Fawcett and Waller (2011) call for research that provides richer explanation in 
the supply chain research by tackling relevant real-world problems. Further, Carter et 
al. (2015) argue that we need a theory of supply chains before continuing the 
development of theories on SCM. In order to start this process, they present six 
foundational premises, proposing that supply chains are: (1) networks, consisting of 
nodes (organisations) and links (relationships); (2) complex adaptive systems; (3) 
relative to a particular product and agent; (4) composed of a physical and a support 
supply chain; (5) bounded by the visible horizon of the focal agent; and that (6) the 
visible horizon is subject to attenuation. 
These foundational premises have merit in providing a comprehensive notion of 
supply chains. However, some of them are limited as they focus only on physical 
products and exclude service supply chains, which present different characteristics and 
dynamics (Sampson and Spring, 2012). Building from these premises, Carter et al. 
(2015) call for studies that continue to advance the theory of supply chains. One of the 
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research avenues suggested, which is particularly relevant for this study, is the 
investigation of how supply chains are initiated, why and how supply chains grow, how 
they change over time, and why and how some supply chains expire. For this, the study 
of TSCs seems particularly suitable. The next section explores some features of their 
operational context.  
 
3.2.2 Temporary Supply Chains 
TSCs operate in highly dynamic contexts to accomplish temporary tasks, which range 
from conferences, games, film-making, and research projects through task forces, 
construction, theatre, and election campaign organisations (Bakker, 2010; Bechky, 
2006; Day et al., 2012). Specifically, we explore three key features that help 
characterize the broad environment in which they operate: high levels of uncertainty, 
variety of organisations and team members, and embeddedness in the more enduring 
context. 
First, given that TSCs are deployed in response to a specific and usually novel task 
(purpose), uncertainty is always present. However, TSCs in particular contexts will face 
different degrees and sources of uncertainty. For example, given that every 
humanitarian emergency is different (Haavisto et al., 2016), it is hard to foresee when 
and where the next disaster will occur as well as what will be needed (Tatham and 
Christopher, 2014). It is difficult to identify the demand, in terms of timing, location, 
type, and size (Balcik and Beamon, 2008). In a project context, Blois et al. (2016) also 
emphasize the uncertainty involved in temporary contexts by saying that there are 
significant differences between what is planned and what actually unfolds in project 
processes. This means that managers cannot always anticipate what is going to be 
needed, when and where. In this context, studies have indicated that formal as well as 
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informal structures and communication channels are important to deal with high levels 
of uncertainty and complexity, and achieve organisational outcomes (Blois et al., 2016; 
Lizarralde et al., 2011). 
Second, TSCs involve a variety of organisations and team members. Most types of 
projects and temporary tasks cross organisational boundaries; they are embedded in 
multiple inter-organisational relationships (Sydow and Braun, 2018). There is usually a 
multi-disciplinary group of participants employed by different firms to accomplish a 
joint task within a specified time, either defined by a fixed date and/or by the 
accomplishment of a predefined purpose (Lehtiranta, 2014). For instance, humanitarian 
supply chains can include not only local and global suppliers, implementing partners, 
and beneficiaries, but also, local, regional, national and supranational governmental 
entities, community leaders, and military organisations (Haavisto et al., 2016; Lin et 
al., 2017). In construction projects, there are also multiple and diverse organisations 
such as contractors, subcontractors, designers, local communities, and public bodies 
(Pal et al., 2017). Although scholars evidence the importance of collaborative 
relationships to accomplish temporary and complex tasks (Araujo et al., 2017; Pedraza-
Martinez and Van Wassenhove, 2016), especially in contexts where there is not enough 
time to achieve outcomes through other means (e.g. contractual relationships), Sydow 
and Braun (2018) stress that the inter-organisational dimension has remained largely 
undertheorized and deserves a more central role.  
Within the member organisations of a TSC, there are usually diversely skilled people 
(Meyerson et al., 1996), who are often unfamiliar with one another’s skills (Bechky, 
2006). Regarding the amount of social interaction required, scholars have divergent 
views (Burke and Morley, 2016). Some agree that although time does not always allow 
intensive interaction between organisations, members still need to develop joint 
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activities based on ‘swift trust’ (Meyerson et al., 1996). Given that people working in 
temporary contexts usually come from different organisations, have different 
specializations, and have varying levels of expertise (Bechky, 2006; Grabher, 2002; 
Meyerson et al., 1996), tensions can be created by the coexistence of different 
organising principles (Arvidsson, 2009). The diversity of organisations and individuals 
involved in TSCs can bring many challenges, especially related to coordination and 
collaboration. 
Third, TSCs are embedded in the more enduring context. For example, Bechky 
(2006), in her study of film sets, proposes that TOs are not completely ephemeral and 
unstable; they are in fact organised around structured role systems. Similarly, Bakker et 
al. (2016) and Sydow (2017) claim that TOs depend on enduring as well as temporary 
structures. For Ruuska et al. (2011), projects should be viewed as short-term events or 
episodes embedded in the long-term context rather than entirely temporary endeavours. 
By extension, building on Day et al. (2012), we claim that only part of the TSC will 
disband on completion of the task. Some of the supply chain elements (relationships 
and organisations) are part of a more enduring context (Grabher, 2002) and may be 
carried over to another task/purpose. Further, we suggest that TSCs are composed of 
both enduring and temporary supply chain elements. Given that both types of elements 
are present, the investigation of their interplay over time is essential for the 
understanding and managing of TSCs.  
This literature review indicates that what is lacking is a theoretical understanding on 
how TSCs are initiated, develop, and terminate and how temporary and enduring supply 






We adopted a case study strategy and a qualitative approach (Eisenhardt, 1989; Ketokivi 
and Choi, 2014; Meredith, 1998; Yin, 2014). Specifically, we explored TSCs in two 
empirical contexts – the 2014/2015 Ebola Response in West Africa and the 2016 
Olympic Games in Brazil.  In line with Leonard-Barton’s (1990) study about technology 
implementation, this is a longitudinal study that combines a longitudinal field study (the 
Olympic Games) with a retrospective case (the Ebola Response). The benefits of this 
combination are twofold. While the Ebola case allowed the identification of important 
aspects to explain the dynamics of TSCs, the longitudinal fieldwork in the Olympics 
case provided a ‘close-up’ view of these aspects (Leonard-Barton, 1990).  
 
3.3.1 Case selection 
The exemplar cases of TSCs were theoretically selected through a polar case strategy 
(Pettigrew, 1990; Yin, 2014), as a way to maximise the generation of theoretical 
insights. While it is known where the Olympics will take place, when the Games will 
start and finish, and what main activities need to be accomplished, it is not possible to 
know in advance when and where pandemics, such as the Ebola, will happen and what 
activities will be necessary. This is theoretically relevant because the extent to which 
one can foresee a TSC initiation (in terms of what, when and where) is likely to 
influence how TSCs develop and are managed over time. 
The first TSC investigated was the one deployed to provide international aid during 
the 2014/2015 Ebola Response in West Africa. Although, as we shall see, many aspects 
of the TSC emerged rather informally, in terms of formal recognition of the set of 
organisations involved in the response, this TSC was established on 19 September 2014 
and ended on 31 July 2015. Ebola virus disease is a severe, often-fatal illness; it is 
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transmitted to people from wild animals and spreads in the human population through 
direct personal contact (WHO, 2018). Specifically, more than 28,000 people were 
affected and around 11,300 died (WHO, 2018). The countries most affected were 
Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone. This response required a worldwide mobilization, 
which gave rise to the TSC studied here. The Ebola outbreak was unprecedented. 
Although humanitarian organisations (HOs) constantly plan their responses to these 
kinds of situations, they can never know what will happen, when, and in which part of 
the world. Therefore, even though they usually have established processes and 
relationships in place, they cannot predict which types of resources, operations, and 
supply chains will be required.  
The second TSC selected was the one deployed to deliver transport services during 
the 2016 Summer Olympic Games, which were held in Brazil from August 5 to August 
21. This TSC lasted from October 2009 (when Rio was nominated as the host city) until 
the end of the Games (September 2016). The event featured 28 Olympic sports and most 
competitions took place in Rio de Janeiro. Only the football matches were held in 
different cities around the country: São Paulo, Belo Horizonte, Salvador, Manaus, and 
Brasilia. The organisation of this mega-event required temporary joint efforts from 
hundreds of public and private organisations as well as from thousands of people, 
including staff and volunteers from all over the world. The Olympics dates and places 
were known in advance. Although the Games are held in different countries each time, 
the organisation of the event involves essentially repeating something that has already 
been done before. Therefore, the Organising Committees can predict fairly well which 





3.3.2 Data collection 
For the 2014/2015 Ebola Response, we have collected multiple sources of secondary 
data (e.g. reports, news, and documents) and we have interviewed key informants from 
some member organisations of the TSC who worked in the most affected countries 
during the Response. Because this TSC was studied retrospectively, archive data played 
a key role. Different databases and repositories of information (e.g. Global Ebola 
Response Data and Humanitarian Data Exchange) as well as reports from key 
organisations within this TSC (e.g. WHO – the World Health Organisation, MSF – 
Médecins Sans Frontières, and UNICEF – the United Nations Children's Fund) 
available in the public domain were consulted.  
For the 2016 Olympics, data collection consisted of a real-time longitudinal field 
study. The first author worked as a volunteer within the 2016 Olympic Games 
Organising Committee (OGOC). This enabled the study of the TSC in action. Data 
collection involved interviews and documents of the OGOC and other firms within the 
TSC, such as operational plans, schedules, and maps. The TSC to deliver the Games 
was a rich context to investigate the functioning of TSCs over time.  
In total, the data collection in both contexts involved 22 semi-structured interviews 
with key informants who worked in the temporary contexts under investigation. 
Participants were selected intentionally according to their functions and hierarchy 
positions (Miles et al., 2014). Most of the interviews were carried out in person and a 
few by Skype considering the interviewees’ location and convenience. In total, there 
were around 19.5 hours of interviews recorded and transcribed for further analysis. In 
the Olympics case, we also drew on informal conversations, which were captured by 
recording field notes. Because we have ensured anonymity to the research participants, 
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we use pseudonyms when referring to literal quotes. Appendix 1 presents the 
interviewees’ profiles and key documents analysed.  
  
3.3.3 Data analysis  
Within- and cross-case analyses were conducted (Eisenhardt, 1989), using content 
analysis and temporal bracketing. The temporal bracketing strategy allows the 
structuring of the description of events in successive time periods (in our case, different 
phases of work in TSCs). They are not necessarily phases in the sense of a sequential 
process, but usually offer opportunities for structuring process analysis and sense-
making (Langley, 1999).  
Data analysis started with a literature-free classification of the empirical data to get 
a general understanding of the phenomenon. Then, we analysed the data using the 
literature on O&SCM and on TOs. This was an iterative process, which consisted of 
three main steps. Firstly, through within-case analysis, we examined individually both 
TSCs studied, particularly their specificities, main organisations, relationships, and 
firm-level activities. Further, we sought to understand their dynamics; i.e. how they 
were initiated, developed, and terminated over time. Secondly, through cross-case 
analysis, we explored important aspects of both cases comparatively, trying to find 
similarities and differences. Thirdly, we analysed both TSCs over time using the 
temporal bracketing strategy. This enabled the understanding of the dynamics of TSCs 
in different empirical contexts.  
Data organisation and coding were conducted building from Miles et al. (2014). 
Table 3.1 presents the final codes and sub-codes. The code supply chain elements was 
defined a priori, based on the literature, given that our analysis focused on the main 
supply chain elements: organisations and relationships (Carter et al., 2015). However, 
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the sub-codes temporary and enduring are data-based and refer to the characterization 
of these elements in the cases studied. All the other codes and sub-codes emerged from 
the data and were defined according to the specificities of our empirical cases. Although 
broad concepts such as coordination, control, and integration are defined in the more 
general literature on O&SCM, their meanings here were reconciled with the reality of 
the contexts investigated. As an example, we take the concept of integration. Flynn et 
al. (2010, p. 58) define integration as “the degree to which a manufacturer strategically 
collaborates with its supply chain partners and collaboratively manages intra and inter-
organisational processes, in order to achieve effective and efficient flows of products 
and services, information, money and decisions, to provide maximum value to the 
customer”. Frohlich and Westbrook (2001, p. 186) stress that the goal of integration is 
“to create and coordinate manufacturing processes seamlessly across the supply chain”. 
Van der Vaart and Van Donk (2008, p. 51) adds the focus on action by saying that 
“attitudinal aspects are primarily relevant if one wants to understand the level of 
integration (practices and patterns) within particular relationships. It is not sufficient to 
have a positive attitude towards collaboration and SCM: in some way, this positive 
attitude has to lead to actions”.  
Based on Frohlich and Westbrook (2001), Flynn et al. (2010), and Van der Vaart 
and Van Donk (2008), we reconcile the concept of integration with our empirical 
contexts by defining it as the collaboration among temporary and enduring 
organisations leading to actions towards the combination and unification of their intra- 
and inter-organisational processes to realize the effective and efficient flows of 
products, services, and information in order to accomplish the TSC task. This 
conceptualization, first, removes ‘strategically’ given that many collaborative initiatives 
towards integration evidenced lasted for a short term and happened at the operational 
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level, even in emergent and informal ways. Second, it includes integrating with 
temporary organisations, which opens the possibility of adding new and diverse actors 
and not only integrating with pre-existing partners, such as suppliers and customers. 
Third, the integrating efforts are directed to the accomplishment of the TSC main task. 
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Codes Sub-codes Definition 
Supply chain 
elements 
Enduring Supply chain elements (organisations and relationships) that are deployed continuously in multiple events/contexts.  
Temporary 




of an event 
Low 
The degree of foreseeability of an event is the extent to which people can predict its occurrence, in terms of time and 
location (what, when and where). Low degree of foreseeability means people cannot predict what is going to happen, 
when and where. 





The TSC composition process refers to the process in which organisations and relationships are made part of the supply 
chain. Planned TSC composition process is a process that is predefined. 
Emergent Emergent TSC composition process is a process that arises; it starts unexpectedly. 
Degree of 
uncertainty 
about how a 
task unfolds 
Low 
The degree of uncertainty about how a task unfolds is the extent to which people know how a task takes place over 
time, which means its resulting chain of events and patterns. Low uncertainty about how a task unfolds means people 
can describe its resulting chain of events and patterns in different points in time. 
High 
High uncertainty about how a task unfolds means people cannot describe its resulting chain of events and patterns in 








The nature of control over the TSC development has to do with the power/ability to determine the activation, 
deactivation or modification of supply chain elements in order to meet the requirements of the task over time. A 
centrally-controlled development of the TSC happens when there are controlling authorities that determine the 
activation, deactivation or modification of supply chain elements in order to meet the requirements of the task over 
time. 
Locally- 
Controlled A locally-controlled development of a TSC happens when the supply chain elements activate, deactivate, and modify 





Based on  
top-down 
mechanisms 
Coordination based on mechanisms defined by central coordinating authorities in order to manage the execution of 
interdependent activities effectively, in the right place and at the right time. Examples from the data include contracts, 




Coordination based on mechanisms defined by operating organisations and professionals in order to manage the 
execution of interdependent activities effectively, in the right place and at the right time. Examples from the data 
include social roles, interactions, expert knowledge. 
Lead time 
Short 
Lead-time is the interval between the initiation of a TSC and the start of its operations. Short lead time refers to 
days/weeks. 
Long Long lead time refers to years. 
Integration 
Gradual  
Integration is the collaboration among temporary and enduring organisations leading to actions towards the 
combination and unification of their intra and inter-organisational processes to realize the effective and efficient flows 
of products, services, and information in order to accomplish the TSC task. Gradual integration happens over a 
relatively long period (within years).  
Speedy Speedy integration happens over a relatively short period (within days/weeks). 
TSC 
performance 
 Accomplishment of TSC purposes satisfying the objectives of quality, delivery, and cost. 




This section presents our main findings by exploring in depth each TSC investigated in 
terms of context, scope, composition, functioning over time, and dissolution. In the 
process, we focus on the main supply chain elements: organisations and relationships. 
 
3.4.1 The TSC for the 2014/2015 Ebola Response 
3.4.1.1 The TSC’s context and scope 
The 2014/2015 Ebola outbreak in West Africa evolved from an emergency at the 
national level, through a regional emergency, and finally to an international emergency. 
This triggered an international large-scale response, which was focused primarily in the 
countries most affected – Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone. The following overview 
of the outbreak is based on several secondary sources of data such as the Global Ebola 
Response (2018) archive, the WHO (2018) Ebola reports, and the Humanitarian Data 
Exchange (2018) database. 
The first cases of Ebola were reported to the WHO by Guinean health officials on 22 
March 2014 (35 cases and 23 deaths), following instruments defined in the International 
Health Regulations. On the next day, the WHO African regional office reported an 
outbreak of Ebola. This led to the placement of multidisciplinary teams to detect and 
manage cases and to trace contacts by the Guinean Ministry of Health, the WHO, and 
other partners in order to control the outbreak and prevent further spreading. In the 
following days, the governments of Liberia and Sierra Leone also announced several 
suspected cases. This led to the establishment of the first isolation centre by MSF and 
to the deployment of experts and teams to the affected countries.  
In April, the WHO boosted its response by sending 112 experts to West Africa, 
including 68 experts from its global network, 10 external and 34 international experts 
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from partner institutions. The spreading of the disease was unprecedented. In June, MSF 
declared the outbreak as ‘totally out of control’ and called for a massive influx of 
resources and reinforcements (MSF, 2018). This led to the deployment of 15 Ebola 
management and transit centres, caring for more than 5,000 patients. Because of the fast 
evolution of the outbreak, affected countries closed their borders, public events were 
banned, homes were placed under quarantine, a number of schools were closed, and 
flights were suspended. In July, the outbreak was considered as the deadliest Ebola 
outbreak in history and was also killing health workers.  
On August 1, 1,603 cases and 887 deaths overall were announced. By this time, the 
affected countries had already declared a state of emergency. After the spreading of 
Ebola and consequent massive coverage by the media, the ‘fight against Ebola’ was 
finally recognized. On August 8, the WHO declared Ebola an international emergency2, 
which took the Response to another level and led to the creation of the United Nations 
Mission for Ebola Emergency Response (UNMEER).  UNMEER was “the first-ever 
UN emergency health mission, established on 19 September 2014 and closed on 31 July 
2015. It was set up as a temporary measure to meet immediate needs related to the 
unprecedented fight against Ebola. The Mission deployed financial, logistical and 
human resources to Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone to support the push to zero 
cases”. Its main objectives were: (1) stop the outbreak; (2) treat the infected; (3) ensure 
essential services; (4) preserve stability; and (5) prevent further outbreaks (Global Ebola 
Response, 2018).  
                                                          
2 According to the International Health Regulations, an international emergency means an extraordinary 
event which “(i) constitutes a public health risk to other States through the international spread of disease 




The establishment of UNMEER by the UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, as a 
temporary strategy to scale up and coordinate the international response, took place 
through a formal letter, which resulted in several initiatives, such as funding from the 
UN members, and mobilization of resources and staff. This meant that the resource 
availability increased a lot and that hundreds of other organisations joined the Response. 
As a result, a huge and complex TSC was initiated, which is the focus of this study.  
 
3.4.1.2 The TSC’s composition 
In the TSC for the Ebola Response, there were multiple and diverse organisations and 
relationships. Some of them were enduring because they were carried over from 
previous joint activities and others were new and temporary to satisfy particular 
requirements of the Response. For example, key informants from HOs mentioned that 
the Response required supplies that they had in stock, new supplies that could be found 
locally within the relationships they already had, and new and very specific supplies 
that needed to be procured within new relationships and even internationally. Although 
HOs plan for this kind of response constantly, the outbreak was not foreseeable, and 
they could not have planned for everything. Therefore, the necessary structures and 
relationships were not all present. This resulted in the international community (e.g. UN 
agencies and NGOs) taking a long time to react, according to some interviewees. If this 
TSC depended on only enduring and pre-defined elements, the Response would have 
been easier and quicker because the network would only need to have been activated, 
not created as well.  
One of the most important organisations of this TSC was the WHO. When the WHO 
declared the outbreak an international public health emergency, most HOs had limited 
knowledge about the specific supplies required to protect communities and health 
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workers. “It was not a regular response because this was not only a health-related 
response; it started as a health emergency, but it changed over time and brought many 
challenges. The schools were closed; this became also an education emergency. The 
firms were closed; this became a social and economic emergency. We had a lot of 
orphans, so it became a protection emergency... therefore, it required a different 
approach” (Luke – Operating staff of a HO). This led to the incorporation and the 
voluntary involvement of multiple and diverse organisations in this TSC, which 
included UN agencies, several HOs, national governments, local NGOs, and private 
firms. Their joint work was essential for the provision of financial resources, goods, 
equipment, and personnel to assist the victims. These organisations were focused on 
diverse and interdependent activities such as development of informative campaigns, 
vaccination, assembly of treatment units, fundraising, and treatment of people in several 
locations. The operating teams involved experts from various professional 
backgrounds, such as medical, water, sanitation and hygiene, logistics, finance, and 
information technology. These professionals had to operate in a context where their 
personal safety was at stake.  
Regarding relationships, we could identify diverse types of inter-organisational 
relationships in this TSC (pre-existing and new, enduring and temporary, collaborative 
and competitive, and formal and informal). For example, some relationships between 
HOs already existed as they often work together in various emergencies all over the 
world. Therefore, there were established processes. However, these relationships had to 
adapt themselves to the specific requirements of the Response. Some relationships were 
based on formal contracts and agreements (e.g. between HOs and private firms), and 
others were not formalized (e.g. between HOs and local NGOs). Our data also 
evidenced some competitive relationships among HOs, given that they usually compete 
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for the same sources of funding.  Further, there were informal relationships that emerged 
on the ground even though organisations did not have formal agreements that would 
make them work together. Some examples include collaborative initiatives between 
diverse NGOs and local communities in order to raise awareness of Ebola.  
 
3.4.1.3 The TSC’s functioning over time 
The outbreak changed how organisations, supply chains, and even countries operated 
over a period. The data suggest that this TSC’s composition and functioning changed 
over time to meet dynamic needs of the Response. For example, organisations started 
to operate in an emergent and voluntary way at different moments, relationships were 
developed on the ground in order to provide aid to the victims, and firm-level tasks 
changed over time (e.g. regular programmes of different HOs were interrupted because 
staff had to focus on the Response). In the process, new supply chain elements were 
introduced or modified while others were discontinued.  
The volume as well as the variety of activities increased a lot during the Response. 
“The outbreak changed what would be done, how it would be done (...) It was very 
interesting to see how dynamic this office could be” (Ryan – Operating staff of a HO). 
To face this, HOs brought more staff to help local teams respond either through short 
term contracts or through redeployment from other parts of the world. These people had 
diverse professional backgrounds and different experiences. “No one had the time to 
really think and reflect during that period, so a lot of expert people came from different 
types of emergencies. We really benefited from their experience” (Luke – Operating 
staff of a HO). The data suggest that people’s expertise was extremely important in 




In the process, we have identified that HOs developed new relationships, and 
activated and increased existing ones. “There was a lot of community engagement in 
the Ebola response. There were a lot of new partnerships in that sense. But we worked 
with existing partners as well (...) There were new partnerships and expansion of some 
of the existing ones” (Sophia – Manager of a HO). The operation Western Area Surge 
(WAS) was an important partnership developed by UN agencies, the government of 
Sierra Leone, and local partners. WAS focused on identifying and isolating potential 
patients, and increasing safe burials, ambulance dispatching, quarantine protocols, and 
social mobilization. What follows is an example on how this initiative enabled the 
understanding of what was happening in the villages and how this was communicated 
and then, activated new supply chain elements. “Medical students Stephen Kamara and 
Samba Jalloh get on their motorbikes. They have received several alerts from the 
Command Centre about possible Ebola infections in their area of Sierra Leone’s capital 
Freetown. Using a standard checklist, they will screen each sick person and evaluate if 
there is a need for the patient to be transported and tested for Ebola. (…) The Ebola 
117 hotline team based at the Command Centre sends alerts to Stephen and Samba 
when there is a call about a sick person in their neighbourhood. If they decide that the 
patient needs medical care, they call back the 117 hotline to send an ambulance to 
transport the sick person to the nearest holding centre for Ebola testing” (WHO, 2018). 
This was one of the multiple partnerships developed by UN agencies and local 
communities that enabled information sharing and coordinated execution of activities 
during the Response. 
Given the size and uniqueness of the outbreak, specialized items were required and 
the time pressure was high. “Our response started on the day we heard about Ebola. 
So, we didn’t have contracts in place; we didn’t have infrastructure, and we didn’t have 
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money at all” (Zoe – Supervisor of a HO). As a result, many organisations had to 
identify donors, new sources of supplies, and develop new partnerships while the 
operations were already in progress. In this context, collaborative activities were 
necessary. For example, at the peak of the Ebola emergency, the lack of commercial 
freight options from Europe to West Africa left many HOs with a long wait to transport 
urgent supplies to the affected countries. To solve this problem, an Air Coordination 
Cell (ACC) with the UN Logistics Cluster was established to consolidate cargo and 
offer many HOs space on charter flights. Our interviews suggest that the main drivers 
for organisations to collaborate during the Response were task interdependence and 
time pressure. However, it is also suggested that distinct organisational mandates and 
competition among HOs limited collaboration on the ground.  
In January 2015, the Response achieved an important milestone: for the first time, 
since June 2014, there were fewer than 100 new confirmed cases reported in a week. 
This took the Response to another phase, shifting the focus from slowing transmission 
to ending the epidemic. This change in phases was officially announced by the WHO 
on 28 January 2015. In order to achieve the new goal, efforts moved to ensuring that 
capacity for case finding, case management, safe burials, and community engagement 
were used as effectively as possible. This meant that the TSC had to change and adapt 
itself; i.e. organisations directed their efforts in order to achieve the new objectives.  
The Response and its related requirements were additionally dynamic and 
challenging because how the outbreak unfolded in each country also varied 
substantially. For example, in February 2015, while in Liberia the situation was under 
control (e.g. schools were reopened), in Sierra Leone the situation was still critical – a 
door-to-door programme to search for ‘hidden’ Ebola victims was launched. People 
were hiding their loved ones so that they were not taken away to treatment centres, for 
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fear that they might die without a funeral service that respected their traditions. Given 
that these local people did not know how contagious the disease was, they started to 
provide informal care at home – this was a central mechanism by which the disease was 
spread. By May 2015, active transmission areas were reduced by more than 50 percent 
in Liberia compared to February 2015. Thus, the professionals from multiple 
organisations (UN agencies and HOs) operating there were redeployed to Sierra Leone 
and Guinea, where the disease persisted for longer. 
 
3.4.1.4 The TSC’s dissolution 
On 31 July 2015, the TSC achieved an important goal – scaling up the response on the 
ground and establishing unity of purpose among responders. This resulted in the 
termination of the TSC for the international Ebola Response (UNMEER). The 
dissolution of this TSC was gradual and gave rise to a new supply chain with new 
objectives: dealing with the Ebola aftermath, which includes surveillance and 
information provision to make sure no more outbreaks happen, and taking care of the 
suffering of survivors. This required new efforts through development programmes, 
which involved the continuation of the ones interrupted during the Response and the 
creation of new ones. “We are kind of in a transition period right now between 
emergency response and development. So, we are kind of building the bridges between 
these two phases and we still need a lot of vigilance because in March and April 2016 
we had cases of Ebola in Guinea. Right now, we are going back to our regular 
programming and we are also dealing with the aftermath of the Ebola” (Zoe – 
Supervisor of a HO). Therefore, the TSC studied terminated by transforming into 




3.4.2 The TSC for the 2016 Olympic Games 
3.4.2.1 The TSC’s context and scope 
More than 11,300 athletes from 207 countries competed for 306 sets of medals in the 
2016 Olympic Games in Rio. The organisation of this mega event proceeded in four 
distinct phases: planning, ‘venueization’, operation, and dissolution. Venueization 
refers to the period immediately before the Games, in which the venues are made ready 
to operate. The Olympic phases are described in manuals developed by the International 
Olympic Committee (IOC). These documents define the various tasks and timelines in 
terms of what needs to be done and achieved in each phase. The organisation of the 
Games required a huge TSC, involving temporary and coordinated efforts of hundreds 
of enduring as well as temporary, public as well as private, and national as well as 
international organisations. Firm-level tasks varied according to organisations’ 
expertise and operations they were focusing on (e.g. communication, catering, security, 
and transport) and to the phase of work. 
In this case, we have investigated in depth the TSC deployed to provide dedicated 
transport services for more than 50,000 Games clients (e.g. athletes, dignitaries, 
members of National and International Olympic Committees, and media), from the day 
they arrived in Brazil until the day they left the country. This TSC initiated in 2009 
when Rio de Janeiro was nominated as the host city of the 2016 Olympic and 
Paralympic Games and terminated once the Games were over, in September 2016.  
Hosting the world’s biggest sports event brought about challenges for the city of Rio. 
For example, the local transport infrastructure had to be adapted for the requirements of 
the Games. Therefore, besides planning of official routes and definition of garage 
locations, activities in this TSC included development/preparation of the physical 
transport infrastructure for the Games in the city. For this, diverse initiatives were 
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required – new roads and tunnels were built, bus routes were created, and specific 
Olympic bus-lanes were designed. What is more, there was the challenge of staging a 
temporary transport system and, at the same time, maintaining the normal and busy 
transport system in the city.  
 
3.4.2.2 The TSC’s composition 
This TSC had enduring as well as temporary supply chain elements. On the one hand, 
many of the transport service requirements came from other organisations – previous 
Organising Committees’ experience and IOC’s requirements. Furthermore, some of the 
local firms within the transport system of Rio that were part of this TSC were enduring 
(e.g. service providers of different transport modes, such as metro lines, buses, and 
taxis); they already existed before the Games. On the other hand, many supply chain 
elements were new because there were many new and temporary relationships and firm-
level tasks. One example of a temporary supply chain element is the 2016 Olympic 
Games Organising Committee (OGOC) – one of the main organisations in this TSC. 
The OGOC was a temporary organisation created in 2009 specifically to organise the 
Games, after which it was disbanded. Therefore, all the relationships created around 
this organisation were temporary and came to an end.  
The OGOC and the city council of Rio de Janeiro were two of the most important 
organisations in this TSC and acted as the main coordinators. Other organisations 
included public bodies, private firms such as Nissan (one of the official sponsors), 
international organisations such as the IOC, and local firms such as the ones that formed 
the bus consortium. Firm-level tasks involved infrastructure construction, traffic 
management, signage, and route planning. 
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There were several inter-organisational relationships, either formalized via 
contracts/agreements or not. As an example of informal ones, we can cite relationships 
between firms that enabled specific activities during the Games (e.g. IT support and 
maintenance). IT firms exchanged relevant information in terms of venue location and 
technological infrastructure, even though there were no formal procedures or 
agreements determining that they did so. “We were all in the same physical space inside 
the venue, in the same room; we worked side by side. In some situations, a service 
request had not yet come through the Service Desk and I was getting ready to work on 
it because someone from another firm had already informed me of what had happened. 
Proximity, integration, and communication were very important for our job during the 
Olympics. We worked as a team, independently of which uniform we were wearing” 
(Jack – Manager of a private organisation). Regarding formal types, we can cite (1) 
several relationships between the OGOC with private firms through sponsorships, (2) 
relationships between the 32 companies that formed the bus consortium, (3) 
relationships between OGOC and service providers, and (4) relationships between the 
city council of Rio and construction firms. 
 
3.4.2.3 The TSC’s functioning over time  
Given that the great majority of people and organisations operating did not have 
previous experience in delivering such a big event, many years of planning and joint 
work were required. This involved the integration of enduring and temporary 
organisations in order to build the necessary capacity to operate during Games-time.  
Regarding relationships, multiple contracts had to be developed between the city 
council of Rio and construction companies in order to create the necessary infrastructure 
for the Games. What is more, 32 small and medium-sized local firms partnered up, 
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forming a bus consortium. This was necessary to meet the huge demand of the Games, 
which none of the firms could meet individually. Another example of an important 
partnership developed was the sponsorship by Nissan. They agreed to provide more 
than 4,000 vehicles for the transport operation during the Games. 
Within organisations, new firm-level tasks, technology, processes, and resources 
were introduced. Many interviewees mentioned that their organisations had to 
undertake internal structural changes and implementations. Three points were 
particularly important. First, there were structural changes through the creation of 
dedicated teams and departments. For example, within the city council of Rio, a 
temporary Municipal Olympic Enterprise (EOM – Empresa Olímpica Municipal, in 
Portuguese) was created to accomplish diverse objectives related to the Games. Second, 
there were changes in the nature and number of firm-level tasks. Therefore, new 
acquisitions, operational adaptations, and staff hiring were needed. Third, there were 
changes in the portfolio of relationships and in the way partners worked with each other. 
For example, some partners worked for six months at the same office to facilitate 
interactions and integration of processes.  
All these changes were gradually incorporated into firms, relationships, and into 
the transport system as a whole – new metro, bus, BRT lines, and Olympic Lanes were 
created. What is more, the infrastructure was redesigned as a whole. For example, new 
roads, tunnels, and LVR (Light Vehicle on Rail) lines were constructed. After all that, 
the transport system was finally ready to operate. As part of this process, there was a 
formal transition phase: venueization. This phase included translating centrally planned 
(already-adapted) structures to individual Olympic venues, testing whether these met 
local requirements, and further adapting them as needed. In this phase, multiple 
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organisations had to start working in the same physical location in order to prepare the 
venues for operation.  
Despite this formal transition phase, the operations during the Games were 
challenging, especially because of the size and complexity involved. Many interviewees 
mentioned that adjustments were required, especially in firm-level activities. “The first 
days of operation were chaotic. The traffic jam on one of the main access roads to the 
Olympic Park was enormous. The returns that we had planned could not be executed. 
So, we together with our partners had to change this part of the operation” (Philip – 
Manager of a TO). The contingencies faced during Games-time led to the activation 
and modification of supply chain elements. For example, in the middle of the operation, 
a service provider had to be hired to provide drivers because of volunteers’ absenteeism. 
This situation had been anticipated by the OGOC and therefore, potential providers had 
been selected and just had to be activated. Joint planning and collaboration with partners 
was considered as fundamental to overcome these sorts of challenges.  
We have evidenced several episodes of inter-organisational collaboration, 
especially driven by task interdependence and time pressure. Referring to relationships 
between public and private organisations, Olivia (Manager of a private organisation) 
mentioned the high levels of interdependence involved. They had to work closely so 
that streets blocked, for example, could affect the population and public transport as 
little as possible. Further, given that temporary physical structures were assembled only 
a few months before the Games, it was not always possible to execute activities earlier. 
As a result, there was a huge volume of activities to be executed during the last few 
weeks before the Games. Thus, many firms needed to work in collaboration under time 
pressure. “In the end, we all were in the same boat. There were several delays in 
delivering the spaces and we had to overcome this together as a team” (Noah – General 
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Manager of a private organisation). However, we have also identified that the lack of 
perspective on relationship continuity can limit some collaborative efforts and can lead 
to lack of commitment. “We have been planning this event for several years. The 
supplier was contracted to work for a few weeks. He doesn’t know the operation as a 
whole; he doesn’t have the passion and the commitment we have. Furthermore, he 
knows that there is no expectation of continuity” (Philip – Manager of a TO). 
 
3.4.2.4 The TSC’s dissolution 
In the dissolution phase, many supply chain elements were discontinued. For example, 
the OGOC as a private organisation ended. Furthermore, inter-organisational 
relationships ended as contracts terminated. Although the bus consortium as a whole 
came to an end, the firms continued their normal operations. Firm-level tasks in this 
period involved returning of temporary structures, technology devices, and vehicles as 
well as decommissioning in general. After the Games, the transport system and the city 
returned to their normal activities. The TSC to provide transport services for the Games 
clients came to an end. However, many of its elements were carried over and were 
incorporated into the more enduring transport system in Rio (e.g. new metro and bus 
lines, new physical infrastructure, and new actors).  
 
3.5 Discussion and Contributions 
We aimed to explain the dynamics of TSCs; i.e. how they are initiated, develop, and 
terminate over time. Our analysis revealed that besides the degree of foreseeability of 
the event that we discussed earlier, two other variables are key to explain the dynamics 
of TSCs: the degree of uncertainty on how the task unfolds and the lead time. 
Specifically, the examination of the similarities and differences of the empirical 
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contexts studied enabled the inductive development of an analytical framework to 
explain the dynamics of TSCs (Figure 3.1).  We suggest that this framework can help 
explain the dynamics of TSCs in general. However, their contextual specificities must 
be considered. In this direction, the contextual specificities of each type of TSC 
examined are considered in the framework within the nature of the variables found and 
on how the relationships between these variables manifest. These specificities are 
captured in the propositions developed (P2 to P9 in Figure 3.1). 
Our main findings can be summarized in six points. First, TSCs develop through 
phases, following how the task unfolds. In the process, important relationships between 
the task features and management aspects happen within and across phases. Second, in 
the TSC initiation, the degree of foreseeability of a task (event) influences the degree 
of emergence in its composition process. Third, the degree of uncertainty about how the 
task unfolds influences the nature of control over the TSC development. Fourth, the 
combined effects of the TSC composition process and the nature of control over its 
development influence inter-organisational coordination, which in turn can influence 
TSC performance and termination. Fifth, the lead time (aspect related to the initiation 
of a TSC) influences the speed of integration among enduring and temporary 
organisations, which is important for TSC development. Further, integration can, in 
turn, influence TSC performance. Finally, given that TSCs develop through phases, 
their development is enabled by transition processes. Figure 3.1 illustrates the main 









3.5.1 The dynamics of TSCs 
Fundamentally, a TSC is deployed, lasts for a limited time, after which it ends or 
transforms into a new supply chain. A TSC as a whole and its purpose will come to an 
end, but there are organisations and relationships that existed before and others that will 
endure after its dissolution. The initiation of both TSCs investigated were triggered by 
specific events and purposes, operated for a limited period, and ceased to exist after 
accomplishing their purposes.  
By analysing both cases, we found that TSCs are dynamic longitudinal entities that 
depend on enduring as well as temporary supply chain elements (organisations and 
relationships). Further, we found that TSCs develop over time across phases, which are 
determined by the underlying nature of the task. Because temporary tasks usually unfold 
through phases of work, different types of operations requiring different amounts and 
types of resources are needed over time to accomplish each phase. In both cases, the 
main task (the Ebola Response and the Olympic Games) unfolded through phases that 
had different operational focuses, which influenced their supply chain needs. This 
means that both TSCs had to develop according to the requirements imposed by the 
evolution of the task.  
However, the nature of the phases was distinct in both contexts. On the one hand, 
in the Olympic Games there were consecutive phases of work (planning, venueization, 
operation, and dissolution), which were well known and even formalized through 
documents – timelines and milestones were clear signs/indications of changes in the 
operational focus and in the TSC. This means that people knew fairly well when a new 
phase was coming, the objectives of that phase, the resources that would be needed, and 
therefore which supply chain elements would need to be activated, deactivated, or 




On the other hand, in the Ebola case these phases – rapid scale-up of the response, 
which included treating infected and building infrastructure; increase capacities, which 
included increasing capacities for case finding and slowing the exponential increase of 
transmission; and ending the epidemic – emerged as the Response unfolded and some 
were overlapping. Although the participating organisations had considerable expertise 
in epidemiology in general, and the nature of this disease in particular, no-one could 
predict how this specific outbreak would proceed. As a result of this, the phases of work 
in terms of focus and timing were rather emergent; they were imposed by the 
development of the outbreak (e.g. speed of spreading and areas affected) and by the 
achievement of milestones (e.g. reduction of the number of new cases reported). This 
means that the signs/indications for changes in the operational focus and in the TSC 
were not clear and, therefore, it was challenging to predict which kinds of supply chain 
elements would be needed, where and when. Although there were institutionally-
imposed definitions about different phases (e.g. by the WHO), there was no clear cut 
start or finish of a phase in practice. The development of this particular TSC can be seen 
also as a result of the TSC performance, to some extent. Arguably, depending on how 
well this TSC worked (raising awareness, identifying donors, and treating the infected), 
more people could be assisted, meaning that new transmissions would be less likely, 
and, hence, that the necessary life of the TSC would be shortened. These insights are 
summarized in the following proposition:  
Proposition 1: TSCs develop through phases, following how the task unfolds. 
Building from this logic, the following sections explore in depth how TSCs develop 






3.5.2 How are TSCs initiated?  
TSCs are initiated by triggers (events) to accomplish specific purposes. In this initial 
phase, supply chain elements (organisations and relationships) are still not part of the 
TSC. For the TSC configuration, our findings suggest that some new elements are added 
deliberately, existing ones are reframed in the light of the new requirements, and some 
new ones are added in emergent ways. Overall, in this initial stage, partners are 
established, contracts are elaborated, and consequently, coordination mechanisms and 
communication channels are defined. A difference between our cases is that while the 
configuration of the TSC in the Olympics was concluded before the operations, in the 
Ebola case this was an ongoing process that happened whilst the operations were in 
progress. The degree of foreseeability of the events may explain these dynamics, as we 
explore next.  
Investigating in depth how TSCs are initiated enabled us to discover that it can 
occur either in an emergent or planned way. The underlying explanation is the degree 
of foreseeability of a task (event). On the one hand, if the task that triggers the initiation 
of a TSC is foreseeable, the composition process of the TSC is likely to be planned. 
From our cases, the Olympic Games were foreseeable; the organisations knew exactly 
when and where the event was going to happen. This means that the TSC composition 
could be planned – they could select partners, develop relationships, and elaborate 
contracts. The composition of the TSC was quite fixed, especially in terms of contracted 
firms and sponsors. On the other hand, if the task that triggers the initiation of a TSC is 
unforeseeable, the composition process of the TSC is likely to be emergent. The Ebola 
outbreak was not foreseeable. Although HOs plan constantly for this type of situation, 
they can never know when and where an emergency like this will take place. Therefore, 




were immediately activated (e.g. logistics providers and partnerships with international 
NGOs), other elements were emergent in that they involved organisations that the 
UNMEER did not know would join the Response. This led to an emergent TSC 
composition process given that some organisations could be made to participate as the 
events unfold, in an unplanned way.   
The degree of foreseeability of a task seems to be a continuous variable. An 
exemplary situation that could be placed in between the extreme cases (medium degree 
of foreseeability of a task) is a flood. Although people cannot know for sure when and 
where major floods will happen, they are more or less foreseeable because there is 
seasonality and historical data, and in the short term, there are well-established weather 
forecasts and alerts. This suggests that some parts of the TSC composition can be 
planned and other parts might be emergent. The ideas discussed here led to the 
formulation of the following propositions: 
Proposition 2: The degree of foreseeability of a task influences the TSC 
composition process.  
Proposition 2a: Lower degrees of foreseeability of a task more likely leads to higher 
degrees of emergence in the TSC composition process (emergent composition). 
Proposition 2b: Higher degrees of foreseeability of a task more likely leads to lower 
degrees of emergence in the TSC composition process (planned composition). 
 
3.5.3 How do TSCs develop?  
The TSCs in study developed in phases, either in a centrally-controlled or in a locally-
controlled way. The underlying explanation is the degree of uncertainty about how the 
task unfolded; i.e. its resulting chain of events and patterns at different points in time. 




nature of control over the TSC development. If there is low uncertainty in terms of how 
the task unfolds, the TSC is more likely to develop in a centrally-controlled manner, 
which means that controlling authorities can determine the activation, deactivation or 
modification of supply chain elements in order to meet the requirements of the task over 
time. If there is high uncertainty in terms of how the task unfolds, the TSC is more likely 
to develop in a locally-controlled manner, meaning that the supply chain elements will 
activate, deactivate, and modify themselves in a purposeful manner in order to meet the 
requirements of the task over time, without detailed involvement of a central entity. 
In the Olympics, the TSC developed in a centrally-controlled manner; i.e. 
organisations and relationships were activated, deactivated or modified according to the 
requirements of specific Olympic phases. There were low levels of uncertainty 
regarding the event. OGOC staff knew fairly well about what was going to happen over 
time because previous organising committees transferred their knowledge through 
manuals and other means. Although each edition of the Games is in a different 
city/country with various sorts of contingencies, there is regularity in terms of which 
types of transport services are provided. Certainly, the OGOC and partners faced 
uncertainties, for instance regarding demand and operational details (e.g. number of 
buses/cars they would need to provide specific transport services). However, these 
uncertainties could be handled beforehand through contingency plans. Therefore, 
supply chain operations could be planned accordingly. Given the level of details on 
planning, the OGOC and the city council of Rio could control multiple organisations 
and activities; there were clear standards against which to control. Thus, this TSC had 
a centrally-controlled development. 
When it comes to the Ebola Response, although there was the clear high-level 




organisations knew exactly how they would achieve this. There were high levels of 
uncertainty regarding the outbreak – operating organisations could not know how far 
the disease would spread, at what speed, for which locations, etc. Therefore, it was not 
possible to plan supply chain operations in detail, which made control difficult. Besides 
the uncertainty regarding the resulting chains of events and pattern of the spread of the 
disease, there was another key source of uncertainty: organisations were added to or 
voluntarily joined the Response in different phases as the task unfolded. Further, some 
of the independent organisations operating had their own mandates and work 
procedures. Therefore, they were not under the UNMEER structure and could not be 
completely controlled. What is more, relationships were developed over time even 
informally to satisfy the requirements of specific phases of the Response. Central 
controlling in this case was not possible due in part to (1) the lack of clear 
mechanisms/standards against which to control and (2) emergence that limited control. 
Therefore, the way this TSC developed was locally-controlled – supply chain elements 
activated, deactivated, and modified themselves over time in order to provide the 
necessary aid to the affected countries.  
The degree of uncertainty about how a task unfolds also seems to be a continuous 
variable. Keeping the previous example, we could place floods in between the extreme 
cases – medium degree of uncertainty about how a task unfolds. Although there is 
knowledge on how floods unfold (e.g. areas near the sea/rivers and lower 
neighbourhoods will be more likely to flood first), there is still uncertainty as to how 
fast it will happen and whether people will be able to leave their homes before the 
situation becomes serious. This means that central control over some aspects of the TSC 




local communities’ volunteers). The findings discussed in this sub-section are 
summarized in the following propositions: 
Proposition 3: The degree of uncertainty about how a task unfolds influences the 
nature of control over the TSC development.  
Proposition 3a: Lower degrees of uncertainty about how the task unfolds more 
likely leads to central control over the TSC development. 
Proposition 3b: Higher degrees of uncertainty about how the task unfolds more 
likely leads to local control over the TSC development. 
The combined effects of the process of TSC composition (planned or emergent) 
and the nature of control over its development (centrally-controlled or locally-
controlled) have important managerial implications, especially for inter-organisational 
coordination. In this study, inter-organisational coordination refers to the management 
of interdependent activities effectively, in the right place and at the right time. On the 
one hand, if there is a planned composition of the TSC and a central control over its 
development, the coordinating is more likely to be facilitated mostly by top-down 
mechanisms, such as contracts and hierarchies. This is because (1) there will be a 
unified set of coordinating authorities who planned the TSC composition and therefore 
know which organisations are part of the TSC, their activities and interdependencies, 
and (2) the centrally-controlled development of the TSC enables controlling authorities 
determine which organisations and relationships will be needed over time. On the other 
hand, if there is an emergent composition of the TSC and a local control over its 
development, the coordinating is more likely to be facilitated mostly by bottom-up 
mechanisms, such as interactions, social roles, and expert knowledge. This is because 
(1) there will be multiple coordinating actors, who might not know which organisations 




development of the TSC does not enable authorities to determine which organisations 
and relationships will be needed over time. Therefore, these two aspects together help 
explain coordination in our cases, as we explore next. 
Given the planned composition of the TSC for the Olympics and the central control 
over its development, inter-organisational coordination was primarily facilitated by top-
down mechanisms defined by central coordinating authorities, such as organisational 
procedures/norms, contracts, schedules, and service level agreements (SLAs). These 
formal documents and norms defined what people and organisations should do and with 
whom they needed to interact. For example, the interdependent activities related to IT 
support and maintenance were executed by different organisations in a specific venue 
– these were defined in contracts and formal schedules. Another important aspect is that 
most of these coordination mechanisms were defined in a very centralized way by 
coordinating authorities (the OGOC and the city council of Rio). These two main 
organisations had an overall picture of the TSC and of the interdependencies; they were 
clearly in charge and therefore, acting like the coordinators of this TSC (top-down). 
Although top-down mechanisms were predominant in facilitating the coordinating at 
the high (supply chain) level, informal interactions and bottom-up adjustments, were 
also important for the execution of interdependent activities at the operational level, 
especially during Games-time.  
Given the emergent composition of the TSC for the Ebola Response and the local 
control over its development, inter-organisational coordination was primarily facilitated 
by bottom-up mechanisms, such as professionalized norms and interactions among 
experts. Although UNMEER and the UN cluster system helped coordinate the 
Response, organisations under the UNMEER structure could not always know which 




coordinating based on top-down mechanisms defined by central authorities was not 
always possible. Coordinating was facilitated primarily by mechanisms defined by the 
operating organisations and specialists. In other words, operating organisations such as 
the WHO coordinated efforts based on institutionalized health norms and on procedures 
used across emergencies (e.g. the UN system’s Overview of Needs and Requirements). 
Additionally, the data suggest that knowledge of individual experts was essential in 
facilitating coordination. For example, health specialists from multiple organisations 
helped manage the execution of interdependent activities in several villages, such as 
assembly of Ebola centres for treatment and immunization, through interactions and 
application of professionalised norms.  
Assuming that inter-organisational coordination is about managing interdependent 
activities effectively in the right place and at the right time, coordination will ultimately 
influence the TSC performance; the more effective the coordinating, the better the TSC 
performance. These findings are summarized next: 
Proposition 4: The combined effects of the TSC composition process and the nature 
of control over its development influence inter-organisational coordination. 
Proposition 4a: Planned composition of the TSC and central control over its 
development more likely leads to coordinating based mostly on mechanisms defined by 
central coordinating authorities (top-down).  
Proposition 4b: Emergent composition of the TSC and local control over its 
development more likely leads to coordinating based mostly on mechanisms defined by 
operating organisations and specialists (bottom-up). 
Proposition 5: Inter-organisational coordination will affect the TSC performance; 




accomplishment of the TSC’s task satisfying the objectives of quality, delivery, and 
cost). 
 
3.5.4 How do TSCs terminate? 
The termination of TSCs is triggered by the accomplishment of their specific tasks. This 
can be gradually (like in the Ebola case to allow the scaling up of the Response to the 
local level) or quickly (like in the Olympics case, given that contracts had strict 
deadlines and fines in case of delays). In this stage, organisational resources diminished 
massively as contracts were completed and organisations decommissioned/terminated 
(e.g. the end of the OGOC). After this period of dissolution, the TSCs were finally 
ended. However, while the TSC to provide transport services during the Olympics 
terminated completely, the TSC for the international response to Ebola transformed into 
a new one to deal with the Ebola aftermath. This analysis is in line with Carter et al., 
(2015) for whom a supply chain is relative to specific agents and products. In our cases, 
the TSCs were also relative to specific tasks.  
Both the end and the start of a TSC are usually determined by dates and/or the 
achievement of specific goals. In the Olympics, October 2009, when Rio was chosen as 
the host city, and September 2016 (end of the Paralympic Games) determined the start 
and the end of the TSC to provide transport services during the Games. These dates and 
the duration of this TSC were known a priori. In the Ebola Response, the rapid 
spreading of the disease to an international level and the achievement of specific goals 
(scaling up of the response on the ground and the establishment of unity of purpose 
among responders) determined the start and end of the international TSC. These 
moments and the duration of this TSC could not be determined a priori; they were a 




An important aspect to consider here is the lead time, which in this study refers to 
the interval between the initiation of a TSC and the start of its operations. Our findings 
suggest that the lead time influences the speed of integration among organisations. This 
integration means collaboration among temporary and enduring organisations leading 
to actions towards the combination and unification of their intra- and inter-
organisational processes to realize the effective and efficient flows of products, services, 
and information in order to accomplish the TSC task. If the lead time is long, a gradual 
integration is more likely. If the lead time is short (or zero), a speedy integration is more 
likely. Integration incurs costs because it takes time and resources for organisations to 
understand, combine and unify their processes, and establish mechanisms for managing 
them collaboratively. Therefore, integration will affect the TSC performance. Overall, 
the quicker the integration, the better the TSC performance. However, if the necessary 
integrating mechanisms are not present, quick integration can lead to bad/poor 
integration (i.e. ineffective and inefficient flows of products, services, and information), 
which then can affect performance negatively. 
These insights are summarized in the following propositions and explained further 
next: 
Proposition 6: The lead time influences the speed of integration among enduring 
and temporary organisations. 
Proposition 6a: Long lead time more likely leads to a gradual integration among 
temporary and enduring organisations. 
Proposition 6b: Short lead time more likely leads to a speedy integration among 
temporary and enduring organisations if the necessary integrating mechanisms are 




Proposition 7: The integration among temporary and enduring organisations will 
affect TSC performance. Quicker integration more likely leads to better TSC 
performance if the necessary integrating mechanisms are present (mediation effect). 
In the Olympics case, the organisations had a long lead time to start operating. The 
TSC was initiated in 2009, when people started working on proposals, forecasting what 
they were going to need, and developing partnerships. This meant that they had around 
7 years to integrate intra and inter-organisational processes before the operation phase 
started. For individual organisations, this integration meant that they had to introduce 
new and temporary processes to their more enduring ones. This involved: (1) structural 
changes (e.g. creation of dedicated teams and departments to accomplish the operations 
during the Olympics), (2) acquisitions, operational adaptations, and staff hiring, and (3) 
changes to the portfolio of relationships. For relationships, this integration meant that 
partners had to understand each other’s processes, collaboratively combine them, and 
even work together at the same physical location in order to realize the effective and 
efficient flows of products, services, and information in order to operate during Games 
time. For example, an individual firm from the bus consortium had to be connected with 
the other bus firms (enduring organisations) and with the OGOC (temporary 
organisation) in order to integrate its processes with them so that the demands imposed 
by the Olympics could be satisfied. This integrating was gradual over the years and 
happened before the operations. 
In the Ebola case, the lead time was zero. Once HOs’ local teams got to know about 
the outbreak, they started to mobilize resources and provide aid straight away. This 
means that integration between organisations had to be pursued in a speedy manner 
while the operations were already in progress. A speedy integration in the Ebola 




NGOs and UN agencies) usually work together in different emergencies around the 
world. Therefore, there are certain high-level enduring integrating mechanisms (e.g. 
standards and established protocols on how organisations interact, share information, 
and communicate, especially through the UN clusters) that are applied in most 
emergencies. The ‘translation’ of these high-level mechanisms to the operational level 
in particular localities was especially enabled by specialized and experienced staff. 
Above norms/procedures, people were key repositories of knowledge and their 
experience in integrating with people from HOs and from communities in other types 
of response made a speedy integration between enduring (e.g. relationships with UN 
agencies) and temporary organisations (e.g. relationships with local organisations 
within the affected countries) possible. However, given specific requirements and 
limitations of the Response, such as lack of connectivity in some villages, HOs had to 
adapt these integrating mechanisms and develop new ones to integrate with other 
organisations (e.g. religious ones). Based on these findings, we suggest that the degree 
of penetration of these enduring integrating mechanisms will depend on the degree of 
specificity imposed by the task and on the frequency with which organisations work 
together. Based on these findings, we suggest: 
Proposition 8: The degree of penetration of enduring integrating mechanisms will 
depend on the task specificity and on the frequency of joint work. 
The reframing of pre-existing relationships, meaning taking a different form by 
modifying and adapting to specific needs in the context of temporary supply chains and 
tasks, was evidenced in both cases. In the Ebola case, HOs could quickly reframe the 
way they connect with other organisations, given specificities of the Response, and start 
operating. This was due to three main factors: (1) there was common understanding of 




(2) the main organisations operating had previous experience in facing emergencies as 
they had done something similar before; and (3) HOs often work together, so they have 
high-level integrating mechanisms. This suggests that there is a learning process 
involved. In other words, in each emergency response, HOs learn more about operating 
in such contexts and can then improve their processes and routines. Similarly, for 
relationships, every time organisations work together they learn more how to connect 
and collaborate with each other. Organisations become familiar with each other’s 
processes and therefore, it becomes easier and quicker to integrate.  
In the Olympics case, we have evidenced the same reframing of relationships and 
learning process. As an example, most of the bus companies had relationships with the 
city council of Rio before the Olympics, to provide public transport. However, for the 
Olympics, these relationships took a different form – there was the bus consortium to 
provide transport services for the Olympic clients. After the Games, these relationships 
went back to the initial stage of providing public transport. However, something might 
have changed in these relationships because of their experience in the Olympics. This 
experience might have helped them realize some issues and improve some processes in 
providing public transport more generally. In the same vein, many interviewees 
emphasized the importance of Rio having hosted the Pan American Games and the 
World Cup as a ‘practice’ for the Olympic Games. There was a learning process 
involved. If they had to provide transport services for the Olympics again, it would be 
much easier; they would only need to “plug in” and start working as HOs usually do.  
Proposition 9: There is a reframing of existing relationships in the context of 
temporary supply chains and tasks, which modifies the relationships that endure after 





3.5.5 Transitions matter 
Building from our previous argument that TSCs develop in phases, we further argue 
that they go from one phase to the next through transition processes. In other words, 
transition processes enable the development of TSCs and involve the activation, 
deactivation, and/or modification of supply chain elements (organisations and 
relationships). Therefore, it is important to understand the underlying factors facilitating 
and limiting these transitions.  
In the Olympics, when and how transitions would take place were given; there were 
well defined and formalized starts and ends of the phases and a clear picture of which 
organisations and relationships would be necessary, and of what they would need to 
accomplish over time. Transition processes in the Olympics involved the activation, 
deactivation, and/or modification of organisations and relationships through formalized 
procedures and contracts, detailed planning, and integrated work among organisations. 
This often required redesign of operational plans, staff training, and adaptations within 
organisations and relationships. For example, the OGOC and the city council of Rio 
planned and designed contracts containing schedules and SLAs that considered when 
the venueization phase was going to happen, which types of organisational resources 
would be needed for that phase (e.g. number of staff), and how that transition phase 
would take place (e.g. organisations had to start working at the same venues to test and 
adapt operational processes). However, even though these detailed descriptions were 
present, some factors such as time pressure and task interdependence made transitions 
difficult. 
In the Ebola case, when and how transitions would take place were not given, they 
had to be identified. There was no clear picture of when a phase ended and a new one 




Transition processes in this case involved a complex sense-making process. Operating 
organisations had to realize what was going on because the phenomenon was emergent. 
This involved continuous efforts from multiple operating staff in collecting, analysing, 
and reporting information. For example, health specialists in several villages identified 
problems and reported back up in the hierarchy to request help, bring particular types 
of care, and initiate efforts – the WAS operation previously presented is an example of 
this. In this context, professionals such as doctors and sanitation specialists were 
extremely important because they helped to diagnose the status of the outbreak in terms 
of evolution and needs. They helped to signalise that the conditions were different and 
that, therefore, a transition process was necessary. Transition processes in the Response 
involved the activation, deactivation, and/or modification of organisations and 
relationships through people’s expertise, professionalised norms, and speedy 
integration among organisations. This often required intensive communication in order 
to establish a united and strong understanding of the new focuses among the operating 
organisations, and adaptations within organisations and relationships. Some factors 
made transitions processes difficult in this case: uncertainty about how the task unfolds, 
lack of supply chain elements (e.g. qualified suppliers/service providers) in place, so 
that when they were needed they could just be activated; and organisational inertia – it 
took a while for some international NGOs engage in the Response.  
The findings discussed here are summarized in the following proposition: 
Proposition 10: The development of TSCs is enabled by transition processes. 
 
3.6 Summary of Contributions and Conclusion 
This paper contributes to the knowledge building in the O&SCM field in several ways. 




elements and discusses their interplay over time. Therefore, it extends the notion of 
temporary organising by explicitly investigating the inter-organisational dimension 
(Sydow and Braun, 2018). Second, it reveals that TSCs develop over time through 
phases, following how the task unfolds. This knowledge is important because it 
provides a theoretical framing for scholars to analyse the dynamics of supply chains. 
Third, it shows that specific features of the task (event) such as degree of foreseeability, 
degree of uncertainty on how a task unfolds, and lead time influence how TSCs develop 
and aspects of their management (coordination and integration), which then influence 
TSCs performance. Thus, these findings help in understanding the underlying factors 
influencing dynamism in supply chains (Melnyk et al., 2014; Carter et al., 2017). 
Fourth, it contributes by revealing mechanisms that enable and limit transitions in 
supply chains. The context of TSCs was valuable to add to this knowledge because we 
could observe changes at the supply chain level taking place at a relatively faster rate 
compared to more enduring settings.  
Finally, by analysing TSCs, where the dynamic and temporal nature of supply chain 
processes are particularly highlighted, this study also provides insights into episodes of 
temporariness in supply chains more generally. For example, the study of TSCs over 
time enabled the introduction of the idea of reframing of existing supply chain elements 
in the light of new purposes given by temporary tasks and supply chains. Arguably, this 
idea also applies to more enduring supply chains dealing with temporary episodes. In 
quite a general way, relationships have to adapt and modify themselves given specific 
new and temporary demands (e.g. new technology introduction, product development, 
and disruptions in general) and then go back to their original states. However, we 
suggest that these relationships are not the same, they are transformed through a 




findings, reframing here is conceived of as a joint construction of meaning among 
supply chain partners that leads to modifications and adaptations of existing supply 
chain elements in the light of new purposes given by temporary tasks. 
Although we recognize our findings are limited to the contexts studied, we believe 
that this paper provides theoretically new insights for future research to explore the 
dynamics of TSCs. Research opportunities include the empirical investigation of 
different temporary contexts to check if our findings can be extrapolated, especially to 
improve the analytical framework proposed. Furthermore, future studies could test the 
relationships we found between task characteristics, management aspects (coordination 
and integration), and performance. Additionally, scholars could explore the enabling 
factors and mechanisms involved in the reframing of relationships. From both cases, we 
have evidenced the importance of transition processes in supply chains. However, we 
have just started to develop this understanding and many aspects still need to be 
considered. For example, future research could investigate the conditions under which 
transition processes take place, the impacts of the duration of transition processes, the 
organisational commitment to change, the efforts and capabilities required to change, 
and the size and impact of the changes.  
This paper potentially contributes to practitioners as well by offering important 
insights into the nature and dynamics of TSCs, which might help them better manage 
these supply chains over time. First, the recognition that TSCs have both temporary and 
enduring organisations and relationships points to the practical need to integrate these 
elements in order to accomplish TSCs outcomes. Second, our findings show that some 
task specificities (e.g. foreseeability, uncertainty, and lead time) should be particularly 
considered when designing TSCs and establishing management mechanisms. This 




temporary settings. Third, the understanding of the TSC development matters because 
it points to the need to adjust and/or include strategies and processes depending on 
which phase the supply chain is operating in. It can also guide practitioners in 
conducting transition processes and ensuring operational continuity over time, even 
when disruptions occur. Finally, for more enduring contexts, our findings can provide 
valuable insights for practitioners to analyse and manage disruptions, changing 
problems, different patterns of change, and transitions in supply chains. Specifically, 
our findings shed light into different episodes of temporariness in supply chains. For 
example, the supply chain requirements of temporary initiatives imposed by a planned 
new product development (foreseen event) may be very different from the requirements 
of the recovery from a major IT outage or similar (unforeseen event) within an enduring 
organisation or supply chain. Overall, we hope this study can help scholars and 
practitioners understand better the dynamics of TSCs and relevant aspects to consider 
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Sophia Manager 36 • International Health Regulations 
• United Nations Ebola Emergency Response (UNMEER) brief 
• The Humanitarian Charter 
• UN Cluster Approach description 
• Overview of needs and requirements for the Ebola Response 
• 2015 WHO Strategic Response Plan 
• 2015 UNICEF Supply Annual Report 
• MSF and WHO’s situation reports (around 30 consulted) 
• Global Ebola Response archive (more than 120 news consulted) 
• Humanitarian Data Exchange database (20 datasets about 
different aspects of the Response consulted) 
Zoe Supervisor 58 
Luke Operating staff 43 
Ryan Operating staff 54 
Finn Operating staff 57 
Stanley Operating staff 40 




Noah General Manager 82 
• News and information available in institutional websites 
Oliver General Manager 58 
William Manager 53 
Jack Manager 42 
Olivia Manager 70 
Alex Top Manager 43 
Joshua Supervisor 63 
Temporary  
Carl Top Manager 52 
• News and information available in institutional websites 
• Internal documents (e.g. operational procedures, presentations, 
reports, schedules, and maps) 
• IOC’s transportation manual 
Valerie General Manager 59 
Claire Manager 76 
Philip Manager 43 
Rosie Operating staff 51 
Adam Operating staff 47 
Charlie Top Manager 54 





Chapter 4: Paper Two – the Coordination Paper 
4(i) Background  
Paper Two is entitled “Coordination in temporary organisations: formal and informal 
mechanisms at the 2016 Olympics”. It explores intra-firm coordination in temporary 
organisations (TOs). Specifically, it identifies and explains how operational 
coordination evolves over time in a specific TO: the 2016 Olympic Games Organising 
Committee (OGOC). Previous versions of this paper have been presented in academic 
conferences and seminars, where I received valuable comments and could improve it. 
This paper is now published in the International Journal of Operations and Production 
Management (IJOPM) in the Special Issue “Old Theories, New Contexts: Extending 
Operations Management Theories to Projects”.  
This paper was developed and configured to this particular Special Issue, the 
objective of which was to provide a forum for research at the interfaces of Operations 
Management and project contexts. Specifically, this paper addressed the Guest Editors’ 
call for research into particular challenges of managing temporary operations. Please 
find the full reference: 
Fernandes, A.; Spring, M. and Tarafdar, M. (2018). Coordination in temporary 
organisations: Formal and informal mechanisms at the 2016 Olympics. 
International Journal of Operations & Production Management, 38 (6), pp. 1340-
1367, https://doi.org/10.1108/IJOPM-02-2017-0097. 
Regarding the development of the paper, I was responsible for the conception of 




my supervisors, Professors Martin Spring and Monideepa Tarafdar contributed with 
many insights, suggestions, and corrections.   
The reviewing process also influenced the development and maturity of the paper, 
in at least three different ways. First, there were not propositions in the initial version 
of the document submitted. By suggesting the inclusion of propositions, the reviewers 
helped me clarify and strengthen the study’s contributions. Second, the development of 
a measure of hybridity was suggested by the Guest editors. This reinforced my argument 
on the importance of recognising and understanding hybridity in TOs. More than 
helping characterize temporary organisations and operational units, hybridity can be 
measured and used to support the decision making regarding managerial and operational 
issues. Third, at the final stage of the reviewing process, the Guest editors suggested the 
inclusion of a section on pedagogical implications. This was valuable because it led to 
further reflections and discussions about the implications of the findings not only for 
research and practice, but also for the teaching of Operations Management and Project 




Coordination in temporary organisations: formal and informal 
mechanisms at the 2016 Olympics 
 
4(ii) Abstract 
This paper explores intra-firm coordination in temporary organisations (TOs). 
Specifically, it identifies and explains how operational coordination evolves over time 
in a particular TO: the 2016 Olympic Games Organising Committee. This is an 
immersive case study based on qualitative analysis and longitudinal fieldwork, which 
allowed the observation of operational coordination in real time. The main sources of 
data are participant observation, semi-structured interviews, and internal documents of 
the TO. The findings suggest that operational coordination in TOs dealing with multiple 
and decentralized operations takes place through the combination of both formal and 
informal coordination mechanisms. Further analysis indicates a contingency logic in 
using these mechanisms, shaped by the presence of specific coordination challenges in 
different phases of work. Three main aspects influencing coordination are explored. 
Firstly, we suggest that TOs are inherently ‘hybrid’. That is, they comprise enduring as 
well as temporary and centralized as well as decentralized elements. These elements 
change over time. Secondly, we explore ‘venueization’ – a formal transition phase 
between planning and operation in which centralized structural elements and processes 
are translated to operational units. Thirdly, since TOs present emergence and 
dynamism, and related challenges across various phases of work, we argue that 
coordination is contingent on the phase of the project. Although our findings are limited 
to a particular empirical context, we believe that this paper provides theoretically new 




complementary coordination mechanisms, and (3) the importance of the venueization 
phase and provides a basis for future research into operational coordination in 
temporary organisations.  
Keywords 
Temporary organisations; Operational coordination; Contingency Theory; Project 
management; Hybridity; 2016 Olympic Games. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The primary concern of the Operations Management (OM) discipline is the design of 
operations and supply networks that enable organisations to deliver products and 
services (Fisher, 1997; Slack et al., 2010). Since the early development of 
manufacturing strategy (Skinner, 1969), a critical task of the OM field has been to 
design processes according to the market requirements they are supposed to satisfy. For 
example, while Hayes and Wheelwright (1984) related the design of the process to the 
stage of the product life cycle, for Hill (1985), the ‘process choice’ was related to 
volume. In the popular treatment of process design in Slack et al. (2010), volume and 
variety determine the choice of technology, the design of jobs and the layout or flow of 
process stages, as well as aspects of planning and control. In many of these frameworks, 
‘project’ is one of the basic process types, suited, like the job shop, to high variety and 
low volume activities. 
These approaches are based on an application of contingency theory (e.g. Galbraith, 
1973), albeit that this foundation is often implicit rather than explicit (Sousa and Voss, 
2008). Furthermore, as with the development of contingency theory in the general 




and supply chains rather than on examining how operations activities are carried out 
within these designs, i.e. how things actually get done at the operational level 
(Okhuysen and Bechky, 2009). In some specific contexts, including those of project 
management and software engineering, informal coordination within formal structures 
has been considered (e.g. Faraj and Sproull, 2000; Hanisch and Wald, 2014, Sydow et 
al., 2004). However, these tend to be exceptions. Overall, studies have tended to 
downplay the organisational means and human interactions that make coordination 
actually happen. More recently, however, OM researchers are increasingly turning their 
attention to informal operational coordination, across a wider range of process types. 
For example, Dobrzykowski and Tarafdar (2015) show that social interaction ties are 
an important complement to formal processes for information exchange in a healthcare 
setting; Sting and Loch (2016) demonstrate the importance of bottom-up ‘search’ 
processes in coordinating the implementation of multiple, inter-related strategies in 
large manufacturing companies; and Pagell et al. (2015) show that relational 
coordination allows the achievement of potentially contradictory demands of safety and 
operational effectiveness. 
In this paper, we combine a contingency perspective with this enhanced sensitivity 
to informal coordination, to examine temporary organisations (TOs) (Lundin and 
Söderholm, 1995; Söderlund, 2004; Sydow et al., 2004), which have particular 
relevance to the project context. TOs are time-limited organisational forms designed 
around a shared purpose, ranging from projects, conferences, sporting events, and 
legislative sessions through task forces, theatre, and election campaign organisations 
(e.g. Meyerson et al., 1996; Miles, 1977). These organisations present especially 
interesting challenges for the dominant ‘process-design-oriented’ model of OM because 




as dealing primarily with low-volume and high-variety processes, others recognize that 
TOs exhibit different degrees of volume and variety (e.g. Maylor, 2010; Meredith and 
Mantel, 2008). For example, while some projects are relatively small and incremental 
in nature, taking place within the structures of an enduring organisation, others are 
carried out by an organisation that is established especially for the completion of a 
particular task, and then disbanded. TOs are therefore temporary to differing degrees 
and in different ways. This arguably influences how activities are coordinated.  
Besides novelty and uncertainty, there are particular challenges to coordination in 
temporary contexts such as time pressure, high levels of interdependence, a need for 
rapid action, and on-the-spot decision-making (Bechky, 2006; Majchrzak et al., 2007; 
Sydow et al., 2004). For example, disaster response involves many interdependent 
tasks, a great number and variety of actors, and incomplete information in settings 
demanding urgent action (Kovács and Spens, 2007; Van Wassenhove, 2006). As a 
result, decentralized decision-making and non-standardized solutions emerge. Mega-
events (such as the Olympics or the World Cup) are unique events for the host cities, 
huge and complex in nature, involve massive numbers of people, and occur in different 
localities, with very varied conditions. There are usually formal processes by which 
knowledge is transferred from one edition of the event to the next, but these can only 
capture very high-level and codifiable information. The organisations running them 
have a limited lifetime and usually lack the organisational memory to maintain more 
detailed knowledge (Currie and Shalaby, 2012; Minis and Tsamboulas, 2008). 
Construction projects present their own coordination problems due to their size, 
dispersed operations, and multiple and diverse actors (e.g. designers, subcontractors, 
and construction managers) (Jha and Iyer, 2006). Operational coordination thus 




processes usually developed and executed by multiple teams and entities that are 
decentralized in some way, which need to work interdependently to accomplish their 
time-constrained activities.  
Although some scholars have addressed coordination problems in specific temporary 
contexts such as disaster relief operations, projects, and film sets (e.g. Bechky, 2006; 
Hanisch and Wald, 2014; Majchrzak et al., 2007), these studies assume that 
temporariness is a constant and dominant feature of TOs, and explore coordination only 
during a specific period of time (usually in the operation phase).  Given that TOs usually 
have a number of different phases (e.g. mitigation, preparedness, response, and 
rehabilitation in disaster responses (Kovács and Spens, 2007; Van Wassenhove, 2006) 
and conception, planning, development, and evaluation in projects (Maylor, 2010; 
Meredith and Mantel, 2008)), which have different kinds of activities and processes, it 
is likely that they may require different coordination strategies for the different phases. 
This emphasizes the need to examine operational coordination over time.  Furthermore, 
TOs exist in a variety of distinctive settings and present different and fluctuating degrees 
of temporariness. As such, further understanding of how coordination takes place in 
TOs is necessary. Therefore, we address the following research question: How does 
operational coordination take place through the various phases of work in temporary 
organisations? For this, we have investigated a particular temporary organisation: the 
2016 Olympic Games Organising Committee. Specifically, we have examined 
operational coordination through an immersive, real-time, longitudinal, and qualitative 
field study of this TO, immediately before and during the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio 
de Janeiro.  
The following two sections cover relevant literature on firm-level coordination and 




discuss the theoretical and practical contributions, pedagogical implications, and further 
research avenues. 
 
4.2 Firm-level operational coordination 
Coordination is defined as “integrating or linking together different parts of an 
organisation to accomplish a collective set of tasks” (Van de Ven et al., 1976, p. 322). 
Research on coordination in OM, following the evolution of the field, has addressed a 
wide range of topics. These include ‘hard’ (e.g. industrial management methods, 
inventories, and process improvements) and ‘soft’ issues such as supply chain 
management and strategy (Neely, 1993; Pilkington and Meredith, 2009), at different 
levels of analysis (strategic, tactical, and operational), within and between 
organisations.  
This study focuses on intra-firm coordination at the operational level, that is, on 
coordination mechanisms that enable people to get operations done within the firm. 
According to Mintzberg (1989, p. 101), coordination mechanisms are “the most basic 
elements of structure” in organisations. They enable the completion of tasks and include 
formal and informal elements. Formal coordination mechanisms are implemented by 
managers and include plans, hierarchy, procedures, manuals, and routines, and are 
usually planned and institutionalized throughout an organisation. Informal coordination 
mechanisms are those that emerge from people on the ground, which are usually non-
planned and non-institutionalized. They include creative solutions, mutual adjustments, 
social roles, and informal means of interaction (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Thompson, 
1967; Van de Ven et al., 1976). These mechanisms are used to enable coordination 
either through the design of tasks to reduce task interdependence, or through intensive 




(2010), however, suggest a third alternative: tacit coordination, based on the existence 
of ‘common ground’ among interdependent actors. This form of coordination is 
particularly important in settings where intensive communication is difficult, for 
example, because of distance, but standardized rules and procedures are insufficient due 
to task uncertainty and time pressure. 
Coordination has been traditionally seen as design, which focuses on more planned 
and deterministic approaches. However, recent research has focussed increasingly on 
coordination as practice, examining how coordination takes place ‘on the ground’, 
enabled by coordination mechanisms (Okhuysen and Bechky, 2009). Therefore, these 
two aspects of the literature are reviewed.  
 
4.2.1 Coordination as design 
Traditional approaches to coordination focused on the design of formal mechanisms. 
The design of work and management systems through specialization, standardization, 
and rationalization was the basis of the classical management approach (Taylor, 1911; 
Fayol, 1949). “This approach became marked by the notion that they were searching 
for ‘the one best way’” (Van de Ven et al., 2013). It has been especially instrumental in 
developing the ‘best practice’ paradigm in OM, which assumes that the adoption of best 
(world-class) practices leads to superior performance (Voss, 1995). The widespread 
adoption of management practices relating to total quality management and lean 
production illustrates this paradigm (Sousa and Voss, 2008). 
In the 1960s/1970s, organisation design scholars, reacting to the notion of ‘one best 
way’ (Van de Ven et al., 2013), developed the idea of contingency design. Coordination 
was conceptualized as being influenced by characteristics such as uncertainty, 




leads to more coordination through interpersonal coordination mechanisms such as 
informal communication or mutual adjustment, rather than through formal mechanisms 
such as standardization, hierarchies, and routines (Galbraith 1973; Lawrence and 
Lorsch, 1967; Thompson, 1967). As unit size increases, there is greater use of 
impersonal coordination and hierarchy (Van de Ven et al., 1976). Additionally, Burns 
and Stalker (1966) suggest that coordination is dependent upon the task nature (stable 
vs. changing), which in turn determines the organisation design (bureaucratic vs. 
organic). These classic studies focused on the need to balance differentiation among 
organisational units, with integration achieved through coordination mechanisms.  
These ideas have broadly influenced research in the OM field. Sousa and Voss 
(2008) consider the seminal works of Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) and Thompson 
(1967) as the precursors of major OM approaches. In particular, operations strategy 
(Skinner, 1969; Hayes and Wheelwright, 1984) is to a large extent concerned with 
achieving a strategic fit between operations processes and infrastructure, and the 
demands of the business environment. The dominant OM process design approach 
typically is about a one-off evaluation of the fit between the process type and the market 
conditions. Studies in OM, although clearly adopting Contingency Theory (CT) 
assumptions, do not explicitly state it (Sousa and Voss, 2008).  
Revisiting CT in a contemporary context, Van de Ven et al. (2013) strongly 
encourage researchers to investigate the applicability of CT in studying rapidly 
changing operational systems. In particular, they focus on understanding variations in 
such systems in terms of: (1) design choice (centrally chosen, negotiated among 
stakeholders, or self-organising); (2) control (planned or emergent); (3) formality 
(informal ad hoc or formal rational arrangements); (4) duration (short or long term); and 




decision-makers. This study addresses this call by examining TOs, which present 
varying dynamics and coordination challenges throughout the various phases of work. 
 
4.2.2 Coordination as ‘practice’ 
In the 1990s, scholars increasingly conceptualized coordination as managing 
dependencies among activities, suggesting that different kinds of dependencies require 
specific coordination processes (e.g. Crowston, 1997; Malone et al., 1999). Recent 
approaches to coordination are “less concerned with optimizing structures for a given 
environment, and instead consider coordination as it happens, assuming that people in 
organisations must coordinate the work regardless of the organisation design” 
(Okhuysen and Bechky, 2009, p. 469). For example, ‘relational bureaucracy’ (Gittell, 
2002; Gittell and Douglass, 2012) recognizes that, although coordination may be 
facilitated by certain design elements, it is more fundamentally a process of interaction 
among participants (Pagell et al., 2015). Another example is the emergent coordination 
approach. It suggests that collective outcomes are achieved through ongoing 
interactions and activities to manage uncertain inputs in the face of unpredictable 
demands (e.g. Bechky and Chung, 2018; Majchrzak et al., 2007). This depends very 
often on professional workers exercising discretion to integrate complex tasks (Bechky 
and Chung, 2018). Looking at a medical trauma centre, where fast-response and error-
free tasks are vital, Faraj and Xiao (2006) found that coordination practices such as 
reliance on protocols, plug-and-play teaming, and knowledge sharing are essential for 
the management and application of distributed expertise. 
These discussions of coordination as ‘practice’ focus on human agency and 
expertise, interactions, and emergent processes. There is a growing interest among OM 




‘soft’ and emergent aspects of coordination, such as social roles and relationships 
(Dobrzykowski and Tarafdar, 2015; Sting and Loch, 2016; Pagell et al., 2015). This 
complements the dominant, design-based view, which seeks to fit process choice to task 
characteristics and environmental conditions, and typically focuses on coordination in 
relatively enduring and stable settings at a given period of time. “Traditional 
coordination theory emphasizes the how (i.e., the mode) of coordination as opposed to 
the what (content) and when (circumstances) of coordination” (Faraj and Xiao, 2006, p. 
1156).  
In this paper, we seek to extend this approach by studying how coordination unfolds 
in the context of temporary, complex, and rapidly changing operations (what) across 
various phases of work (when). This longitudinal approach is useful in examining both 
perspectives on coordination (as design and as practice). It emphasises coordinating as 
a time-dependent process, rather than coordination as a state and, hence something that 
should be examined over time. Important aspects of design such as specialization, 
standardization, and rationalization take time to conceive and implement. In the same 
vein, ‘practice’ by its very nature extends over time and is only revealed as participants 
seek to coordinate activities in a temporal sequence in relation to unfolding external 
demands and constraints. The next section provides relevant literature on TOs, focusing 
on their coordination challenges. 
 
4.3 Coordination challenges in temporary organisations 
TOs present particular coordination challenges. Firstly, being seen as ephemeral and 
unstable, they tend to lack formal structures that facilitate coordination and control 
(Meyerson et al., 1996). Secondly, because the workforce is often employed 




other; they need to work interdependently based on ‘swift trust’ (Meyerson et al., 1996). 
Thirdly, these organisations often face conditions of high uncertainty, complexity, time 
constraint, and fast decision-making, where mistakes can sometimes be catastrophic 
(Bechky, 2006). Finally, in project-based organisations there might be a tension 
between the autonomy requirements of participants in particular projects and their 
functional embeddedness within the more enduring organisational settings. This may 
demand embedding of informal activities within the organisation’s formal coordination 
routines (Sydow et al., 2004). 
Operational coordination in TOs tends to be understood as being based primarily on 
informal and interpersonal mechanisms, in contrast with the formal mechanisms that 
are predominant in permanent organisations (e.g. Hanisch and Wald, 2014; Bechky, 
2006). More specifically, although Project Management standards and techniques have 
been introduced for coordination in some TOs, these substitutes for formal structures 
and processes are not always effective. Therefore, coordination tends to be 
characterized by high degrees of communication and mutual adjustment (Hanisch and 
Wald, 2014). In film sets, Bechky (2006, p. 17) develops the notion of role-based 
coordination, in which “coordination takes place in a negotiated order created through 
role enactments”. She suggests that TOs tend to rely on interpersonal processes rather 
than on formal structures, due to high levels of task and environmental uncertainty. 
Similarly, Majchrzak et al. (2007) explore coordination in a disaster relief context. They 
point out that when disasters strike, formal structures and planned responses are “too 
slow, disconnected, and inadequate for the task”, and emergent, action-based group 
responses are necessary to achieve coordination (Majchrzak et al., 2007, p. 147).  
These views of coordination through emergent processes are largely regarded as 




arrangements (Bechky, 2006; Pauget and Wald, 2013). Furthermore, although some 
scholars address coordination problems in specific temporary contexts such as disaster 
relief operations, projects, and film sets (e.g. Bechky, 2006; Bechky and Chung, 2018; 
Hanisch and Wald, 2014; Majchrzak et al., 2007), these constitute a rather limited range 
of settings, and tend to concentrate mostly on the temporary aspect. Further research on 
coordination challenges in TOs, considering varying degrees of temporary and enduring 
elements, is necessary to draw more general conclusions on how coordination takes 
place. We address this by examining the 2016 Olympic Games Organising Committee. 
The next section covers the study’s methods. 
 
4.4 Methods 
We have conducted an immersive case study (Barratt et al., 2011) using interviews, 
participant observation, and longitudinal fieldwork over a substantive portion of the 
time during which the temporary organisation operated. This allowed the investigation 
of operational coordination in real time as it evolved in its natural setting, taking into 
account important contextual aspects (Meredith, 1998). In TOs, particularly, 
longitudinal research designs are powerful ways to investigate complex organisational 
phenomena over time (Bakker, 2010; Bechky, 2006).  
 
4.4.1 Case selection 
We have chosen a theoretically exemplar case (Eisenhardt, 1989) of a TO: the 2016 
Olympic Games Organising Committee (OGOC). The Committee was established 
especially to organise the 2016 Olympic and Paralympic Games and was then 
disbanded. This is an interesting context because it combines great regularity across 




its uniqueness to each host city (bringing high levels of novelty, uncertainty, and 
emergent temporary elements). For instance, at the local level, the Organising 
Committees are always temporary. However, they are not simply temporary structures; 
they also present varying degrees of both temporary (e.g. provisional structures and 
short-term contracts) and enduring elements (e.g. standardized processes defined by the 
International Olympic Committee – IOC). 
We selected one area of operations of the OGOC: the transport operation, which 
involved the transport of more than 50,000 Games clients such as athletes, dignitaries, 
National Olympic Committees and IOC members, and media. This operation was 
selected for three main reasons. First, the focus on one area of Committee operations 
was necessary to achieve an in-depth study, in spite of our necessarily finite research 
resources. Second, both academic and practice-based sources emphasize how important 
and challenging the transport operation is at mega-events. It is delivered by a temporary, 
massive operational system with extreme complexity, related to the transient nature of 
the event and to the host cities, which usually have significant urban ‘base load’ travel 
and congested transport systems (Currie and Shalaby, 2012; Minis and Tsamboulas, 
2008). Third, given the decentralized nature of the transport operation, coordinated 
activity among different teams was essential, making this a fruitful empirical setting in 
which to explore our research question. 
 
4.4.2 Data collection 
The first author was a full-time volunteer at the Olympics from July to September 2016, 
and conducted the fieldwork. Data collection involved semi-structured interviews, 
participant observation, and internal documents. Since our interest was in firm-level 




initial interviewees enabled access to further respondents. Besides staff within the 
Transport department, people in other, directly related departments (e.g. Security, 
Procurement, and Information Technology) were intentionally selected (Miles et al., 
2014). We aimed for diversity: interviewees were from various hierarchy levels, 
responsible for different transport services, and based in multiple Olympic venues. 
Some had previous experience in mega-events, such as the World Cup and the Pan-
American Games. The interviewees’ profile is detailed in Appendix 1. In total, 28 
interviews were conducted, corresponding to 25.5 hours of recording altogether. The 
questions focused on understanding the transport operation and its related services, on 
the evolution of the Committee over time, and on the main coordination challenges and 
strategies. Most of the interviews were carried out in person and a few by Skype, 
depending on the interviewees’ availability. All interviews were recorded and 
transcribed.  
Another key source of data was participant observation, which enabled an insider 
perspective and complete contextual embeddedness (Tracy, 2013). The first author’s 
activities as volunteer involved working within the transport team in the Barra Olympic 
Park, where most of the competitions took place. This entailed duties such as controlling 
access, managing timetables, giving information, and allocating cars to clients. This 
enabled observation of ground-level coordination, decision-making regarding 
operational issues, on-the-spot training, and management of unforeseen situations. The 
main participants involved were middle-level managers, operational staff, and 
volunteers. Rich information and perceptions were collected during the working hours 
and more informally (e.g. during lunchtime). Additional data were collected in 




described operational procedures developed by the OGOC based on the IOC’s manuals 
and guidelines.  
 
4.4.3 Data analysis 
Data analysis was done in three steps: data reduction, data coding, and longitudinal 
analysis. Miles et al. (2014) recommendations on data coding and reduction in 
combination with temporal bracketing strategy were adopted. The temporal bracketing 
strategy allowed structuring the description of events in successive time periods. 
Specifically, this strategy “permits the constitution of comparative units of analysis for 
the exploration and replication of theoretical ideas” (Langley, 1999, p. 703). During the 
data reduction phase, all sources of information (interview transcripts, documents, and 
field notes) were combined and summarized, focusing on coordination. The second step 
consisted of the coding process, which allowed the identification of the main challenges 
and aspects of coordination, based on the literature and on the empirical data. Table 4.1 
presents the final codes, including their definition and representative quotes. Finally, 
through the temporal bracketing strategy, the operations in each of the Olympic phases 
were broken down and analysed in detail in order to understand their characteristics and 




Code: Challenges underlying coordination  




The degree to which people are unable to 
predict environmental conditions 
(Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Thompson, 
1967). Uncertainty can be manifested in 
higher or lower levels.  
“Our numbers change every week” (Roger – Transport Manager).  
“We do not know exactly what is going to happen in the next day. We have planned everything, but the 
clients can ask for adjustments until 5 pm in the previous day and they always change everything” 
(Christine – Transport General Manager).  
“We do not have any control over the demand. We know the maximum number of people that can be in 
a specific venue (based on the number of seats, for example). However, we will never know if all these 
people are going or not” (Claire – Transport Manager).  
“As I am working with contingency situations, my job is completely different every day; I do not know 




The degree to which organisational units 
are dependent upon one another to 
perform their individual jobs (Van de 
Ven et al., 1976). Interdependence can be 
manifested in higher or lower levels.  
“The transport team cannot work alone; it is impossible. Everything needs to be aligned in order to 
provide the services. For this, we need strong interfaces with other functional areas of the Committee, 
with the city, and with the firms” (Anna – Transport Supervisor).  
“Security and transport teams work tight together; both depend on each other. A clear example of this 
is the access control in the competition venues” (James – Security Manager).  
“The services I am responsible for are completely dependent on other teams; we operate with their 
help.  Therefore, I always need to be closely aligned with them; they are my hands in the venues” (John 
– Transport Manager).  




The degree to which people’s activities 
are constrained by time spans. Time 
pressure can be manifested in higher or 
lower levels.  
“The last months were very intense, everything had to be ready. Sometimes, you can postpone a project 
deadline, but you cannot postpone the Olympic Games. I used to tell my team: it is not going to start on 
August 6th nor August 7th; it is going to start on August 5th!” (Paul – Transport General Manager).  
“Due to the late venueization, we had very little time to make sure we had all the infrastructure ready, 
to organise everything, to test the operation, and to make adjustments” (Roger – Transport Manager).  
“Many new demands emerged during the operation. If a problem happens during the operation, you 
need to solve it immediately; you cannot waste time. Therefore, the transport operation needs flexibility 




Code: Coordination strategy  





Nature of the structure in terms of 
decision-making power and physical 
proximity. Unified central decision-
making chain and physical proximity 
characterize a centralized coordination 
structure. Multiple autonomous 
operational units and physical dispersion 
characterize a decentralized coordination 
structure.  
“We were all in the same office before; we were a small team. Then, during the operation, each person 
of this initial team formed a new team, with new staff, volunteers, third parties, many people that did not 
know the planning joined us. This made it very difficult to apply everything that had been planned” 
(Mark – Transport General Manager).  
“I have 108 buses and a team of 13 people. I cannot be in more than 14 places at the same time; it is 
humanly impossible. That is why I need people in the venues to help me to get things done” (Nicholas – 
Transport Manager).  
“In the venueization phase, we were split into more than 40 operational units around the city. These 
units had similar structures of functional areas, of course taking into account specificities of some 
venues. We had to operate within these individual cells. If a problem happened in the venue, it should 





Coordination mechanisms enable the 
completion of interdependent activities. 
Formal coordination mechanisms 
include plans, hierarchy, procedures, 
manuals, and routines. These 
mechanisms are usually planned and 
institutionalized throughout an 
organisation. Informal coordination 
mechanisms refer to the ones that emerge 
from people on the ground, which are 
usually non-planned and not 
institutionalized. They include creative 
solutions, mutual adjustments, social 
roles, and informal means of interaction 
(Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Thompson, 
1967; Van de Ven et al., 1976).  
“The operation is based on the IOC guidelines, which define the transport services that need to be 
provided, premises, and service levels” (Jimmy – Logistics Top Manager).  
“Since it is impossible to teach everything to everyone involved in the operation, the volunteer needs to 
have at least a radio to make questions if he/she needs it” (Philip – Transport Manager).  
“The institutional system developed to generate order services did not work properly. So, we decided to 
do it manually in an Excel printed file” (Rosie – Transport Analyst).  
“People are not in their offices anymore; they are on the ground operating and rarely open their emails. 
Therefore, we have been using WhatsApp a lot to facilitate the work in different operational cells. We 
have different groups for different purposes” (Mark – Transport General Manager).  





We present the findings in four sub-sections. First, we describe the activities of the transport 
operation and identify some ways in which they differ from those of the previous edition 
of the Games. We then describe the four phases into which IOC’s procedures divide each 
Olympic Games. Then, we present the coordination challenges and related strategies 
adopted. Finally, we explore how formal and informal coordination mechanisms were 
combined over time. 
 
4.5.1 The Transport Operation 
From August 5th to August 21st 2016, more than 11,300 athletes from 207 countries 
competed for 306 sets of medals, in 45 Olympic venues in Rio de Janeiro. The transport 
operation is essential to this, and one of the most complex in the Olympic Games. This is 
because it is large, multi-dimensional and has to be adapted to the local environment. 
Furthermore, the continually changing pattern of events on different days requires changing 
transport provision. The transport operation for all Olympic Games is mostly based on the 
IOC’s transportation manual, which requires transport planners to develop solutions to 
meet the demands of the Games and of the host city, taking into account previous Games 
experiences and best practices.   
 The manual provides general policies and information on clients’ profile and related 
services, requirements on transport infrastructure and facilities, rules related to security and 
access, transport support services, and traffic management system, to name a few. It also 
defines distinct transport systems such as TA – transport of athletes, TF – transport of 




example, while dignitaries would usually have a dedicated car and driver to take them to 
the Olympic venues, media clients would need to check timetables and see which coaches 
could best meet their needs.  
The OGOC used two types of transport, coaches and vehicles (cars and vans), to deliver 
dedicated and shared transport services. In Rio, around 4,200 vehicles were provided by 
Nissan (one of the official sponsors) and 850 coaches were provided by a bus consortium 
comprising 32 small and medium-sized local firms. The transport team planned more than 
7,000 routes to provide the required services. The workforce consisted mainly of 
volunteers. Operations were carried out by a combination of centralized teams responsible 
for more general activities, such as vehicle maintenance and cleaning, and venue-specific 
teams in charge of delivering the transport services, including access control, transport 
within the venues, and parking. Some standardized elements were very important to enable 
this operation. For example, all Games clients and staff had an Olympic Identity and 
Accreditation Card (OIAC), indicating name, organisation, country, type of access, etc. 
and, importantly for the transport operations, the type of the transport system he/she could 
use (e.g. TA, TF, and TM). All accredited vehicles had a particular Venue Access/Parking 
Permit (VAPP). This accreditation was a combination of letters and symbols that identified 
(1) which type of client was being transported (e.g. athletes, dignitaries, or media); (2) the 
type of access of a specific vehicle (all venues, specific venues only, outside the venues 
only, etc.); and (3) if the vehicle had a dedicated parking space.  
The IOC’s guidelines and rules are common to all Organising Committees: they were 
used for the 2012 London Olympics and the 2016 Rio Olympics, and will support the 2020 




to the host cities’ specificities. Both London and Rio had had experience of planning and 
delivering several mega-events every year, such as marathons, Carnival, and New Year’s 
Eve celebrations, meaning that there were existing operational plans from which they could 
build: these had similarities, but also differences. Other specificities arose from the details 
of the venues and the maturity of infrastructure. First, while in London there were 34 
relatively concentrated venues, in Rio there were around 45 Olympic venues distributed in 
four different regions of the city. For example, in London, the Olympic Village was next 
to the Olympic Park and athletes could walk to several competition venues. In Rio, although 
both venues were in the same region, they were farther apart, and athletes needed to make 
a 10-minute bus journey from the Olympic Village to the Olympic Park. To travel between 
different regions of the city could take more than 90 minutes. Second, whereas the London 
Organising Committee could benefit from the extensive transport network and 
infrastructure available, in Rio, a new transport network was created. For example, roads 
and tunnels were built, a new metro line and several bus lines were developed (especially, 
BRT – Bus Rapid Transit), and a Light Rail Vehicle (LVR) system was created. Third, in 
Rio, the routes were planned so as to avoid some areas of the city because of security 
concerns. These aspects did not affect the transport operation in the 2012 London 
Olympics.  
 
4.5.2 The Olympic Phases 
The Games were organised across distinct phases: planning, venueization, operation, and 
dissolution. These are described in IOC’s manuals and procedures, and differ in terms of 




The planning phase lasted from 2009 to March 2016. During the early years, the OGOC 
was a small organisation; there were around 50 paid staff in 2009 and 80 in 2010. The 
Committee increased in size and scope gradually during the subsequent years (Figure 4.1). 
During this phase, there were few people from third parties. In subsequent phases, many 
organisations and individuals joined the operations (e.g. volunteers, public bodies, and 
service providers). 
 
Figure 4.1: Evolution of the OGOC in terms of paid staff 
Venueization refers to the period immediately before the Games, which started around 
five months before the opening ceremony. Plans made during the planning phase were 
activated, translating the unified and centralized structure of the OGOC into individual and 
decentralized operational units (venues). In this phase, many people were hired to prepare 




to 6,500 in 2016). The following quote from the former CFO of the London Organising 
Committee indicates the complexity involved: 
“There were multiple challenges, but I think overall delivering a hugely 
complex event at the same time as building an organisation from a small family 
company to a FTSE 100. For me, those would be the two big macro challenges 
along with trying to deliver it on budget” (Neil Wood, former CFO of London 
Organising Committee for the Olympic Games – BBC Radio 4 talk). 
The operation phase refers to the period in which everything planned and structured in 
the previous two phases needed to actually work. It includes Games-time, but the exact 
start of this phase varied according to the activities involved. For the transport team, it 
began in July 2016 and finished in September 2016. Finally, the dissolution phase is the 
‘disassembly’ of the organisational structure (workforce, infrastructure, contracts, 
technology, and the organisation as a whole). This phase lasted until the end of 2016, when 
the OGOC as an organisation came to an end; i.e., legal, material, and financial dissolution.  
 
4.5.3 Coordination in the Olympic phases 
Our analysis shows that each phase (1) had distinct conditions that created challenges and 
(2) utilised both formal and informal coordination mechanisms in varying degrees to 
address the challenges. These are defined and their illustrative quotes from our data coding 
are presented in Table 4.1. In this section we first provide a summary of our findings (Table 
4.2) and then explain them in detail. Specifically, we observed that each phase was 




interdependence, and  time pressure which in turn influenced the adoption of distinct 
coordination structures and mechanisms.  
  Categories  
Planning  
2009 to 2016.3  
Venueization  
2016.3 to 2016.7  
Operation  






Uncertainty  High  High  High  Low  
Interdependence  Low  High  High  Low  


















Table 4.2: Coordination in each phase 
 
 4.5.3.1 Planning phase  
The planning process was mostly based on the IOC’s transportation manual, which contains 
guidelines, requirements, and transportation services that need to be provided during the 
Games. Besides the manual (which is a legacy from other Organising Committees), the 
IOC also organises a formal process of knowledge transfer, which includes meetings and 
visits. Staff from the OGOC visited many venues during the London 2012 Olympic Games, 
observing and learning from diverse operations. This also happened in Brazil: during the 
Games, many observers from Tokyo 2020 Organising Committee visited the venues and 
departments. The interviewees recognized that the planning of the transport operation drew 
on the formal experience from other committees, but they also stressed Brazilian economic, 
political, and cultural specificities, which demanded many adjustments and different 




Janeiro. “The lessons learned in one country may not be useful for another country. What 
worked in London will not necessarily work in Rio” (Christine – Transport General 
Manager). 
This phase exhibited high levels of uncertainty, which increased the complexity of the 
planning process. Although some people from the OGOC had previous experience in the 
organisation of mega-events, for most of them, it was the first time. They did not know 
exactly what was going to happen, how they would operate, and with whom they would be 
working. Work in this phase involved low levels of interdependence. Overall, the activities 
developed by the transport team did not involve many third parties. This included planning 
(of routes, material, workforce, and infrastructure), supplier development, rehearsal, and 
development of IT solutions. In the late phases of the planning phase, the interdependence 
increased, as public and private organisations joined the OGOC. Compared to the following 
phases, time pressure was relatively low. The interviewees agreed that they had enough 
time to plan the operation properly, milestones were well defined, and deliveries were 
monitored by the IOC. 
The transport team used a centralized coordination structure, whereby activities and 
requirements were specified in procedures, handbooks, and previous Committees’ reports. 
Planning was mostly based on these documents, on formal meetings with the clients, and 
on the formal process of knowledge transfer organised by the IOC. Within the OGOC, 
weekly meetings were conducted involving different departments in the early phases of the 
planning and later on involving suppliers, providers, and public bodies. In this phase, 





4.5.3.2 Venueization phase  
For venueization, staff and volunteers were allocated in groups to each venue. The 
operations included logistics, assembly of temporary structures (e.g. tents, garages, parking 
spaces), and training. This phase started in March 2016; many interviewees felt this was 
too late. The time pressure to finish everything before the Games increased the need for 
coordinated activity.  
In each venue, people from public and private organisations and new OGOC staff joined 
the operation, meaning that most people working in the venues had not participated in the 
planning phase. They had to understand the processes and at the same time identify ways 
of improving them and training people accordingly. Therefore, a great challenge was the 
integration of interdependent tasks. Furthermore, the need for new processes and resources 
that had not been anticipated emerged, which increased the levels of uncertainty. In this 
phase, the nature of operations changed significantly: there was an increase in 
decentralization, number of people and variety of activities. This, in turn, increased the 
importance and complexity of coordination.  
The venueization phase imposed a decentralized coordination structure translated across 
functional areas in all venues. Tests in this phase led to many changes; new requirements 
emerged according to which some operational plans were redesigned, and schedules were 
updated. Formal meetings became less frequent and communication with people in 
different places was enabled by technology (e.g. e-mail, radios, and mobile phones). In this 
phase, some informal coordination mechanisms emerged. These included alternate 
processes due to local requirements at specific venues, new ways of organising the work, 




application on smartphones). For example, a specific group with the transport team 
members responsible for different athlete delegations was created on WhatsApp to facilitate 
information sharing, decision-making, and problem-solving in the venues. Additionally, 
face-to-face interactions between teams in the same venue intensified. In sum, the 
organisation used a combination of the formal coordination mechanisms that had been 
preponderant in the planning phase (e.g. plans and schedules) and informal coordination 
mechanisms that emerged to overcome coordination challenges (e.g. informal 
communication) as the planned processes were initiated.   
 
4.5.3.3 Operation phase  
During the operation phase, the OGOC required its members to coordinate complex and 
interdependent activities under severe time pressure across diverse decentralized 
operational units. The massive increase in number and diversity of people and activities 
accentuated coordination challenges. Thousands of people (employees of OGOC and other 
public and private organisations, and volunteers) needed to work interdependently and in 
synchronization in order to deliver different transport services. These people had different 
training levels, which made it difficult to coordinate certain activities, including completely 
new ones such as fleet management, on-site training, and venue management. In addition, 
people were working under extreme time pressure (e.g. delays could cause an athlete to 
miss a competition).  
High levels of uncertainty challenged coordination during Games-time. There were 
around 50,000 clients to be transported across 45 venues, based in four different regions of 




always predict the number and profile of people who would go to each competition. This 
emphasized the need for ‘inter-venue’ coordination. In the venueization phase, 
coordination was necessary within the venues (internal focus), where different OGOC 
teams had to interact and develop interdependent activities. In the operation phase, 
coordination was additionally needed within and between venues (internal and external 
focus). Since the transport services were delivered to and from the venues’ boundaries, 
teams from a specific venue had to be aligned with teams from other venues. 
Through a decentralized structure, coordination was enabled largely by intensive 
interaction between people on the ground and by emergent informal mechanisms. 
Interaction was facilitated by radios, organisational systems, and open apps. Formal plans 
and rules were treated as overarching principles rather than strictly normative procedures. 
The start of the operation posed difficulties because some process details had not been 
completely structured, mainly due to time constraint. This gave rise to some ‘grey areas’: 
emergent situations could only be identified during operation, and it was therefore difficult 
to allocate responsibility for them in advance. In this context, staff from the OGOC 
typically acted as the main coordinators. If people from a third-party organisation could not 
solve a problem themselves, instead of calling their managers, they turned to members from 
the Committee to resolve it. Thus, social roles and interactions seemed to be more important 
than hierarchical relations and procedures.  
Staff always needed to make prompt decisions in dealing with clients. An example is 
how the transport team solved the problem of an unexpectedly high demand in the venue 
level. They had not foreseen that so many clients would go from a specific venue 




not planned this route for the required number of people. The problem was solved by taking 
the clients to central areas of Copacabana by buses and then, from these central points, cars 
took them to their hotels. This decision had to be made very quickly and required a 
coordinated set of activities because when people got to these central points, cars needed 
to be waiting for them.  
In some cases, people on the ground could not check with their managers before 
accommodating unforeseen demands and would, instead, make a decision and then report 
what had been done. For example, one volunteer taking care of a principal access control 
point had to decide whether or not to allow a truck of food supplies into the Olympic Park 
at a time when deliveries were not normally allowed. Knowing that food supplies were 
lacking and that his decision would help to resolve this, the volunteer allowed the truck in, 
aware that he was breaking the rules by not checking with his manager. He then reported 
the situation to the manager, who congratulated him. “If the transport operation did not 
require people to judge this kind of situation, it would be easy; we could use tags, RFID 
(Radio-Frequency Identification), and automatic check points to control access. However, 
we need people’s knowledge and judgement to handle this kind of situation, especially in a 
context of time pressure and uncertainty. In the Olympics, we deal with uncertainty and 
urgency all the time. Therefore, not everything will follow the rules” (David – Transport 
Manager).  
More generally, data collected through observation showed that even if the Committee 
had had several more years to plan, they could still not have anticipated all eventualities 




operation, procedures had to be redefined and adjusted in an ongoing manner, as new ways 
of performing activities were incorporated.  
 
4.5.3.4 Dissolution phase  
The dissolution phase was characterized by a systemic approach – the organisation as a 
whole should end. Activities included return of temporary structures (e.g. garages, tents, 
security grids), conclusion of short-life contracts with people and companies, return of the 
cars to Nissan, and return of the coaches to the bus consortium. The transport team also had 
to deal with the aftermath (e.g. traffic fines, insurance issues, and accidents). The main 
challenge was time pressure because all temporary structures, such as parking spaces, had 
strict deadlines and expensive fines in the event of delays. Besides that, the temporary 
contracts of employees were coming to an end. 
During this phase, most of the local teams disbanded and staff returned to the centralized 
structure in the main office. Since the dissolution plan had been fully predefined, formal 
mechanisms such as plans, contracts, and schedules played a fundamental role to enable 
coordinated activity. For example, activities were formalized through procedures and 
schedules, and contracts were designed considering the temporary nature of the operation 
(e.g. disposal, rental, selling, donation, and disassembly).  
 
4.5.4 Formal and informal coordination 
Varying degrees of uncertainty, interdependence, and  time pressure in each phase 
influenced the coordination mechanisms used. We illustrate this in Figure 4.2 by showing 




and informal mechanisms were used. The X-axis represents the centralized/decentralized 
nature of the operations of the Olympic phases over time. The Y-axis denotes the level of 
interdependence within the Committee and is assessed by the approximate number of the 
OGOC paid staff over the years. The development of the histogram was based on the 
number of codes related to formal and informal coordination mechanisms, taking into 
account data collected through interviews and daily observation.  
 
Figure 4.2: Coordination mechanisms per Olympic phase 
The histogram shows how coordination challenges (in our example, interdependence) 
influenced the use of varying degrees of formal and informal coordination mechanisms in 
different Olympic phases. We can note that interdependence changed over time, as did the 




centralized operations and low levels of interdependence; the transport staff could develop 
activities without extensive interaction and help from other departments. Activities were 
supported mostly by formal mechanisms such as plans and procedures. In the venueization 
(from March to July 2016), there were increasing levels of interdependence between 
functional areas. Teams that were previously working separately depended on each other 
to develop their individual activities and needed to work cooperatively to prepare the 
venues for operation. Informal structures, routines, and communication tools emerged and 
were used alongside formal plans and procedures.  
In the operation phase (from July to September 2016), the levels of interdependence 
were the highest, resulting from the increase of people, organisations, and operations and 
from the need for real-time responsiveness. Thousands of people from different 
departments of the OGOC and from other organisations had to develop interdependent 
activities jointly and in synchronisation during Games-time. Informal coordination 
mechanisms such as informal communication and intensive interaction were preponderant 
and served as an alternative to formal plans that did not work or were not sufficient to 
handle new demands and the decentralized nature of the operations. Finally, in the 
dissolution phase (from September to December 2016), operations were centralized and the 
interdependence was low; i.e. individual teams developed their specific activities in order 
to complete the dissolution plan. Coordination relied mostly on formal mechanisms such 
as contracts and schedules.  
This illustrates that formal and informal coordination mechanisms are complementary 
and can be combined over time in order to develop decentralized and temporary processes. 




by the presence of varying degrees of coordination challenges (uncertainty, 
interdependence, and time pressure). The following section further discusses our findings. 
 
4.6 Discussion and research contributions 
How does operational coordination take place through the various phases of work in 
temporary organisations? Our findings suggest that operational coordination in temporary 
organisations dealing with multiple and decentralized operations takes place through both 
the implementation of formal and emergence of informal coordination mechanisms, which 
vary relatively according to the phases of the work. To reflect on these findings and stress 
our contributions, we first discuss ‘hybridity’ in TOs, meaning that they comprise elements 
that are enduring as well as temporary and centralized as well as decentralized. This brings 
unique challenges to coordination. Secondly, we explore ‘venueization’, a strategy 
developed by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) to link planning and operation 
phases. It is a phase in which central structures are translated to operational units, taking 
account of local specificities.  Thirdly, we suggest that, since TOs present different 
activities and related coordination challenges across various phases of work, the 
coordination is contingent on the phase of the project. This includes central implementation 
of formal as well as local emergence of informal coordination mechanisms, in varying 
degrees over time.  
 
4.6.1 Hybridity in temporary organisations 
Contrary to some views that TOs lack formal and enduring structures due to their limited 




and decentralized operations are hybrid organisational forms; i.e., they have enduring as 
well as temporary and centralized as well as decentralized elements. On the one hand, in 
the Olympics there were multiple enduring and centralized organisational structures, 
standards, processes, and relationships. Typical examples are enduring partnerships, 
guidelines, and formal knowledge transfer processes developed by the IOC in order to 
maintain continuity and standards across all the Olympic Games. On the other hand, there 
were finite-life and decentralized organisational structures, processes, and work teams 
created only to fulfil specific tasks. The OGOC is an example of this hybridity: it has 
features of enduring bureaucratic organisations such as departments, procedures, and 
hierarchy relations; yet it also presents dynamism in the form of temporary elements similar 
to an organic organisation (Burns and Stalker, 1966), changing over time to accomplish 
specific phases. This hybrid nature has important implications for coordination because the 
requirements in each type of organisation (bureaucratic and organic) vary, meaning that 
different coordination mechanisms might be needed.  
Another example of hybridity was the presence of high-level centralized and local-level 
decentralized structural elements and processes. Given the hierarchical structure of the 
transport team, the planning was centralized and conducted by people in higher positions 
(director, general managers, and regional managers) and the execution was decentralized 
and implemented by people in middle/low positions (venue managers, supervisors, 
analysts, and volunteers). On the one hand, both high-level activities and deliverables 
(transportation services) did not change from one venue to the next. All venues had to be 
prepared to provide all transport services related to the pre-defined transport systems and 




standards related to security and access control, waiting times, signage, and accidents, to 
name a few. These were centralized and enduring elements applied to all venues. On the 
other hand, the way the services were provided changed. Although all venues had 
overarching process guidelines, activities had to be adapted at the local level to 
accommodate venue specificities and unforeseen demands, giving rise to localized 
elements. Some examples were the Olympic Park, the Olympic Village, and one of the 
garages as we explain below.  
Since there were diverse competition venues within the Olympic Park, transport services 
had to be adapted. For example: (1) higher frequency of services given the high demand; 
(2) multiple entries and load zones to take care of different clients and sports requirements 
within the Park; (3) specific parking spaces considering particular transport systems (TA, 
TF, and TM); and (4) several checkpoints and increased signage to deal with the complexity 
of the traffic in the Park. In contrast, the transport operation and related services in the golf 
course were much simpler. Further venue-specific requirements were observed in the 
Olympic Village. Given the size of the athletes’ accommodation venue, specific internal 
transport services were necessary. For example, a ‘circular service’ was added, which went 
around the Village during the whole day so that the athletes could easily reach different 
points (e.g. restaurants, transport mall, leisure areas, and social events). This service was 
not available in any other venue. Finally, in the garage located near the Galeão International 
Airport, even though radio had been defined centrally as the standard channel of 
communication and information sharing, alternative methods of communication were 




Our data suggests that the use of localized elements in combination with centralized 
ones in the venues were defined at different organisational levels in planned and emergent 
ways, which then required coordination efforts. It seems that more unforeseen and venue-
specific adaptations led to the adoption of more emergent elements. Venues varied in the 
extent to which they adopted the overarching central plan as opposed to adapting to 
(foreseen and unforeseen) local requirements, at different hierarchical levels.  We suggest 
that this difference between venues could be captured in a measure of hybridity3, which 
could be useful in practice as a way to characterise venues, in the specific context of the 
Olympics, as well as more generally. Examples of variations at different hierarchical levels 
in the Olympics are as follows: high-level variations (Director) – all transport services 
required by the IOC should be provided taking into account the host city’s specificities (e.g. 
unsafe areas of Rio had to be avoided in the overall operation); middle-level variations 
(Venue Manager) – each individual venue should be able to operate given individual 
particularities (e.g. several operational adaptations had to be undertaken in the Olympic 
Park given its complexity in terms of size and diversity of competitions); low-level 
variations (staff and volunteers) – operational workforce should be able to operate under 
time pressure and respond to local contingencies (e.g. operational adjustments had to be 
undertaken on the ground in diverse venues). Venues’ different levels of variations 
throughout the hierarchy, as well as the recognition of hybridity (presence of temporary vs. 
enduring and centralized vs. decentralized elements) could be captured in a measure of 
hybridity. This could inform the choice of specific managers for different venues based on 
                                                          




their management style or experience, or other operational decisions such as prioritising 
some venues for early venueization. 
Although the presence of enduring elements in TOs has been acknowledged (e.g. 
Holguin-Veras et al., 2012; Grabher, 2002), it has been a relatively underdeveloped theme, 
as most of the TO literature concentrates on more temporary and emergent aspects. By 
exploring the interplay between temporary and enduring elements over time, we have 
shown that not only do these elements exist simultaneously, but also that they change to 
meet requirements of specific phases of work in TOs. The Olympics was a rich empirical 
setting to understand these dynamics. Based on our findings, we suggest that TOs dealing 
with multiple and decentralized operations are inherently hybrid as they comprise enduring 
as well as temporary, and centralized as well as decentralized elements. Furthermore, we 
argue that since TOs usually have multiple phases, including planning and operation, 
hybrid elements change across different phases of the work. While in the planning, there 
are more enduring and centralized structural elements and processes, in the operation there 
are more temporary and decentralized ones. These findings are summarized in the 
following propositions: 
Proposition 1: Temporary organisations developing multiple and decentralized 
operations will require a hybrid mix of elements (temporary vs. enduring and centralized 
vs. decentralized), which changes over time to accomplish requirements of different phases 
of the work. 
Proposition 2: Planning phases of work will require more enduring and centralized 




How do we link these elements and phases? Based on the empirical setting investigated, 
we argue that venueization might be this linking mechanism. 
 
4.6.2 Venueization: transition phase in temporary organisations 
Venueization is the IOC’s formalized term for the transition phase in which Olympic 
venues are made ready to operate. Jacobsson et al. (2013) claim that the role of transition 
has been downplayed in the theory of TOs (Lundin and Söderholm, 1995), and argue that 
it should be given a more central place. In their approach, the temporary organisation (in 
the form of internal projects) is a transitory unit within the permanent organisation. This is 
a useful insight into the relationship between temporary internal projects and the permanent 
organisation. We build on this to examine in depth how transitions take place in TOs, by 
exploring venueization. 
Venueization took the Organising Committee from centralized planning to operation in 
multiple locations, and involved linking hybrid elements. It was primarily about applying 
centrally planned (already-adapted) structures to individual units, testing whether these 
really met local requirements, and further adapting them as needed. In order to do so, it 
often required redesign of operational plans, schedule updates, multi-divisional 
coordination, training, and management of intersections between centralized and 
decentralized elements. The OGOC had to undertake at least 45 different venueization 
processes, leading to high levels of complexity, as multiple projects happened 
simultaneously in a decentralized manner under strict time constraints. This involved high 
levels of face-to-face interactions among different work teams, learning from trial and 




Our findings show that venueization was a necessary link between planning and 
operation. Although studies have focused on these phases individually, or examined 
knowledge transfer and learning between successive projects (e.g. Söderlund and 
Andersson, 1998), less attention has been given to the processes linking planning and 
operation.  In some contexts, however, they have been explored, using the concepts of 
tailoring and deployment. In concurrent engineering, tailoring refers to the customization 
of processes and structural elements to match specific programme priorities and product 
characteristics (Swink, 1998). Tailoring in software development is defined as the 
adaptation of the method to the culture, objectives, environment and reality of the 
organisation adopting it (Campanelli and Parreiras, 2015). It involves selecting or adapting 
software practices and can relate to stakeholders, project life cycle, project organisation and 
knowledge building (Bass, 2016). Similarly, the deployment strategy involves replicating 
and adapting organisational elements (e.g. processes and teams) to a given situation. In the 
context of the Dutch Armed Forces for crisis response operations (Waard and Kramer, 
2008), deployment involves a process of repetitively assembling tailor-made temporary 
units to develop a specific mission. In Project Management (PM), PM deployment includes 
the acceptance and adoption of the PM discipline by individuals and groups, which is 
influenced by cultural factors (Bredillet et al., 2010).  
Venueization is a particular form of tailoring and deployment, but with extreme 
characteristics due to rapid implementation among numerous, inexperienced and diverse 
staff and volunteers. This makes venueization distinctive in at least three ways. Firstly, in 
our particular setting, venueization was a complex phase that involved joint work of diverse 




deployment seem to be more straightforward approaches that have very specific objectives. 
Secondly, these approaches very often involve a team with enduring membership and 
common ground (Srikanth and Puranam, 2010) technically and organisationally – i.e., the 
deployment is usually from one set of professionals to another. Venueization in the 
Olympics involves implementation through a large number of recently recruited temporary 
staff and volunteers. This context is very extreme in that respect, which involves messiness, 
trial and error, and emergent elements. Our data showed that people executing the tasks 
were relatively unfamiliar with what they were doing. What is more, even the ones who 
participated in the planning phase had to test the specific plans, get them wrong, train 
people, learn, incorporate emergent elements, and adapt organisational arrangements, so 
that they could end up with a process that actually worked in a specific venue 
(scenario/context). Thirdly, while in a lot of projects the objective is to deliver an ‘end 
product’ once the prototypes have been trialled and adapted, in the Olympics, the process 
is what is delivered. Venueization is a key phase to design and adapt this process. However, 
the ‘end product’ of venueization is not a perfect ready-to-work process. Emergence and 
adaptation are core aspects for venueization and are also ongoing aspects that are part of 
the delivery of the ‘end product’ in the operation phase. 
In a general sense, venueization can be seen as a process for creating a local, venue-
specific temporary mini-operation based on centralized principles, plans, processes and 
structures. A venueization is successful when it results in an operational unit that, in the 
operational phase, can deliver the required service to satisfy objectives of quality, delivery 
and cost, and which is sufficiently flexible to cope with unexpected changes in demands or 




parameters that determine whether a venueization will be successful in these terms. Two 
parameters seem particularly important here: duration, and management and leadership. 
The first important parameter is duration. Most of the interviewees mentioned that they 
had a late venueization and because of that, they did not have enough time to implement, 
test, and adjust processes accordingly. This, in turn, led to many problems during Games-
time, such as lack of necessary resources and people, conflicting information, and 
incompatible IT systems. As a result, staff had to be hired during the operation because 
there were not enough volunteers to fulfil all the operational needs, and informal IT 
applications were incorporated into the routines as people could not use the formal systems 
that had not been configured in time to support their processes. These led to additional costs 
and affected the delivery of services. Venueization then, should be long enough to (1) 
apply, test, and adapt structures and processes, (2) train people properly, and (3) allow the 
emergence and incorporation of informal elements in a ‘safer’ (test) environment. 
Venueization affects subsequent coordination and, if successful, should result in an 
appropriate and effective combination of formal and informal coordination mechanisms. 
Informal mechanisms are an important source of flexibility, but a rushed venueization can 
result in over-dependence on untested informal mechanisms and consequent operational 
failures. However, venueization should not be too long because it is costly: the organisation 
incurs labour and other costs during the venueization and, even with volunteers providing 
much of the labour in the Olympics, the volunteers themselves only had a limited capacity 
to give of their time.  
The second parameter is management and leadership. Data collected through 




participated in the planning phase were important in transforming plans into operational 
units. In order to develop a successful venueization, it is necessary to have managers able 
to lead, motivate, and manage a diverse mix of people in order to capitalize on their 
abilities, and to support, promote, and encourage the incorporation of ideas and solutions 
in order to achieve operational outcomes. The venueization process is ultimately important 
to reduce uncertainty and to build organisational resilience: in other words, the ability to 
prepare for, identify, react to, and recover from unexpected situations maintaining 
continuity of operations. Based on these observations, the following propositions are 
developed:  
Proposition 3: TOs developing decentralized and multiple operations will require a 
venueization process, in which central structures are translated to operational units or 
individual projects taking into account local specificities.  
Proposition 4: There is an inverse ‘U’ relationship between venueization duration and 
success in terms of subsequent operational performance (quality, delivery, flexibility, and 
costs).  
Proposition 5: Continuity of management and leadership between planning and 
venueization will lead to better performance in the operation phase. 
Proposition 6: Successful venueization will give rise to an appropriate combination of 
formal and informal coordination mechanisms in the operation phase. 
 
4.6.3 Combination of formal and informal mechanisms 
In the Olympics, the transport team needed to deal with competing demands imposed by 




cells that were simultaneously also parts of a bigger organisational structure. The tension 
between being congruent with the IOC’s objectives and the OGOC’s hierarchical structure 
as well as being responsive and agile in delivering the required services and 
accommodating unforeseen demands, made coordination a big challenge. Despite the 
opportunity for planning formal and structured coordination mechanisms afforded by the 
relative predictability of the Olympics, informal and emergent elements were still very 
important. We evidenced how varying degrees of formal and informal mechanisms were 
combined throughout the Olympic phases to enable coordinated activity at the operational 
level.  
We propose that the hybrid nature of TOs, established earlier, also affects coordination. 
While scholars suggest that coordination in TOs relies primarily on informal and 
interpersonal mechanisms (e.g. Hanisch and Wald, 2014; Bechky, 2006; Pauget and Wald, 
2013), we show that this is not always true. The simultaneous existence of formal and 
informal mechanisms to varying degrees means that coordination depends on the phase of 
the work and, more generally, has a contingent nature, being situated and driven by the 
requirement for accomplishing the final task. Our data showed that coordination 
mechanisms tend to be more formal and structured during the planning phase and that 
informal coordination mechanisms are predominant in the operation phase. The latter often 
result from innovative solutions from people ‘on the ground’.  
However, even if the execution of specific processes might be adapted and improvised 
depending on the circumstances of a particular moment, the ability to do this was 
underpinned in various ways by standardisation. This may seem paradoxical (cf Browning, 




such as formal classification and identification of individuals and vehicles which 
determined their access rights and other privileges (e.g. TA – transport of athletes and TM 
– transport of media), made flexibility in delivery possible. The vast majority of staff were 
volunteers, who had joined the organisation a few weeks earlier (at best) and received 
relatively little training. As such, these standard elements are particularly important, as they 
allow quick, flexible implementation under possibly volatile demand conditions, while 
preserving the quality of the process in terms of the key parameter of who is allowed which 
privilege. This could be understood from a modularity perspective as a use of ‘visible 
design rules’ (Baldwin and Clark, 2000) to facilitate the flexible combining and 
recombining of process elements, even when the amount of common ground between staff 
was relatively limited (Srikanth and Puranam, 2010). 
Our findings support the view that formal and informal mechanisms are complementary, 
rather than contradictory (Hanisch and Wald, 2014; Majchrzak et al., 2007).  However, 
while the literature suggests that informal mechanisms are the primary focus, we show that 
both types of mechanisms are equally required to enable coordination in TOs. Furthermore, 
we also examine how they are combined over time, and introduce a contingency logic to 
explain how formal mechanisms can be centrally implemented and informal mechanisms 
spontaneously emerge, as a result of varying coordination challenges in different phases of 
the work. In short, the traditional concept of operational coordination (Van de Ven et al., 
1976) in TOs needs to consider contingency because of temporariness. Coordination in 
temporary settings has a contingent nature.  
The Committee’s size also influenced coordination. It expanded massively in terms of 




a big company. In this process, we could identify the emergence of informal mechanisms 
while the organisation was rapidly getting bigger. However, the current understanding of 
the relationship between coordination and size is that small organisations use improvisation 
first and when they get bigger usually turn to a standardized and bureaucratic structure. 
Here, we have the opportunity to rethink the contingency argument on size (Van de Ven et 
al., 1976). While it is broadly agreed that bigger companies favour formal coordination 
mechanisms, we found that a big organisation developing decentralized operations in a 
temporary setting relies broadly on informal coordination mechanisms. Our results suggest 
that coordination mechanisms change in response not only to changes in environmental 
conditions but also in response to changes in the organisation itself. It was not simply a 
matter of designing coordination mechanisms in response to the environment. The 
decentralized nature of the organisational structure brought about emergent and informal 
coordination mechanisms. The following propositions reflect these insights: 
Proposition 7: As they grow, decentralized TOs will use increasingly informal 
coordination mechanisms. 
Proposition 8: Formal and informal coordination mechanisms will be used 
complementarily and contingently depending on the phase of work. 
Proposition 9: Increasing levels of time pressure – determined by non-negotiable 
deadlines – will increase the use of informal coordination mechanisms. 
Proposition 10: Increasing levels of temporary and decentralized operations will 






4.7 Pedagogical Implications 
We believe that our paper has pedagogical implications for the disciplines of Project 
Management (PM) and Operations Management (OM). For PM, three aspects evidenced in 
our case should be particularly considered. Firstly, temporary organisations (TOs) are 
temporary to differing degrees and in different ways. They exist in a variety of settings and 
present different degrees of hybrid (temporary as well as enduring and centralized as well 
as decentralized) elements. We propose that hybridity needs to be considered when 
teaching coordination and many other macro-processes related to PM, such as planning, 
resources allocation, scheduling, and leadership. Secondly, taking into account the 
importance of venueization for the project success in our case, we believe that it should be 
taught as a transition strategy, like tailoring and deployment, but with extreme 
characteristics due to rapid implementation among numerous, inexperienced, and diverse 
people. Venueization could be particularly explored in classes on structures and teams of 
the project organisation. Especially for TOs presenting high complexity and decentralized 
organisational structures, venueization seems to be very important. Thirdly, considerations 
on the coordination challenges across different phases of work in TOs and the contingent 
use of complementary coordination mechanisms over time should be included in PM 
courses outlines.  
For OM, firstly, in most textbooks project processes are usually characterized as 
presenting low volume and high variety. It might be important to make it clear for students 
that this classification does not apply to all projects. In many temporary contexts, especially 
the ones developing multiple and decentralized operations simultaneously as we have 




coordination in OM might need to include considerations on extreme degrees of 
uncertainty, time pressure, and interdependence. As we have evidenced, when there are 
high levels of these aspects, informal coordination mechanisms tend to emerge as 
complements of more formal ones. Managers should be then prepared for and create the 
mechanisms to incorporate emergent elements. Thirdly, coordination also should be 
considered in lower organisational levels. Although most textbooks in PM and OM 
acknowledge the importance of coordination to execute operations processes, coordination 
is generally regarded as being the responsibility of high managerial levels. This reflects the 
mainstream design paradigm. Supporting current approaches, our case has shown that 
coordination does take place on the ground enabled by social interactions and emergent 
elements. This knowledge should be included in both disciplines. Finally, the distinctive 
nature of TOs should be taken into account when covering several aspects of the supply 
chain, such as development of inter-organisational relationships, trust, and collaboration. 
Temporariness might challenge many of these issues and might bring about new ones.  
 
4.8 Conclusion: examining a ‘new’ context through an ‘old’ theory  
In investigating coordination in TOs, this paper examined a ‘new’ context, which is that of 
temporary organisations, through the ‘old’ Contingency Theory (e.g. Galbraith 1973; 
Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Thompson, 1967; Van de Ven et al., 1976, Van de Ven et al., 
2013). Traditional theories on coordination focus on formal and informal coordination as 
contrasting alternative mechanisms and tend to portray trade-offs between them (Bechky, 
2006). However, TOs are diverse (Maylor, 2010; Meredith and Mantel, 2008) and can 




Ramasesh and Browning, 2014). Drawing from Contingency Theory as the sensitizing 
theoretical lens to consider these types of differences, we show that not only are formal and 
informal coordination mechanisms contingent on the phase of work in TOs, but also that 
they exist simultaneously and to varying extents. We have found a hybrid mix of elements; 
i.e., enduring as well as temporary and centralized as well as decentralized. What is more, 
this mix changes over time to meet specific requirements of different phases. The same 
organisation went through at least three different organisational structures over a relatively 
short period (from March to September 2016) because of the changing mix of elements. 
Our longitudinal research design was particularly relevant for these investigations. 
The OGOC increased in size, including a short period of rapid ramp-up (March to 
August 2016) and, in the process, informal mechanisms emerged to support complex and 
high-volume operations. This happened especially because of the decentralized and 
temporary nature of operations, and the period of rapid scaling-up. This suggests that, in 
TOs, there is a need for careful interpretation of the typical CT argument that coordination 
becomes more formal as organisations grow. Formal hierarchical coordination takes time 
to put in place and, if there is not time, or the incentive of a long-term organisational future, 
it may not be implemented. In other words, we argue that the causal mechanism between 
size and structure is not automatic or frictionless, and this is particularly apparent in TOs.  
Another interesting aspect relates to knowledge creation and learning in temporary 
settings. We have evidenced that lessons learned and successful practices from previous 
Organising Committees were codified and documented into processes for future events 
especially in the form of the IOC Transportation Manual, feeding back into the central, 




Games Knowledge Management Programme were also necessary to transfer knowledge 
between Organising Committees. Relating to coordination, we can argue that while some 
mechanisms can be codified, documented, and standardized to all Olympic Games (e.g. 
procedures on how to transport a dignitary), others are context-dependent and are not 
completely transferable (e.g. how to deal with traffic incidents during Games-time). In 
other words, observation, understanding, and ‘translation’ of practices (rather than 
replication) are necessary. Host cities are usually very different in terms of infrastructure, 
resource availability, and culture. By observing, people can learn what is being done, but it 
does not mean they are going to replicate it. It means that they are going to understand and 
absorb it, and then apply it to their context. The measure of hybridity we have previously 
proposed could be useful to understand the depth of penetration of centralized processes.  
Although we recognize that our findings are limited to the context in analysis, we believe 
that this paper provides theoretically new insights for future research to explore the 
dynamic nature of operational coordination in TOs and in rapidly changing contexts more 
broadly. Specifically, we believe that our findings in regard to (1) the hybrid nature of 
processes, (2) the contingent use of complementary coordination mechanisms over time 
and (3) the usefulness of the venueization phase might be generalizable to other temporary 
organisations dealing with multiple and decentralized operations. These conditions are true 
for many kinds of TOs such as disaster relief teams, theatre groups, and task forces. In all 
of these, there is usually a centralized structure that plans, strategizes, and organises the 
work, and then there are decentralized structures to deliver.  
This study has revealed factors that may influence the use of informal mechanisms: (1) 




(3) how rapidly the workforce scales up, and (4) how technically difficult and/or regulated 
the work is. We need to understand further these variables because in some temporary 
settings, where professionals are strongly guided by professional norms, techniques, and 
codes of practice, there might be limited scope for informal mechanisms. Future studies 
could examine coordination of TOs in different contexts in order to investigate if the 
patterns we observed in the Olympics can be transferred to other types of TOs. Another 
interesting research avenue is related to venueization. Future work could further investigate 
the factors determining the success of this phase, its impact on the operation phase, and in 
different contexts. Additionally, knowledge transfer and capability-building seem to play a 
fundamental role in translating planning to operation. These literatures could provide 
further understanding on venueization processes.  Finally, we have concentrated on the 
intra-organisational coordination issues, but are well aware that temporariness has 
implications for inter-organisational coordination as well. This provides another avenue for 
further research. 
Based on our findings, we hope that both scholars and practitioners can better recognise 
the challenges of managing in temporary organisational settings and developing intra-firm 
coordination strategies. They might also benefit from this study by understanding 








4.9 Appendix  
Interviewees’ profile  
 
Interviewee  Pseudonym  Gender  Position  Department  
I1  John  Male  Manager  Transport  
I2  Christine  Female  General Manager  Transport  
I3  Peter  Male  Manager  Information technology  
I4  Jenny  Female  Manager  Transport  
I5  Robert  Male  Manager  Information technology  
I6  Mary  Female  Volunteer  Transport  
I7  Roger  Male  Manager  Transport  
I8  Valerie  Female  General Manager  Human Resources  
I9  George  Male  Top Manager  Transport  
I10  Claire  Female  Manager  Transport  
I11  Emma  Female  Analyst  Transport  
I12  Jimmy  Male  Top Manager  Logistics  
I13  Paul  Male  General Manager  Transport  
I14  Philip  Male  Manager  Transport  
I15  Mark  Male  General Manager  Transport  
I16  Adam  Male  Analyst  Information technology  
I17  Carl  Male  Top Manager  Procurement  
I18  Alex  Male  General Manager  Security  
I19  Rosie  Female  Analyst  Transport  
I20  Anna  Female  Supervisor  Transport  
I21  Mathew  Male  Analyst  Transport  
I22  Sarah  Female  Manager  Human Resources  
I23  Steve  Male  Manager  Information technology  
I24  Nicholas  Male  Manager  Transport  
I25  Bryan  Male  Manager  Transport  
I26  David  Male  Manager  Transport  
I27  James  Male  Manager  Security  




Chapter 5: Paper Three – the IT Alignment Paper 
5(i) Background 
Paper Three is entitled “IT-business alignment in temporary organisations”. It explores how 
the unique characteristics of TOs lead to distinctive information processing requirements 
and related challenges. Specifically, it investigates alignment between such information 
processing requirements and IT applications. It was developed targeting primarily an IS 
audience. Therefore, an initial version has been presented in the 2017 Americas Conference 
on Information Systems in Boston, MA, and published in the conference proceedings. 
During this conference, I received valuable feedback from established scholars in the IS 
field, which helped me improve the paper. In May 2018, the extended version of this paper 
was submitted to the Journal of Strategic Information Systems and, in early October 2018, 
I was invited to revise and resubmit it. Its content and format were defined taking into 
account the focus of this specific journal. For example, this paper focuses on how IT 
supports the execution of operational processes even though this PhD thesis investigated 
the use of IT more broadly. Furthermore, the analysis reported here reflects an intra-
organisational perspective on IT use. Nevertheless, the empirical data show a much broader 
intra and inter-organisational application of IT in the temporary contexts examined. This 
will be addressed in the final chapters of this document.  
Regarding the development of the paper, I was responsible for the conception of the 
idea, the development of the argument, and the writing up of the paper as whole. As my 
supervisors, Professors Martin Spring and Monideepa Tarafdar contributed with many 




IT-business alignment in temporary organisations 
          
5(ii) Abstract 
Temporary organisations (TOs) are organisational forms characterized by finite-life 
duration, novel tasks, heterogeneity of organisational members, and different phases of 
work. These characteristics lead to distinctive information processing requirements, which 
are influenced by varying degrees of uncertainty and equivocality over time. IT applications 
assume a central role here supporting people to execute business processes by improving 
how they deal with uncertainty and by providing a technological base to handle 
equivocality. However, the alignment between IT applications and business processes in 
TOs poses particular challenges, such as presence of changing processes and emergent 
elements. This paper explores these challenges in a specific temporary organisation: the 
2016 Olympic Games Organising Committee. Through an immersive longitudinal case 
study, based on participant observation, interviews, and internal documents, our analysis 
indicates that TOs have a changing mix of operational processes in different phases of work 
and multiple types of IT applications are necessary to support these processes. Three 
aspects are particularly important to understand these dynamics. IT-business alignment in 
TOs (1) has to consider both enduring and temporary processes in specific phases of work. 
Second, (2) needs to be sustained over time across different phases of work to meet the 
information processing requirements of changing processes and (3) includes intermittent 
periods of misalignment. Both alignment and misalignment are temporary and are part of 




alignment in TOs is an adaptive and never-finished process. This exciting and conceptually 
new approach introduces ‘temporariness’ into the discussion on IT-business alignment.  
Keywords  
Process-level IT-business alignment; Temporary Organisations; Processes; Adaptation; 
2016 Olympic Games. 
 
5.1 Introduction  
Temporary Organisations (TOs) are time-limited organisational forms designed around a 
shared purpose (Lundin and Söderholm, 1995; Söderlund, 2004). TOs include 
organisational entities such as project ventures, movie sets, and task forces (Bakker, 2010). 
They have key characteristics that make them distinctive – limited duration of existence, 
heterogeneity of organisational members, accomplishment of novel tasks, and different 
phases of work (Lundin and Söderholm, 1995; Maylor, 2010; Meyerson et al., 1996). The 
task novelty (e.g. creation and delivery of a product, service, event, or building) means that 
it has not been done before in exactly the same way. Given TOs’ importance in enabling 
change and innovation, in dealing with disruptions, and in responding to emergency 
situations, there has been increasing scholarly interest in understanding them (Bakker, 
2010; Bakker et al., 2016). The study of TOs is both theoretically and practically relevant. 
It is theoretically relevant because TOs challenge the more widespread idea of 
organisations as continuing and largely ‘a-temporal’ (Burke and Morley, 2016). It is 
practically relevant because TOs are critical to tackling humanitarian disruptions such as 
emergencies and disasters, as well as global events, such as the Olympics or the World Cup 




interdependence (Thompson, 1967). This means that addressing specific information 
processing requirements is an important condition to enable TOs effectively execute their 
processes.  
However, TOs are also characterized by high levels of dynamism, which gives rise to 
situations where information required for executing processes is either unavailable or not 
clear. This makes information processing a challenge because it leads to high levels of 
uncertainty and equivocality (Galbraith, 1973; Thompson, 1967; Daft and Lengel, 1986) 
for the following reasons. First, given their limited duration and changing nature of their 
processes in different phases of work, TOs might not always have enough time to share 
knowledge and improve their operations. This may cause lack of sufficient information to 
execute processes, implying high levels of uncertainty. Second, the heterogeneity of team 
members working interdependently may lead to information that is ambiguous and lends 
itself to multiple interpretations, increasing equivocality in information processing. Third, 
since TOs generally deal with novel tasks, information required to execute them is 
sometimes not standardized or clear, leading to high levels of both uncertainty and 
equivocality.  
Given these distinctive information processing challenges, it is important that IT 
applications be aligned to support the information processing needs of operational 
processes, especially because these processes change over time. Further, given their limited 
time duration, the related information processing has to be undertaken quickly. For 
example, because processes change over time, TOs need fast information sharing and 
decision-making. The use of IT applications for quick communication can enable 




equivocality, and consequently allowing the execution of processes. Despite this evident 
importance, there is a lack of understanding of how IT applications support processes in 
TOs and the associated challenges, and thus of IT-business alignment in these 
organisations. This is the focus of our paper.  
IT-business alignment in TOs poses distinctive challenges. First, given that TOs are 
usually deployed to accomplish a particular task over different phases of work, processes 
change from phase to phase, as do their information processing requirements. Second, 
given the limited time duration, processes can change relatively quickly, and in a less 
predictable way than in enduring organisations. Third, since TOs rely on heterogeneous 
organisational members working on interdependent activities, the understanding as well as 
the use of IT among them may vary, potentially constraining IT-business alignment. 
Although there is increasing interest in the use of IT applications in temporary contexts, 
such as disaster relief operations (e.g. Day et al., 2009; Leidner et al., 2009; Ling et al., 
2015), these studies do not address IT-business alignment in TOs. Similarly, the IT-
business alignment literature focuses largely on established and stable organisations (e.g. 
Chan et al., 1997; Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993; Sabherwal and Kirs, 1994). Initial 
studies addressed alignment between IS strategy and business strategy (e.g. Chan et al., 
1997), and subsequent literature has considered a potentially co-evolutionary nature of 
alignment between IS strategy and business strategy (e.g. Benbya and McKelvey 2006; 
Peppard and Campbell, 2014; Vessey and Ward, 2013). Studies have also examined process 
level IT-business alignment (e.g. Tallon, 2008, 2012; Tallon et al., 2016). None of these 




Therefore, this paper answers the research question: How does IT-business alignment 
take place in TOs? For this, we analyse IT-business alignment at the process level. Building 
from the literature on process level IT-business alignment (e.g. Tallon, 2008, 2012; Tallon 
et al., 2016), we examine situations in which IT applications support the execution of 
operational processes, so that the goals of these processes are realized.  Given that in TOs 
new processes are required over time when there is a new phase of work, the ability to 
execute these processes and accomplish their goals at a specific phase is critical. Therefore, 
we define IT-business alignment as the use of IT to support the execution of operational 
processes, so that the goals of these processes are realized.  
For our empirical work, we investigated a particular TO – the 2016 Olympic Games 
Organising Committee. We conducted an immersive, real-time, longitudinal, and 
qualitative fieldwork during the 2016 Summer Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro4. Data 
collection involved participant observation and interviews with 28 organisational members, 
and analysis of internal documents, from multiple departments, functions, and hierarchical 
positions within this TO. Specifically, we examined how the TO pursued IT-business 
alignment at the level of its operational processes and across various phases of its work, 
each of which presented different information processing requirements. The empirical 
setting of this TO was particularly appropriate for exploring process level IT-business 
alignment over time.  
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present the 
literature on information processing requirements in TOs and IT-business alignment. In 
Section 3, we describe the study’s methods and data. Section 4 analyses the findings, 
                                                          




section 5 discusses contributions and future research, and section 6 presents concluding 
remarks.  
 
5.2 Literature Review 
5.2.1 Information processing in temporary organisations 
Organisations process information to accomplish processes, coordinate activities, and 
interpret the external environment (Daft and Lengel, 1986). Information processing refers 
to the gathering, interpretation, and synthesis of relevant information in the context of 
organisational decision-making (Tushman and Nadler, 1978). Two characteristics 
influence information processing: uncertainty and equivocality (Galbraith, 1973; Daft and 
Lengel, 1986). Uncertainty refers to the absence of sufficient information to execute a 
specific activity. Equivocality refers to the presence of ambiguous information leading to 
its multiple and potentially conflicting interpretations. Broadly, organisational information 
processing is about obtaining data to reduce uncertainty and interpreting data to reduce 
equivocality (Daft and Lengel, 1986). The nature of processes in TOs brings about high 
levels of both uncertainty and equivocality, which creates distinctive information 
processing challenges. In order to theoretically frame these challenges, we use four central 
concepts from the literature on TOs: time, task, team, and transition (Lundin and 
Söderholm, 1995). 
Firstly, time is the basis for the defining characteristic of TOs (Lundin and Söderholm, 
1995; Söderlund, 2004). Because the finite nature of the life of the organisation is normally 
known when a TO is established, time is perceived as scarce and valuable. Given its finite 




information processing mechanisms and IT applications to support the execution of its 
processes. Therefore, organisational members may lack sufficient information to execute 
their activities, leading to high levels of uncertainty. 
Secondly, the task concept refers to the main purpose of a TO. A TO is created to 
accomplish a specific task (purpose) (Lundin and Söderholm, 1995), such as the creation 
and delivery of a building or an event, or a response to a natural disaster. Since this task is 
generally a novel one, high levels of uncertainty and equivocality with regard to 
information processing to execute operational processes are usually present. This increases 
both the importance and challenges of information processing because novel, complex and 
non-routine tasks require more information processing than simple and routine tasks (Daft 
and Macintosh, 1981; Daft and Lengel, 1986; Tushman and Nadler, 1978).   
Thirdly, the team concept focuses on individuals that execute the operations of the TO 
(Lundin and Söderholm, 1995). A TO is constituted of people who work together 
interdependently (Goodman and Goodman, 1976). Teams are formed around the main task 
as members are brought together in both planned and emergent ways (Lundin and 
Söderholm, 1995). In order to accomplish its task, a TO usually needs multiple team 
members with diverse skills, coming from different specializations and having varying 
levels of expertise (Bechky, 2006; Grabher, 2002; Meyerson et al., 1996). These team 
members may need to work in sub-teams, often for short durations, in order to execute 
interdependent activities. Organisational teams are usually more heterogeneous in TOs (i.e. 
inter-disciplinary project teams rather than mono-disciplinary specialized departments) 
than in enduring organisations. The heterogeneity of team members working 




may collect and process information differently and in a decentralized way. This may lead 
to information that is of low accuracy and quality. Further, such information may lend itself 
to multiple interpretations, increasing equivocality. 
Finally, TOs have different phases of work. For example, in humanitarian operations 
there are the phases of mitigation, preparedness, response, and rehabilitation (Kovács and 
Spens, 2007; Van Wassenhove, 2006), and projects in general have the phases of 
conception, planning, development, and evaluation (Maylor, 2010; Meredith and Mantel, 
2008). The transition aspect relates to changes between one phase and the next (Lundin 
and Söderholm, 1995). Given that each phase has distinctive objectives, different processes 
may be needed in each phase to address these objectives. Thus, arguably, through the 
different phases over time, TOs have varied and changing processes. This means that as 
they move through their phases of work, TOs have dynamically changing information 
processing requirements. This could lead to both absence of the required information and 
lack of clarity regarding its meaning, if the TOs’ information processing capabilities do not 
correspondingly adapt. Thus, high levels of uncertainty and equivocality are likely. 
The characteristics of TOs identified above (i.e. limited duration, novel tasks, 
heterogeneity of team members, and transitions between different phases of work) create 
high levels of both uncertainty and equivocality (Galbraith, 1973; Daft and Lengel, 1986), 
as processes and associated information processing requirements change over time. 
Aligning IT applications with processes in this kind of dynamic organisational context is a 
theoretically interesting problem that, as we will explain next, the IT-business alignment 





5.2.2 IT-business alignment 
IT-business alignment is broadly described as business and IT working together to achieve 
a common goal (e.g. Chan and Reich, 2007). The concept of IT-business alignment draws 
from the contingency view of information processing which suggests that an organisation’s 
information processing capacity should match its information processing needs (e.g. 
Galbraith, 1973). Despite a long tradition, research on IT-business alignment continues to 
generate strong scholarly curiosity and effort, as the complexity and variety of business 
strategies, organisation structures, business processes and information systems continue to 
evolve (Coltman et al., 2015). This section reviews the literature on IT-business alignment 
from two different perspectives: (1) Focus of IT-business alignment, i.e., what it attends to 
and (2) Nature of IT-business alignment, i.e., how IT-business alignment is conceptually 
framed. 
 
5.2.2.1 Focus of IT-business alignment 
The literature on IT-business alignment has focused on different levels of analysis: 
strategic, tactical, and process. At the strategic level, studies have examined various aspects 
of alignment between business strategy, IS applications and IS management, and their 
effects on firm performance and IS business value (e.g. Chan et al., 1997; Henderson and 
Venkatraman, 1993; Sabherwal and Kirs, 1994; Tarafdar and Ragu-Nathan 2009; Vessey 
and Ward, 2013). Alignment at the tactical level is accomplished when planned 
applications are actually implemented (Tarafdar and Qrunfleh, 2009), often with a focus on 
activities and practices associated with the fit between planned and implemented 




accomplished when IT applications support the information processing needs of specific 
processes. This perspective suggests that IT creates value by improving business processes 
and/or inter-process linkages, which can then contribute to firm performance (Tallon et al., 
2000).  
Scholars have encouraged the examination of IT-business alignment at the process level 
because it considers the task and workflow-related benefits that accrue from specific IT 
applications (Barua et al., 1995; Tallon and Kraemer, 2007; Tallon, 2008). In order to 
analyse such alignment, Porter’s (1985) value chain framework is usually considered 
(Tallon et al., 2000, Tallon, 2008, Tallon et al., 2016). This framework divides an 
organisation into a sequence of primary (inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, 
marketing and sales, and service) and support activities (procurement, technology 
development, human resource management, and firm infrastructure). Tallon (2008) 
observes that alignment should be tightest in those processes in the value chain that are 
considered critical to the firm’s strategic focus. Further, given the interconnected nature of 
organisational processes, the absence or presence of alignment in a given process can have 
spillover effects and negative impacts for performance elsewhere in the value chain (Tallon, 
2012).  
Studies on process level alignment consider firm processes to be largely non-changing 
over time within a firm, and to present similar characteristics across different types of firms. 
Furthermore, they analyse the fit between IT and the process at a given point of time and 
therefore implicitly consider a static perspective. Tallon et al. (2016) call for longitudinal 




process level. We address this call by analysing process level IT-business alignment in TOs 
longitudinally.   
 
5.2.2.2 Nature of IT-business alignment 
Early approaches on IT-business alignment considered it as the accomplishment of a 
relatively static and long term fit between IS strategy and business strategy (e.g. Chan et 
al., 1997; Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993; Sabherwal and Kirs, 1994), involving 
communication and strategy translation at executive levels (Sabherwal et al., 2001). Such 
a static perspective may not be applicable for TOs because, as we have described before, 
their processes and information processing requirements change relatively quickly, through 
different phases of work. 
Subsequent studies revealed a more complex and multi-layered conceptualization of 
IT-business alignment. For instance, Tarafdar and Ragu-Nathan (2009) highlight the 
matching of not only business strategy and IS strategy but also that of IT management 
practices, technology requirements and end user needs. Sabherwal et al. (2001), 
commenting on the complexity involved in IT-business alignment, suggest examination of 
alternative ways of managing IS over time.  
Continuing in this vein, recent studies consider strategic IT-business alignment as a 
more adaptive and evolving phenomenon. For example, Peppard and Campbell (2014) 
adopt a co-evolutionary perspective to explain the dynamic, complex, and interdependent 
relationship between business strategy and IS strategy.  Vessey and Ward’s (2013) co-
evolutionary theory of IS alignment links bottom-up emergent processes with top-down 




with the organisation and its strategy. In their conceptual work, Benbya and McKelvey 
(2006) conceive alignment as the result of co-evolutionary interaction and mutual 
adaptation among three different levels: (1) individual users, (2) business and IS aspects 
such as decision making rights and infrastructure, and (3) top-level business strategy. 
These studies are helpful for understanding the dynamic and processual nature of 
business alignment.  TOs are extreme cases of organisational dynamism and provide a 
particularly fruitful empirical setting in which to investigate how IT alignment evolves over 
time. We thus consider the theoretical scaffolding provided by these studies as a broadly 
appropriate framing to draw from, when considering IT-business alignment in TOs. 
However, these studies focus mostly on the strategy level. We still lack knowledge on how 
adaptive IT-business alignment takes place over time at the process level. 
 
5.2.2.3 Literature summary and research objectives 
We summarise our discussions thus far as follows.  
The literature on TOs suggests that IT-alignment in these organisations may be 
particularly challenging given their distinctive features of limited duration, novel tasks, 
heterogeneity of organisational members, and different phases of work (Lundin and 
Söderholm, 1995). These organisations do not always have established IT systems and 
standard operational procedures in place because of their temporary nature and novel tasks 
(Bakker, 2010; Meyerson et al., 1996), giving rise to uncertain processes. Moreover, given 
the heterogeneous and low-duration interactions of team members, the understanding of 
processes and use of IT may vary. Further, each different phase of work has different and 




The literature on process level IT-alignment reveals three important points. First, 
studies regard particular processes as largely similar across organisations, without 
explicitly considering the nature of the organisation. Second, they consider processes as 
mostly static, without examining how they might change over time. Third, there is a lack 
of knowledge on how IT-business alignment takes place over time at the operational level 
in the organisation. The context of TOs, where it is possible to observe the actual execution 
of operational processes and accompanying IT use over a relatively short time horizon, 
seems to be particularly appropriate to develop this knowledge. Finally, the empirical work 
for studies reported in the literature has been conducted in enduring organisations. 
Processes in TOs change at a significantly faster rate compared to more enduring 
organisations, implying a far more dynamic nature of process-level IT-business alignment 
than hitherto examined.  
Thus, from the point of view of both literatures, understanding of IT-business 
alignment in TOs is important and yet lacking. This study investigates IT-business 
alignment in TOs. In particular, drawing from the sensitizing theoretical framing of an 
adaptive view of IT-business alignment (Peppard and Campbell, 2014; Vessey and Ward, 
2013), it examines how IT systems, applications, and tools support the execution of 
changing operational processes in TOs over time, so that the goals of these processes are 
realized. It thus theorizes a dynamic and processual view of IT-business alignment at the 








Given the study’s objective of investigating how IT-business alignment takes place in 
temporary organisations over time, we conducted a qualitative study based on longitudinal 
fieldwork and participant observation (Swanson and Beath, 1988; Walsham, 2006, 
Pettigrew, 1990). Specifically, we have investigated the 2016 Olympic Games Organising 
Committee (OGOC) across four different phases of the Olympic Games: Planning, 
Venueization, Operation, and Dissolution. The OGOC is a TO, deployed especially to 
organise the 2016 Summer Olympic and Paralympic Games and then disbanded. The 
OGOC started its activities as a small organisation in 2009 with around 50 employees and 
grew exponentially specially during Games-time, having more than 6,500 employees in 
2016. We longitudinally assessed changes in its operational processes and IT applications 
used (Ployhart and Vandenberg, 2010). By being embedded in the empirical setting, we 
were able to observe how IT-business alignment evolved over time.  
In order to keep the scope of the study manageable, we have conducted our study in one 
operational area of the OGOC: the transport operation. This involved the transport of 
around 50,000 clients5, by vehicles and buses. This operation was selected for a number of 
reasons. Firstly, it was extremely important and central to the Games given the significant 
urban road travel, congested transport systems, and geographical dispersion of venues. 
Secondly, the processes and activities changed on a very frequent basis to accommodate 
requirements of different sports events (e.g. some roads were blocked during the marathon 
                                                          
5 ‘Client’ is the term used by the OGOC to refer to different members/participants of the Olympic Games 
(including athletes, members of National Olympic Committees and the International Olympic Committee, 





days, meaning that alternative routes had to be used). This provided a rich empirical setting 
to study the dynamism and complexity associated with TOs. Thirdly, this operation, given 
its physically dispersed nature, was a decentralized one. Thus, connectivity was required 
between the Transport department’s members and other departments within the OGOC, 
and with multiple external organisations (e.g. public bodies, suppliers, and partners) in 
order to deliver the transport services. This provided a fertile ground for using IT 
applications. 
 
5.3.1 Data collection  
Data was collected through participant observation, semi-structured interviews, and 
internal documents (Walsham, 2006). The first author worked as a full time volunteer of 
the Transport department within the OGOC from July to September 2016, which covered 
the time during which the Olympic Games took place. This enabled contextual 
embeddedness. During this period, s/he observed and took part in operational processes6 
undertaken by the Transport staff and volunteers. These included access control to ensure 
that only accredited vehicles could access the venues, allocation of cars to clients, 
information provision to clients about transport services, training for new volunteers, and 
use of IT applications supporting operational processes in multiple physically dispersed 
Olympic venues (e.g. Olympic Park, Olympic Village, stadiums, and garages).  
The participants involved in our study were middle-level managers, operational staff, 
and volunteers, from the Transport department and from other different departments within 
                                                          
6 Operational processes hereafter refer to processes of the Transport department executed by its staff across 




the OGOC. In total, 28 people from multiple departments and hierarchy levels of the OGOC 
were interviewed, corresponding to about 26 recording hours. Interviewing people from 
various departments provided a more comprehensive picture of the transport operation and 
related challenges. The interview questions focused on identifying the main processes and 
challenges involved in the operation, the types of IT applications used (e.g. systems, 
applications, and tools), and how they supported the OGOC to achieve its objectives across 
the Olympic phases. The interview schedule and questions are provided in Appendices A 
and B, respectively. Most of the interviews were carried out in person and a few via Skype, 
depending on the interviewees’ location and availability. All interviews were recorded and 
transcribed. Given that we have ensured anonymity to the research participants, we use 
pseudonyms when referring to specific quotes. In addition to the interviews, information 
on how processes were executed and IT applications used were daily captured through 
observations.  
Further, relevant data were collected in the form of internal documents within the 
Transport department such as reports, maps, daily schedules, operational plans, and IT 
systems description. These documents were part of operational procedures developed by 
the OGOC, based on the International Olympic Committee’s guidelines and on the clients’ 
needs and preferences. These were valuable sources of data that helped us better 
comprehend operational processes as well as specific features and applicability of IT 
solutions. The combination and complementarity of the three sources of data (interviews, 
observation, and documents) enabled a triangulated and in-depth understanding of the 




provided relevant insights regarding the OGOC in general.  The Table 5.1 provides an 
overview of the participants’ profile and of the activities observed. 
Department Main objectives 
Pseudonyms of participants’ 





services to around 




Top manager: George 
General managers: Christine, 
Paul, and Mark 
Managers: John, Jenny, Roger, 
Claire, Philip, Nicholas, Bryan, 
and David 
Supervisor: Anna  




training, allocation of cars 
to clients, information 










assistance to users. 
Managers: Margaret, Peter, 
Robert, and Steve  
Analyst: Adam 









General manager: Valerie  
Manager: Sarah 
Training, motivational and 
engagement programs 









Top manager: Carl 
Bidding processes through 





General manager: Alex 
Manager: James 
Access control, security of 
dignitaries 
Table 5.1: Participants’ profile and activities observed 
 
5.3.2 Data analysis  
Data analysis followed Miles et al. (2014) recommendations on data classification and 




examined IT-business alignment by studying situations in which IT applications7 supported 
(or not) the execution of operational processes, so that the goals of these processes were 
realized. The overall goal of the processes executed by the Transport staff was the provision 
of transport services. In order to classify the data, we used the content analysis technique, 
which involved the generation of broad themes (Walsham, 2006), which were refined, 
combined, and detailed over the analysis process. Complementarily, we used temporal 
bracketing strategy, which allowed structuring and description of events in different periods 
(Langley, 1999). This strategy allowed us to break down multiple events into periods of 
interest (in our case, the Olympic phases) and analyse how IT-business alignment evolved 
in each of them. This enabled comparisons and the understanding of changing processes 
and of IT-business alignment dynamics. 
Our findings focused on five aspects: (1) a general description and understanding of the 
TO and identification of IT use and related challenges; (2) the nature of the TO’s 
operational processes; (3) alignment and misalignment between the processes and IT 
applications; (4) different patterns of IT-business alignment; and (5) IT-business alignment 
across different phases of work. In the data analysis process, we identified a combination 
of emergent and literature-supported themes: information processing challenges, 
operational processes, types of IT applications, and patterns of IT-business alignment, 
which are presented in the Table 5.2. The overall theme of ‘information processing 
challenges’ was derived from the literature (e.g. Lundin and Söderholm, 1995) and denotes 
particular characteristics of TOs that make information processing difficult. However, the 
                                                          





specifics of the theme as pertaining to the particular TO we studied emerged from the data. 
The theme ‘operational processes’ emerged from our data and refers to different types of 
operational processes executed by the Transport staff in order to accomplish the goals of 
each Olympic phase. The theme ‘types of IT applications’ originated from the data and 
characterizes the types of IT applications used by the Transport staff. Finally, the theme 
‘patterns of IT-business alignment’ refers to the ways in which IT-business alignment took 


























Table 5.2: Data coding – IT Alignment Paper 





The degree to which people’s activities are constrained by time spans (e.g. Goodman and Goodman, 1976; 
Lundin and Söderholm, 1995). 
Uncertainty 
The degree to which people are unable to predict environmental conditions. This is caused by unknown 
conditions such as novel and varied tasks (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Thompson, 1967).   
Heterogeneity of 
team members 
The degree of difference among people in terms of skills, background education, previous experience, 
organisational ‘home bases’, and training levels (Bechky, 2006; Goodman and Goodman, 1976; Grabher, 
2002; Meyerson et al., 1996).  
Changing 
requirements 
The extent to which organisational requirements need to change in order to cope with dynamic environments 
and unexpected/novel events (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Thompson, 1967).   
Operational 
processes 
Enduring Enduring processes are continuous and relatively stable; they are present in most or all phases of work. 
Temporary 
Temporary processes are time-limited and focused on a specific task; they are present in one or few phases of 
work. 
Types of IT 
applications 
Formal IT 
Formal IT refers to IT applications that are institutionalized across the organisation (usually defined in 
procedures). Some examples from our data include formal systems, such as the vehicle tracking system. 
People and resources are necessary for the development of a formal IT application.  
Informal IT 
Informal IT refers to open domain IT applications that are not institutionalized across the organisation (usually 
not defined in procedures). Some examples from our data include instant messaging applications, such as 




A. Formal fit Use of formal types of IT applications to support enduring and temporary processes. 
B. Informal fit Use of informal types of IT applications to support temporary processes. 
C. Substitutional fit Use of informal types of IT applications instead of formal ones to support enduring and temporary processes. 
D. Combinational fit 






We present our findings in five sub-sections. Firstly, we briefly describe the Olympic 
phases and the related information processing challenges. Secondly, we present the 
operational processes executed by the Transport staff in each phase and evidence their 
distinctive nature. Thirdly, we illustrate examples of IT-business alignment and 
misalignment. Fourthly, we describe four different patterns of alignment between 
processes and IT applications. Finally, we discuss how IT-business alignment evolved 
over time.  
 
5.4.1 The Olympic phases and related information processing challenges 
The Olympic Games took place in August 2016. The event involved thousands of 
athletes competing for 306 medals. The organisation of this mega-event proceeded in 
four distinct phases, namely Planning, Venueization, Operation, and Dissolution. The 
phases are described in manuals developed by the IOC. The manuals specify the official 
schedule that defines the various tasks and timelines of the OGOC in terms of when 
they should do conceptual planning and operational planning, achieve operational 
readiness, and actually operate. Our findings indicate that these phases are more than 
chunks of time and milestones; they involve distinctive goals leading to different sets 
of operational processes and information processing requirements. 
The Planning phase lasted from 2009 to 2016 and included the understanding of the 
clients’ needs, behaviours, and preferences, based on historical data, reports, and 
meetings. The Transport staff used this information to develop forecasts and plan the 
overall operational capacity (e.g. number of buses, cars, workforce, and infrastructure 
necessary to meet the IOC’s requirements). Activities in this phase also included hiring 




according to the client (e.g. athletes, media, and dignitaries). During this phase, the 
OGOC counted on a centralized management structure; most departments were based 
in the same office. 
The Venueization phase referred to the preparation stage leading to the Games and 
lasted from March to July 2016. ‘Venueization’ is the term used by the International 
Olympic Committee (IOC) for the phase in which the venues are made ready to operate. 
General plans developed centrally and at the macro-level were applied to operational 
units at the micro level (venues). In doing so, substantial changes were needed at the 
micro level, at the points in which the plans were going to be executed (e.g. check 
points, signage, and traffic directions). During this phase, the staff were distributed 
across about 45 different physical locations where they were to work. This phase was 
characterized by emergent conditions and thus new activities, as the local execution of 
centralized plans was assessed, and the latter modified as necessary. There was also 
increased heterogeneity of team members as public and private organisations joined the 
OGOC to prepare the venues for actual operation during the Games.   
The Operation phase was the one during the Olympic Games (July to September 
2016). In this phase, processes that were planned in the previous stages were actually 
executed and put to work. For some of the interviewees, this phase represented a relief; 
for others, a great achievement; for yet others, chaos. One of the interviewees reported 
his experience from the 2012 London Organising Committee. He was told: “Be 
prepared for chaos! No matter how good your plan is, someone else’s plan will not be 
that good and will impact your good plan”. There were numerous and heterogeneous 
team members working interdependently in this phase, leading to high levels of 
uncertainty in how to execute operational processes. There were thousands of people 




volunteers from all over the world that needed to work in synchronization to deliver 
different transport services for around 50,000 clients. The increase in the number of 
people from the Venueization to the Operation phase was massive.  “An operational 
team of 10 people in May will have 2,500 in August” (Paul – Transport General 
Manager). The distinguishing characteristic of this phase was the enormous time 
pressure for solving problems, for attending to changing requirements, and for tackling 
unforeseen demands – all in real time as the Olympic Games unfolded under the eyes 
of the entire world. This was the most challenging phase.  
The Dissolution phase involved the ‘disassembly’ of the OGOC’s structure as a 
whole (e.g. workforce, infrastructure, contracts, and technology). This phase lasted until 
the end of 2016, when the OGOC’s operations as a private organisation came to an end; 
i.e. legal, material, and financial dissolution. The management structure was centralized 
as people returned to the central office. This phase was subject to strict deadlines to 
conclude all the activities of the Transport staff.  
Across the different phases, the main information processing challenges were caused 
by: (1) uncertainty due to task novelty; (2) time pressure because of the fixed deadlines; 
(3) heterogeneity of team members working interdependently; and (4) changing 
requirements in different phases of work. These challenges, together with the different 
Olympic phases, exemplify the dynamic nature of temporary organisations; i.e., they 
illustrate how TOs change over time as a result of changing organisational objectives 
and requirements. Consequently, the related operational processes also change. The 







5.4.2 Operational processes  
We found two kinds of operational processes that enabled the provision of transport 
services in the Olympics: enduring and temporary. The enduring processes are those 
present in all or most of the phases (e.g. scheduling and communication to staff). The 
temporary processes are those that are present in one or a few phases of work in order 
to accomplish certain objectives of that phase (e.g. disassembly of temporary 
structures). Table 5.3 provides examples of enduring and temporary processes present 
in each phase. 
  Planning Venueization Operation Dissolution 
 Temporary 
Processes 
   Venue management  






















Quality control and 
operational 
improvement 
Management of after 













Training (on-site) Training (on-site)  
Budgeting  Budgeting Budgeting Budgeting 
Procurement Procurement Procurement Procurement 
Route planning  Route planning  Route planning  Route planning  
Communication 
to the staff 
Communication 
to the staff 









Some examples of enduring processes include procurement, route planning and 
budgeting. These processes were present in all Olympic phases. Even though these 
processes were enduring, their nature changed to meet specific requirements in each 
phase. Consider Procurement as an example. Although this process was executed by the 
Procurement staff, the Transport staff participated actively by, for instance, providing 
important information on specific purchasing requirements such as safety specifications 
for the buses. During the Planning phase, the procurement process included activities 
such as developing suppliers and purchasing/contracting items of high value (e.g. the 
bus consortium). During the Planning and Venueization phases, the procurement 
process changed to the purchase and rental of several items, but each of less value, such 
as traffic grids.  In the Operation phase, Procurement staff had to procure last-minute 
emergency items such as hiring third-party companies to meet the need for drivers, 
given absenteeism of volunteers. In the Dissolution phase, their job included ending 
supplier contracts and rental agreements.  
Another example is the route planning process. During the Planning phase, the routes 
were planned taking into account clients’ needs, the locations of key hubs and garages, 
and the general transport infrastructure and road system in the city and surrounding 
areas. In the Venueization phase, the planned routes were adjusted according to 
specificities of each venue (such as size and number of sporting events held) and their 
surroundings. In the Operation phase, route planning involved adjusting and rethinking 
daily activities of signage and traffic diversion, as they happened, to take into account 
‘on the ground’ contingencies involving, for example, traffic conditions, protests, and 
accidents. Thus, even enduring processes changed over time to meet specific 




Temporary processes were the ones present in one or few phases of work, to address 
particular needs of each phase. They included, for example, rehearsals in the Planning 
phase and assembly of temporary structures (e.g. tents used as offices in the garages) in 
the Venueization phase. During the Operation phase, they included fleet management 
and venue management. During this phase, the number and variety of operational 
processes executed by the Transport staff increased significantly. “We are multi-tasking 
people; we need to manage the operation, assist the clients, train and motivate people 
(especially volunteers), deal with contingencies, and make adjustments” (Claire – 
Transport Manager). The Dissolution phase involved temporary processes such as 
devolution and vacation of temporary structures and assets (e.g. garages, tents, vehicles, 
and IT equipment).  
We find from Table 5.3 that both temporary and enduring processes existed in all the 
Olympic phases. Further, each phase had a different mix of processes. The presence of 
varied and changing processes over time and the associated information processing 
requirements imposed the use of different kinds of IT applications. “The Transport 
department is one of the most technology-dependent areas of the OGOC. It needs 
connectivity, telecom, systems, and IT in general mainly due to the dynamism involved 
in their processes. IT tools that enable rapid and accurate information-sharing are 
essential to support decision-making in real time” (Robert – IT manager). In the next 
section, we examine the use of IT, through the conceptual lens of IT-business alignment 
and misalignment.  
 
5.4.3 IT-business alignment and misalignment 
The overall goal of the operational processes in the Transport department was to provide 




observed periods of IT-business alignment (where IT applications supported the 
execution of processes, so that the goals of these processes were realized) and of 
misalignment (where IT applications did not support the execution of processes). This 
is illustrated in Figure 5.1.  
 
Figure 5.1: IT-business alignment and misalignment 
5.4.3.1 IT-business alignment 
Alignment between IT applications and operational processes was observed within each 
Olympic phase in different ways. Talking about the system that helped the Transport 
staff in the Planning phase, Adam said: “in order to provide information for planning, 
we needed to map and simulate 4,000 routes at the same time. We would never be able 
to do it without that system” (Adam – IT analyst). In the same vein, a transport manager 
mentioned the importance of a system used to facilitate the services related to arrivals 
and departures during the Operation phase. This system was used to record and analyse 
information, such as number and type of clients, nationality, time of arrivals and 
departures, flight numbers, if the clients were disabled or not, and final destination. It 
facilitated the bookings of the clients’ arrival and departure times in advance so that the 




without it, we cannot operate. It helps us a lot to plan and develop our daily processes” 
(Nicholas – Transport Manager).   
Looking further into the Transport department, we noted that it was divided into two 
main operational areas: bus and fleet (cars and vans). The buses were provided by a bus 
consortium formed by 32 small and medium-sized local firms and the vehicles were 
provided by Nissan. While the bus operation had dedicated drivers provided by the 
consortium, the fleet operation relied mostly on voluntary work. People driving the fleet 
vehicles during Games-time were not necessarily from Rio de Janeiro; there were 
volunteers from different parts of Brazil and from all over the world. Therefore, the 
Transport staff used a specially developed GPS application that would take the driver 
from point A to point B during the Venueization and Operation phases, using pre-
defined routes. This application was tailored for the Olympic Games and included 
official access routes for various kinds of vehicles and privileged routes that could be 
accessed only by Games’ drivers. “The fleet operation depends almost 100% on the 
GPS application developed to enable the driver to reach his load zone in the venues, 
through the official Olympic routes. For example, there are many streets blocked for 
other drivers that are not blocked for Olympic clients. Without the application, the 
driver would not be able to arrive at his final destination easily” (Rosie – Transport 
analyst). 
Within the bus area of the Transport department, there were people specifically 
responsible for tracking and controlling the buses at the Bus Operation Centre (BOC) 
during the Operation phase. They used a tracking application to control and access all 
their buses. This application allowed them to visualize where each bus was in real time, 
which supported the execution of contingency plans. For example, if there was an 




around that road and would therefore be affected. Then, they could direct the drivers to 
alternative routes. Additionally, through alerts (green, yellow, and red) it was possible 
to assess the travel status of specific routes, which facilitated decision-making. For 
example, they could send another bus in case of route delays. According to our 
respondents, without this system, their activities would be difficult to accomplish. “The 
tracking system is essential for us. If there is an issue with a specific driver, we are able 
to track the exact location of the bus or if there is an accident, we can inform the drivers 
who will be affected” (Anna – Transport supervisor). Additionally, this system allowed 
them to respond to clients. “Sometimes, the clients complained that the bus had not 
come. Instead of justifying or arguing, I used to extract a report that informed me all 
the points that the driver had been to as well as the exact times. This system gave me 
the confidence to say that a specific service had been provided” (Emma – Transport 
analyst). 
The above examples illustrate how IT applications supported the execution of 
operational processes, so that the goals of these processes were realized (e.g. improved 
route planning supported by the booking system for arrivals and departures, time 
reduction in finding load zones supported by the tailor-made GPS application, 
facilitated localization of the fleet and enhanced customer service supported by the 
tracking system). In contrast, we next examine situations where IT applications did not 
support the execution of operational processes.  
 
5.4.3.2 IT-business misalignment 
Misalignment between IT applications and operational processes was observed during 
transitions between phases. Transitions involved changes in the Transport department’s 




to the next (some processes were carried over, others ended, and new ones came about). 
Our data show that there were periods of IT-business misalignment in these transitions.  
The transition between Planning and Venueization phases was characterized by 
decentralization and many changes in the operational processes. The IT applications 
used in the Planning phase did not fully meet the requirements of the new mix of 
processes in the Venueization phase. For example the Transport staff, who were all 
working in the same central office in the Planning phase, had to move to different 
locations in the Venueization phase. The need for a process of rotation planning and 
control thus came about. They did not have an IT application for this in the Planning 
phase because this process did not exist. As a result, we observed misalignment during 
this transition. To solve this, Transport managers created an Excel spreadsheet to 
facilitate the allocation of staff and volunteers and to control working hours in each 
venue.  
Similarly, the transition between Venueization and Operation phases was 
characterized by many changes in the operational processes. “In the beginning of the 
Operation phase, we had many changes and adjustments to meet new requirements. We 
changed processes that had been planned before and we also implemented new 
processes that had not been planned. These impacted directly in our systems, which 
required time and joint efforts in order to adjust them properly” (Peter – IT manager). 
Based on this quote and on several other interviewees’ observations, we found that the 
IT solutions used in the Venueization phase did not fully meet the requirements of the 
new mix of processes in the Operation phase, especially because of the increase in the 
number and variety of operational processes that were needed to be executed during 
Games-time. As a result, we observed misalignment during this transition as well as 




Some interviewees mentioned that problems happened during transitions also 
because of time constraints. From their point of view, they did not have enough time to 
train people, to test and adjust the processes properly, and to allow the IT systems to 
mature. “Every system needs to be properly configured and parameterized for your 
needs in order to work well. We did not have enough time to do this and the 
requirements changed constantly from phase to phase. In some times, the system was 
running and at the same time, we were setting it up. It was like changing tyres on a 
moving car.” (Margaret – Transport coordinator). The following quote provides further 
illustration on what happened during the transition between Venueization and Operation 
phases. “When we started to operate, the complexity and number of routes increased a 
lot. Then, we had many problems related to the GPS application, such as the drivers 
were getting lost, the application was not able to let the driver know in advance that 
s/he should turn right, for example... Because of that, some drivers lost their confidence 
in the tool and decided to use applications that they knew how to use, such as Waze and 
Google Maps” (Bryan – Transport manager). This is further evidence of IT 
misalignment during transitions. Misalignment periods caused operational problems 
such as delays and people getting lost due to lack of accurate information, which 
required prompt action.  
Periods of misalignment triggered the use of new IT applications, which made 
realignment possible in the subsequent phase. For instance, although the tracking 
system met the tracking requirements of the Operation phase, it failed to support 
processes of the next phase (Dissolution), such as reporting. “The system is very good 
for tracking; however, when it comes to report generation for management purposes, it 
does not fully meet my needs. For example, when the operation is over, we will need to 




controlling and reporting using Excel, we would not have all the information now. The 
system does not allow me to have the level of details I need” (Jenny – Transport 
manager). This example shows that when people faced a period of misalignment, and 
associated operational problems, they adopted and used alternative IT applications to 
tackle the problem. 
Based on the above, our data indicate three key points. First, IT-business alignment 
in TOs is a process, which includes periods of alignment within each phase of work, 
interspersed with short periods of misalignment in between the phases. Second, IT 
misalignment is more evident and likely to happen during transitions because it is 
mainly caused by changes in phases and consequently in processes. Third, IT 
misalignment periods trigger the use of new IT applications and consequently new 
patterns of IT-business alignment. These patterns are discussed next. 
 
5.4.4 Patterns of IT-business alignment  
We find that IT-business alignment in the OGOC took place through four different 
patterns: (A) formal fit, (B) informal fit, (C) substitutional fit, and (D) combinational 
fit. These patterns are defined in terms of the use of Formal IT and Informal IT. Formal 
IT refers to IT applications and tools that the OGOC developed or purchased. Examples 
from our data include a vehicle tracking system and a GPS application. Informal IT 
refers to free-of-charge IT applications and tools that were not developed or purchased 
by the OGOC, such as WhatsApp and Waze.   
 
5.4.4.1 Pattern A: ‘formal fit’ 
The pattern formal fit refers to situations in which people used formal IT applications 




Resources (HR) system for training that was used in all Olympic phases by staff in the 
Transport department and other staff in all functional areas within of the OGOC. “For 
me, this system was essential. Taking into account the size and geographical dispersion 
of Brazil, the size of the Games, and that we were going to have 40% of our volunteers 
coming from different parts of the world, I knew that we would need to implement e-
learning courses to train people. Another key point was that we were able to integrate 
this system with other systems and with our portal” (Valerie – HR General Manager).   
Since the OGOC had limited resources, their processes were supported mostly by IT 
solutions that were relatively inexpensive. Interviewees suggested that it was not worth 
spending too much money on expensive solutions that would not be used for a long 
time. The general approach was to look for existing or free tools available in the public 
domain, and if these were not sufficient to meet their requirements, to develop or 
purchase the simplest solutions. “It does not make sense to spend a lot of money to 
develop a technological solution to use only for the organisation of the Games. We use 
the tools that are available; we do not want to remake the wheel” (Carl – Procurement 
Top Manager).   
 
5.4.4.2 Pattern B: ‘informal fit’ 
The pattern informal fit refers to situations in which people used informal IT 
applications to support temporary processes. Some examples of IT applications used 
were WhatsApp8, Facebook Messenger, Waze, Moovit, and Google Earth. The 
                                                          
8 WhatsApp: freeware and cross-platform instant messaging and Voice over IP (VoIP) service.  
Facebook Messenger: instant messaging service and software application.  
Waze: community-driven GPS navigation app that provides information based on user-submitted travel 




interviewees considered these applications valuable because they were free and user-
friendly, and because people knew how to use them, from experience of using them in 
their personal activities. These characteristics meant that people from different 
backgrounds could use these applications, which was important, given that the presence 
of time pressures sometimes did not allow for formal application training. “IT solutions 
for temporary situations should be as simple as possible, especially the ones used 
directly in the operation. We need to take into account that diverse people are operating 
on the ground; while some are familiar with technology, others are not. Therefore, the 
solutions have to be simple. We can create the most sophisticated and powerful tools, 
but, in the end, the user is the one who decides whether to use them or not. If a person 
thinks a system is not useful or very difficult to understand, s/he is not going to use it!” 
(David – Transport Manager).  
The following quote exemplifies how the pattern informal fit supported the execution 
of temporary processes. An example of a temporary process was the access control in 
the venues. This process required real time information sharing and prompt decision 
making, which were facilitated by informal IT. “In the beginning of the Operation 
phase, it was super complex and chaotic… everybody was tense. We had many issues 
that required fast decision-making. I believe chaos leads to good ideas. So, we had the 
idea of using WhatsApp, an application that everyone uses nowadays, and it worked 
pretty well! It allowed us to gather and share information to solve several issues in real 
time. When there was something more sensitive that needed to be registered, we would 
formalize it by email later on” (John – Transport Manager). 
                                                          
Moovit: public transit app and map service giving real-time public transit information and GPS 
navigation across different transit modes, including buses, ferries, metro, trains, trams, and trolleybuses. 





5.4.4.3 Pattern C: ‘substitutional fit’ 
The pattern substitutional fit refers to situations in which people used informal instead 
of formal IT applications to support enduring and temporary processes. This was 
because of two reasons – either formal IT was not available or it did not work. In both 
cases they used informal IT applications to execute their processes.  
For the first, during the Venueization phase, many people worked at dispersed 
venues such as streets and parking spaces (managing access) or in the vehicles (testing 
and adapting routes). They needed to communicate in-the-moment with each other, 
about matters such as traffic incidents, infrastructure conditions, routes delays, and 
necessary adaptations. Often, they did not have access to office email or office 
computing devices. Therefore, they used informal IT applications such as WhatsApp 
and Facebook Messenger. “We needed technological solutions able to connect many 
people in different venues and on the streets. Staff and volunteers are usually on the 
ground, they do not have a computer to send an email, for example. Therefore, we ended 
up using more informal ways of communication and radios.” (Christine – Transport 
General Manager). 
For the second, during the Operation phase, an application for generating service 
orders did not work properly.  Therefore, Transport staff decided not to use it. “The 
system developed to generate the service orders (SOs) did not work properly; it was not 
able to deal with the complexity involved in our operation during Games-time. Most of 
the time, the SOs had wrong information, especially regarding timetables, which 
compromised the whole operation. We had to double check every single SO; we could 
not rely on that system. Then, we gave up and started to produce the SOs manually 




them to develop their operational processes, Transport staff used Excel instead of the 
formal system.  
 
5.4.4.4 Pattern D: ‘combinational fit’ 
The pattern combinational fit refers to situations in which people used formal IT in 
combination with informal IT to support enduring and temporary processes. As an 
example, the Operation Control System (OCS) was an enterprise system developed in 
house and used by members of the Transport staff for real time coordination during the 
Operation phase. For example, if there was a protest against the government that 
blocked some streets, this information needed to be disseminated to various people in 
multiple venues at the same time. The Transport staff would then ‘post’ the issue on the 
system and ‘tag’ all these people (usually managers), who would receive notifications. 
After seeing this notification, the people in charge, who could be in different locations, 
would then add information about what should be done or simply say that the problem 
had been solved. The OCS was a rich repository of data; it allowed staff to gather 
information about several issues important to transport activities during the Olympic 
Games. Its features and interface were similar to Facebook.  
However, access to this system was limited mainly because of security issues and 
organisational constraints such as limitation of resources. Because of that, the local team 
of the Transport department in the Olympic Park created a WhatsApp group for the 
volunteers and staff who did not have access to the system so that they could share 
information. A person in the office within the Park was in charge of monitoring this 
WhatsApp group. S/he would then add the information from the WhatsApp group to 




processes such as coordination and scheduling, by multiple people working in a 
decentralized way, preserving aspects such as traceability. 
   
5.4.5 IT-business alignment over time 
The four patterns of IT-business alignment are illustrated in Figure 5.2.  
 
Figure 5.2: IT-business alignment over time 
The grey blocks of the diagram represent the presence of the patterns over time – 
patterns A and B in the Planning phase; A, B and C in the Venueization phase; A, B, C 
and D in the Operation phase; and A and B in the Dissolution phase. The curved line 
represents the relative number and variety of operational processes in each phase 
(presented in section 5.4.2). We observe that as the number and variety of processes 
increased or decreased, so did the number of alignment patterns. We examine and 
analyse this next. 
In the Planning phase, a navigation system, developed by an outsourcing vendor, 




information about the city map of Rio de Janeiro and the Olympic route network. Based 
on this information, they planned the routes, the sites for local garages, parking spaces 
and load zones, and special Olympic lanes on the city’s roads (which could be exclusive, 
preferential, or shared), taking into account the clients’ requirements and the 
International Olympic Committee’s rules. This is an example of the pattern A – formal 
fit.  One of the Transport managers said that 90% of the temporary process of simulating 
routes was conducted in an office using open domain information available through 
applications such as Google Earth and Open Street Map – this is an example of the 
pattern B – informal fit. After completing the operational plans using these tools, the 
Transport staff visited the premises only for conducting tests and identifying necessary 
adjustments. The use of these IT applications reduced massively the time and resources 
spent in on-site visits, for example. In this phase, we could identify patterns A and B.  
The Venueization phase was primarily characterized by the decentralization of 
operations and the presence of new processes. There was misalignment during the 
Planning to Venueization transition wherein the formal and informal applications used 
in the Planning phase could not support these new processes. We observed that in 
addition to patterns A and B, this triggered the additional pattern C – substitutional fit 
(use of informal IT applications instead of formal ones). Many types of informal IT (e.g. 
WhatsApp, Waze, and Skype) were used in the Venueization phase. For instance, 
WhatsApp helped the Transport staff coordinate activities between different teams of 
workers in multiple venues because it allowed real time information-sharing and 
decision-making. “The availability of many open and free platforms and technological 
tools facilitated the planning and the execution of the transport operation in Brazil. In 
London 2012, for example, many of these tools were not available” (Mark – Transport 




As further examples, we note that many other IT applications available in the public 
domain such as Moovit and Google Earth were also used in other phases. 
The Operation phase was characterized by an enormous increase in scale as many 
hundreds of people, both employees and volunteers needed to work collaboratively to 
execute multiple temporary and enduring processes. The use of IT in this phase included 
formal and informal IT applications, such as Operation Control System (OCS), 
Transport Management System (TMS), Tracking System (TS), radios, mobiles, 
WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Google Earth, and Excel. There was an increase in 
the diversity of processes and in the heterogeneity of team members. There was 
misalignment during the Venueization to Operation transition because the applications 
used in the Venueization phase could not support the diversity and volume of processes 
of the new phase. Further, sometimes there was not enough time to train the new people 
to use the formal applications. In addition to A, B and C, this triggered the additional 
pattern D – combinational fit (the use of informal IT applications in combination with 
formal ones), to facilitate real time information processing, knowledge sharing, and 
decision-making. For example, they used the tracking system (formal IT) in 
combination with Waze and Twitter (informal IT). This combination allowed them to 
monitor 7,000 pre-defined Olympic routes and track all the vehicles in real time as well 
as to gather information about specific problems reported by drivers on the streets. The 
use of both types of IT enabled them to identify problems that could affect their 
operation and to act promptly in order to solve them. We note that during Operation, all 
patterns of IT-business alignment identified were used: A, B, C and D. 
During the Dissolution phase, we observed only the use of the patterns A and B. This 
was primarily because a number of processes from Venueization and Operation were 




number of people executing them. Those processes that remained had already been 
accounted for during the Planning phase. The IT applications used were both formal 
such as the Operation Control System and informal such as WhatsApp.  
 
5.5 Discussion and Contributions                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
How does IT-business alignment take place in TOs? We set out to examine how 
alignment between IT applications and operational processes takes place in temporary 
organisations. Given the distinctive nature of operational processes in TOs, we find that 
IT applications need to support both enduring and temporary processes. At any point in 
the life of the TO, IT applications need to support the requirements of each phase and 
its combination of processes. Such support needs to be sustained over time across 
different phases and for changing processes. The achievement of alignment during 
different phases means that IT-business alignment is a process. It comprises periods of 
alignment, and periods of misalignment, as IT is adjusted to the changing information 
processing requirements. Thus, IT-business alignment is an ongoing process that 
includes intermittent periods of alignment and misalignment and continues throughout 
the life of the TO. We discuss our findings and contributions below and reflect on their 
implications. 
 
5.5.1 IT-business alignment should address both enduring and temporary 
processes 
In studying the OGOC as an exemplar TO, we have evidenced the presence of a 
changing mix of temporary and enduring processes over time. Thus, IT alignment in 
TOs has to meet the information processing requirements of both enduring and 




of work in TOs have a different mix of temporary and enduring processes and thus 
different information processing requirements; and (2) different formal and informal IT 
applications support the execution of processes in each phase. Our findings suggest that 
while enduring processes require more formal IT applications, temporary processes 
require more informal ones. For each phase, IT-business alignment took place through 
different patterns of fit. By uncovering the nature of processes and corresponding 
information processing requirements in each phase, we contribute to the literature on 
both IT-business alignment, and on TOs.  
For the first, we examine a distinctive organisational setting that has different kinds 
of processes that change over a finite (and usually short) time. Thus, we show that in 
addition to supporting the information processing requirements of the firm’s ongoing 
processes (e.g. Barua et al., 1995; Tallon and Kraemer, 2007; Tallon, 2008, 2012; 
Tallon et al., 2016), IT-business alignment at the process level entails the support of 
information processing associated with temporary and short-term processes. Further, 
because of the distinct phases of work, even the execution of enduring processes 
changes to meet different requirements in each phase. IT applications should support 
these changes as well. For the second, although studies have covered operational 
challenges of TOs (e.g. Kovács and Spens, 2007; Maylor, 2010; Meredith and Mantel, 
2008), to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to evidence the difference 
between enduring and temporary operational processes, how they change over time, and 
how the associated information processing requirements are addressed, through 
different phases of work. This nature of processes in TOs is an interesting organisational 
specificity that previous studies have not covered.  




Proposition 1: Individual phases of work in TOs have a different mix of temporary 
and enduring processes and thus different information processing requirements. 
Proposition 2: At any point in the life of the TO, IT applications need to support 
both temporary and enduring processes. 
 
5.5.2 IT-business alignment is an adaptive process 
In addition to the alignment between operational processes and IT applications in each 
phase of work, IT-business alignment had to be sustained across the Olympic phases, 
as new processes came about from one phase to the next. This implies an adaptive nature 
to the aligning of IT with processes – a new theoretical dimension in the discourse on 
process level IT alignment.  
Although IT-business alignment at the process level has been investigated (e.g. 
Tallon and Kraemer, 2007; Tallon, 2008, 2012; Tallon et al., 2016), studies have not 
investigated either the distinctive or the changing nature of the processes over time. 
Rather, processes have been assumed to be largely similar and stable across 
organisations. What is more, theoretical approaches that consider the adaptive-ness in 
IT-business alignment focus at the firm level (e.g. Peppard and Campbell, 2014; Vessey 
and Ward, 2013). What we have found is different; we have evidenced the simultaneous 
presence of different types of processes (enduring and temporary) over time. What is 
more, the mix of processes changes to meet requirements of different phases of work. 
As a further step, we show that the changing nature of processes requires different types 
of alignment patterns involving the use of both formal and informal IT applications. 
This longitudinally adaptive theorization of IT-business alignment at the process level 
is a new perspective to understand how such alignment takes place over time. These 




Proposition 3: Process level IT-business alignment in TOs is an adaptive process 
that needs to be sustained over time across different phases of work. 
 
5.5.3 IT-business alignment is an ongoing process 
IT-business alignment in TOs includes intermittent periods of alignment and 
misalignment, and is an adaptive and ongoing process that ends when the TO is 
dissolved. Building from the previous sections, Figure 5.3 illustrates how IT-business 
alignment took place over time in our empirical setting. 
 
Figure 5.3: The process of IT-business alignment 
IT-alignment took place through different patterns: (A) formal fit, (B) informal fit, 
(C) substitutional fit, and (D) combinational fit. We observed alignment within the 
phases of work and misalignment primarily during transitions between phases. Each 
phase had new processes and associated information processing requirements that the 
IT used in the previous phase could not fully address. Thus, the periods of misalignment 
during transitions triggered new patterns of IT-business alignment in the subsequent 




design adopted here enabled the understanding of how this happened over time. A cross 
sectional study at a specific point in time would not be able to capture these dynamics. 
Further, within a given phase, the higher the number and variety of processes, the 
greater the number of alignment patterns observed. 
An interesting aspect of our findings is the users’ role. Because formal and informal 
IT applications did not work or did not fully support the execution of operational 
processes across all phases, organisational members adopted new and informal IT 
applications in substitution to or in combination with the previous ones. These actions 
were embodied in patterns C and D.  The use of informal applications was possible 
because users knew how to use them, from their use outside work. Therefore, IT use 
was partly influenced by the requirements of the operational processes in each phase 
and partly by the users’ previous knowledge of using IT. 
As the boundary between work and non-work IT gets blurred, with phenomenon 
such as BYOD (bring your own device), the substitution and combination effects 
observed in patterns C and D are likely to be observed to a greater degree, not only in 
TOs but in organisations in general. Further, these patterns illustrate ‘what people do’ 
to align the IT applications they use to support the operational processes that they need 
to execute, when such support is not forthcoming from the formal IT deployed by the 
organisation. This notion of user primacy in IT-business alignment provides fertile 
ground for future research to examine.  
As another and perhaps related conceptual novelty, by showing that neither 
alignment nor misalignment are permanent, we introduce ‘temporariness’ into the 
discussion of IT-business alignment. Temporariness may influence how processes and 
IT are aligned over time. Normally in TOs there is no expectation of operations 




portfolio and infrastructure. Furthermore, it may not be possible to predict exactly all 
of the applications that will be needed. For example, although the OGOC planned for a 
number of applications in the Planning phase, various factors such as process 
uncertainty and unexpected demands created emergent information processing 
requirements. However, given strict deadlines and time-bound phases of work, people 
could not let the operations stop. Therefore, when facing operational disruptions (e.g. 
misalignment periods), one response was to use informal IT applications, resulting in 
the C and D types of alignment patterns. It may be then, that rather than conceptualizing 
process level IT-business alignment as a one-time achievement or state, we might 
theorize it as a never-finished process where alignment and misalignment are both 
observed, mirroring the temporariness that is imbued in the organisational context itself. 
Such theorization provides a conceptually new approach to analyse fit.  
The following propositions capture these findings: 
Proposition 4: Process level IT-business alignment in TOs includes periods of 
alignment and misalignment. 
Proposition 5: IT-business misalignment is more likely during transition periods. 
Proposition 6: IT-business misalignment triggers the use of new IT applications 
and consequently new patterns of IT-business alignment. 
Proposition 7: IT-business alignment is an adaptive and ongoing process that 
continues throughout the life of the TO. 
 
5.6 Conclusion  
In investigating how IT-business alignment takes place in temporary organisations, we 
theorize an adaptive and processual nature of IT-business alignment at the operational 




organisation processes, some of which may be enduring, and others temporary and 
short-term. We further show that such support should evolve as processes change and 
new processes are required, over time.  
Our findings theoretically contribute to the literature on IT-business alignment in 
several ways. Firstly, we examine the IT-business alignment challenges present in TOs, 
which have not been investigated in the IS literature. Secondly, we theorize process 
level IT-business alignment as adaptive in response to changing processes. This is in 
contrast to existing studies that regard processes as unchanging and similar across 
organisations, and accordingly, process level alignment as stable. Thirdly, we reveal 
that IT-business alignment in TOs is an ongoing process that includes intermittent 
periods of alignment (where IT applications support processes) and misalignment 
(where they do not).  This is a process that continues throughout the life of the TO. In 
doing so, we conceptually introduce ‘temporariness’ into the discourse on IT-business 
alignment at the process level. We find that temporariness matters because it recognizes 
the changing nature of processes, specifically in TOs and more generally in 
organisations. This, then, influences how processes and IT applications are aligned over 
time. Particularly, the understanding of IT-business alignment in TOs (where 
temporariness is more salient) can help explain the influence of temporariness in IT-
business alignment more broadly. 
We believe our findings can provide insights into IT-business alignment at the 
operational level for TOs in general. Further, given that TOs are extreme cases of 
frequent changes, our investigation enables theorization of how organisations, faced 
with changing conditions, might align, misalign, and realign their IT with their business 
processes over time. This can happen in more enduring organisations as well, but at a 




observation and study. Further research, building on our findings, could explore IT-
business alignment in other temporary settings such as movie sets and project ventures, 
as well as in other rapid-paced empirical settings, such as innovation and technology-
based industries. Particularly, we hope that our study will encourage scholars to further 
explore the complex nature of IT-business alignment as they consider the distinctive 















January 11th, 2016 Jimmy Central Office 28 
January 12th 2016 Carl Central Office 52 
April 18th 2016 George Via Skype 26 
April 27th 2016 Mark Via Skype 37 
May 5th 2016 Paul Via Skype 58 
July 28th 2016 Christine Garages 86 
August 7th 2016 John Central Office 47 
August 8th 2016 Jenny Garages 59 
August 9th 2016 Roger Olympic Park 68 
August 10th 2016 Philip Olympic Park 43 
August 11th 2016 Margaret Garages 45 
August 12th 2016 Peter Central Office 56 
August 13th 2016 Robert Garages 168 
August 14th 2016 Steve Olympic Park 46 
August 15th 2016 Nicholas Garages 126 
August 16th 2016 Emma Garages 44 
August 17th 2016 Mathew Central Office 60 
August 24th 2016 Rosie Olympic Village 51 
August 30th 2016 Valerie Central Office 31 
August 30th 2016 James Olympic Park 16 
September 2nd 2016 Bryan Olympic Park 43 
September 2nd 2016 David Olympic Park 73 
September 2nd 2016 Claire Olympic Park 39 
September 4th 2016 Anna Olympic Village 31 
September 4th 2016 Mary Olympic Park 76 
September 4th 2016 Adam Garages 28 
September 5th 2016 Sarah Olympic Park 45 




Appendix B: Interviews sample questions 
 
1. Could you tell me about your job during the Olympic Games? For example, 
what you do, how long you have worked here? 
2. If you have previous experience in mega-events or in transport, how does this 
compare? 
3. Please describe the transport operation (e.g. how it is organised, its main clients 
and services, structure in terms of human and physical resources, and other 
departments it interacts with). 
4. What are its main goals, processes, and activities and how are they achieved? 
5. What are the main operational challenges and how do you tackle them? 
6. Could you describe the objectives, processes, and challenges of the transport 
operation before, through and after the Olympic Games?  
7. What IT applications and tools do you use to get your work done? How do they 
help and for which tasks do you use them?  
8. Did you know how to use them before or did you learn here?  
9. Do you have the necessary IT applications to accomplish your work? If not, 
which additional types of IT would you like to use?  
10. What happens when you do not have the IT applications you need? Could you 
describe a situation when this happened? What did you do to overcome this? 
11. What happens when an IT application does not work properly? Could you 
describe a situation when this happened? What did you do to overcome this? 
12. Could you describe your IT use across the different phases of work? 
13. What were the challenges and opportunities you faced with using IT through 










Chapter 6: Research Contributions and Implications 
This chapter presents the main contributions and implications of this PhD research. It 
is divided into three main parts. The first one highlights the contributions of the three 
papers, including their implications for the O&SCM, TO, and IS fields of knowledge, 
and reflects on the multi-level analysis approach adopted in this study. The second one 
discusses further contributions that have not been covered explicitly in the individual 
papers. The third one presents contributions for practice. Figure 6.1 provides an 
overview of the research contributions. 
 







6.1 Contributions of the individual papers 
6.1.1 Paper One: the TSCs Paper 
This paper focused on the understanding of the dynamics of TSCs; i.e. how they are 
initiated, develop, and terminate over time. For this, it analysed the TSC deployed to 
provide international aid during the 2014/2015 Ebola Response in West Africa and the 
TSC deployed to provide transport services during the 2016 Olympic Games in Brazil. 
The findings reported in this paper contribute to knowledge in the O&SCM and TO 
fields in several ways.  
Firstly, this paper develops further the understanding of TSCs, which primarily 
recognizes the existence of temporariness in supply chains. Day et al. (2012) propose 
that a TSC is deployed in response to a specific task (event/purpose) and is disbanded 
after the completion of this task. This understanding is grounded on the TO literature 
(e.g. Burke and Morley, 2016; Bakker et al., 2016). This paper contributes to the 
O&SCM field especially by deepening the current notion of TSCs. Specifically, it 
expands Day et al.’s (2012) conceptualization by conceiving of TSCs as dynamic 
supply chains that are not completely temporary; they depend on temporary as well as 
enduring supply chain elements (organisations and relationships). Data from the two 
empirical contexts examined have shown that both types of elements are necessary for 
the objectives of the TSCs to be accomplished over time. Although both TSCs built 
from existing supply chains and therefore had enduring elements, contextual 
specificities brought about the need for new and temporary elements. Potentially, the 
understanding of TSCs provides a unified conceptual foundation to investigate supply 
chains in diverse temporary empirical settings, such as mega events, natural disasters, 
projects, infrastructure constructions, filmmaking, and conferences – hitherto studied 




literature given that they provide important insights into inter-organisational 
relationships, which have remained largely under-theorized in the field (Sydow and 
Braun, 2018). While the mainstream literature on TOs considers the inter-organisational 
dimension implicitly, by analysing TSCs, this paper brings relationships to the centre 
of the analysis.   
Secondly, it reveals that TSCs develop over time through phases, which are 
determined by how the main task unfolds. This means that TSCs are deployed in 
contexts in which supply chains need to change over time to meet the demands of 
temporary tasks (events). Both TSCs studied had to transform to meet the changing 
requirements of different phases of the response and the event investigated. The 
longitudinal design adopted was crucial for this understanding. Further, this paper 
shows that transitions enable the development of TSCs and unveils the mechanisms that 
facilitate (e.g. contracts, interactions, and expert knowledge) and limit these transitions 
(e.g. time pressure and organisational inertia). Based on the empirical data, an analytical 
framework is proposed to explain the dynamics of TSCs. These findings are particularly 
important to the O&SCM field because they reveal how the temporary types of supply 
chains can develop over time, which brings about important implications for managing 
them (e.g. each phase can require different supply chain elements and operations 
processes). Additionally, this knowledge adds to the conceptual development   of supply 
chains because it provides an analytical framework for scholars to investigate how they 
are initiated, develop, transform, and terminate over time (Carter et al., 2015).  
Thirdly, it shows that specific features of the task, such as degree of foreseeability, 
degree of uncertainty about how a task unfolds, and lead time, influence how the TSC 
develops and aspects of its management, which then influence TSC performance. These 




specificities of the main temporary task can influence the managing of TSCs over time. 
Furthermore, they suggest relations to explain, for example, emergence in the supply 
chain composition process and control over the supply chain development. This 
knowledge matters because it indicates particular challenges related to managing supply 
chains in the context of temporary tasks. These findings help scholars in the O&SCM 
field analyse the underlying factors influencing dynamism in supply chains (Melnyk et 
al., 2014; Carter et al., 2017). The context of TSCs was valuable to add to this 
knowledge because changes at the supply chain level take place faster than in more 
enduring settings. 
Finally, TSCs can also be deployed in more stable contexts in situations of change, 
novelty, and disruption (Melnyk et al., 2014; Zacharia et al., 2011). Therefore, by 
analysing TSCs, where the dynamic and temporal nature of supply chain processes are 
particularly highlighted, this paper contributes to the O&SCM field by providing 
insights into episodes of temporariness in supply chains more generally. For example, 
the study of TSCs over time enabled the introduction of the idea of reframing of 
relationships. Based on the findings and building from Cornelissen and Werner (2014), 
reframing is conceived of as a joint construction of meaning among supply chain 
partners that leads to modifications and adaptations of existing supply chain elements 
in the light of new purposes given by temporary tasks. Arguably, this idea also applies 
to more enduring supply chains dealing with temporary tasks. In quite a general way, 
relationships have to adapt and modify themselves in order to meet specific new and 
temporary demands (e.g. new technology introduction, product development, and 
disruptions in general) and then go back to their original states. However, the findings 




demands, they are transformed through a learning process. Further implications of 
analysing supply chains through a temporariness lens will be discussed later. 
 
6.1.2 Paper Two: the Coordination Paper 
This paper investigated intra-firm coordination in temporary organisations over time. 
For this, it focused on a particular TO: the Olympic Games Organising Committee 
(OGOC). The findings indicate that operational coordination in TOs dealing with 
multiple and decentralized operations takes place through both the implementation of 
formal and emergence of informal coordination mechanisms, which vary relatively 
according to the phases of work. Further analysis indicates a contingency logic in using 
these mechanisms, shaped by the presence of specific coordination challenges over 
time. These findings contribute to the O&SCM and to the TO fields of knowledge in at 
least four ways.  
Firstly, this paper suggests that TOs developing multiple and decentralized 
operations will require a hybrid mix of elements (temporary vs. enduring and 
centralized vs. decentralized), which changes over time to accomplish requirements of 
different phases of the work. Further analysis suggests that planning phases of work 
will require more enduring and centralized elements, and operation phases will require 
more temporary and decentralized ones. These findings are especially relevant to the 
TO field by suggesting that ‘hybridity’ is one of the main features to characterize 
temporary organisational forms and by empirically showing that temporariness is not a 
constant and dominant feature of TOs. Given that in TOs what is enduring and what is 
temporary are sometimes fuzzy and often intertwined (Bakker et al., 2016), the idea of 




organisational forms. Arguably, TOs exist in a variety of distinctive settings and present 
different and fluctuating degrees of temporariness over time.  
Secondly, this paper explores ‘venueization’ (a formal transition strategy developed 
by the International Olympic Committee to link planning and operation phases) and 
argues that it can be extrapolated to similar contexts dealing with temporary and 
decentralized operations. Further, this paper contributes by conceptualizing 
venueization as a process for creating a local, venue-specific temporary mini-operation 
based on centralized principles, plans, processes and structures, which can deliver the 
required services to satisfy objectives of quality, delivery and cost, and which is 
sufficiently flexible to cope with unexpected changes in demands or internal resources. 
These findings contribute to the O&SCM field more directly by explaining how 
centrally defined operational structures can be ‘translated’ to local requirements under 
particular circumstances and by identifying key aspects of venueization that influence 
operational performance (duration and continuity of management). They contribute to 
the TO field by explaining how transitions can take place in TOs. Although extremely 
relevant, the concept of transition has been downplayed in TO theorizing (Jacobsson et 
al., 2013). 
Thirdly, since TOs are hybrid entities that present dynamism and different challenges 
across various phases of work, the findings suggest that coordination is contingent on 
the phase of the project. Therefore, the traditional concept of operational coordination 
(Van de Ven et al., 1976) in TOs is contingent because of temporariness. Coordination 
in the Olympics included the complementary central implementation of formal and the 
local emergence of informal coordination mechanisms, in varying degrees over time. 
The simultaneous existence of both types of mechanisms to varying degrees means that 




accomplishing the final task. Further analysis indicates that coordination mechanisms 
tend to be more formal and structured during planning phases and that informal 
coordination mechanisms are predominant in operation phases. The latter often result 
from innovative solutions from people ‘on the ground’. By showing that both types of 
coordination mechanisms are equally required in TOs, this paper contributes to the 
O&SCM field especially because it shows the organisational means and human 
interactions that make coordination actually happen, in line with the recent increase of 
attention to informal coordination in the field (Dobrzykowski and Tarafdar, 2015; 
Pagell et al., 2015; Sting and Loch, 2016). 
Finally, this paper contributes by shedding light on the challenges underlying 
learning and knowledge transfer in TOs dealing with high levels of complexity, 
decentralisation, and uncertainty. Although studies have examined knowledge transfer 
and learning between successive projects (e.g. Söderlund and Andersson, 1998), less 
attention has been given to less repetitive tasks. The findings revealed that while some 
mechanisms can be codified, documented, and standardized to multiple similar 
temporary contexts (e.g. procedures on how to transport a dignitary during the Games), 
others are context-dependent and are not completely transferable (e.g. how to deal with 
traffic incidents during Games-time). Therefore, ‘translation’ (i.e. understanding and 
adaptation) rather than transfer of knowledge is necessary.  
 
6.1.3 Paper Three: the IT Alignment Paper 
This paper examined process level IT-business alignment in a particular TO: the OGOC. 
The findings indicate that TOs have a changing mix of temporary and enduring 




to support these processes. This paper’s findings contribute especially to the IS and TO 
fields, as explained next. 
Firstly, it contributes by exploring the nature of processes in TOs and the challenges 
related to information processing in temporary contexts. Specifically, to the IS field, it 
contributes by showing that in addition to supporting the information processing 
requirements of the organisation’s ongoing processes, IT-business alignment at the 
process level entails the support of information processing associated with temporary 
and short-term processes. Because of the distinct phases of work in TOs, even the 
execution of enduring processes may change to meet different requirements in each 
phase. IT applications should support these changes as well. For the TO field, although 
studies have covered operational challenges of TOs (e.g. Kovács and Spens, 2007; 
Maylor, 2010; Meredith and Mantel, 2008), to the best of my knowledge, this is the first 
study to evidence the difference between enduring and temporary processes, how they 
change over time, and how the associated information processing requirements are 
addressed, through different phases of work. This nature of processes in TOs is an 
important organisational specificity that previous studies have not conceptually 
covered. This knowledge is important because it provides a way to analyse what is 
enduring and what is temporary in TOs (Bakker et al., 2016), which supports further 
developments on how to execute both types of processes over time. 
Secondly, the data indicate that IT-business alignment had to be sustained across the 
phases, as new processes were incorporated from one phase to the next. This implies an 
adaptive nature to the aligning of IT with processes – a new theoretical dimension in 
the discourse on process-level IT alignment. This is an important contribution to the IS 
field because although IT-business alignment at the process level has been investigated 




not examined either the distinctive or the changing nature of the processes over time. 
Rather, processes have been assumed to be largely similar and stable across 
organisations. In addition, theoretical approaches that consider the adaptive-ness in IT-
business alignment focus at the strategic (firm) level (e.g. Peppard and Campbell, 2014; 
Vessey and Ward, 2013). This paper’s findings are different; they evidence the 
simultaneous presence of different types of enduring and temporary processes over 
time. What is more, the mix of processes changes to meet requirements of different 
phases of work. The changing nature of processes requires different types of alignment 
patterns involving the use of both formal and informal IT applications. This adaptive 
theorization of IT-business alignment at the process level is a relevant contribution 
because it offers a new perspective to understand how such alignment takes place over 
time.  
Thirdly, this paper brings another conceptual novelty by showing that neither 
alignment nor misalignment are permanent; it introduces ‘temporariness’ into the 
discussion of IT-business alignment in the IS field. Temporariness matters because it 
influences how processes and IT are aligned over time. Normally, in TOs there is no 
expectation of operations continuity. Hence, it may not be worth establishing an 
expensive IT applications portfolio and infrastructure. Furthermore, it may not be 
possible to predict exactly all of the applications that will be needed. Therefore, when 
facing operational disruptions (e.g. misalignment periods), one response in our 
empirical case was to use informal IT applications. This leads to a new way of 
conceptualizing process level IT-business alignment. Rather than conceptualizing it as 
a one-time achievement or state, one might conceive of it as an ongoing process where 




imbued in the organisational context itself. This provides a conceptually new 
perspective to analyse fit.  
Finally, by evidencing four different patterns of fit (formal fit, informal fit, 
substitutional fit, and combinational fit) this paper sheds light on the role of informal 
IT. The use of informal IT may be seen as workarounds (Alter, 2014) and thus may be 
considered subversive and something to be restricted, often due to security risks and 
decreased productivity (Davison et al., 2013). The empirical data show, however, that 
the use of these types of IT was encouraged because it helped people 
achieve organisational goals in a dynamic and temporary setting. As the boundary 
between work and non-work IT gets blurred, with phenomenon such as BYOD (bring 
your own device), the understanding of the use of more informal types of IT and the 
related organisational benefits is important. This paper adds to this knowledge by 
explaining how informal types of IT interacted with formal ones, enabling the execution 
of organisational processes and contributing to the achievement of temporary 
organisational goals.  
 
6.1.4 A multi-unit-of-analysis approach 
The multiple units of analysis adopted in this study (supply chain in Paper One, 
organisation in Paper Two, and process in Paper Three) emerged as outcomes of the 
casing strategy (Ragin, 1992). Using multiple units of analysis allowed the generation 
of multiple insights into the nature and functioning of TSCs. However, it is important 
to acknowledge the benefits and risks of adopting such an approach (Yin, 2014). The 
objective of this sub-section is two-fold: (1) it discusses these benefits and risks, 




relationship between the three units of analysis and on how findings at the process and 
organisational level contributed to the understanding of TSCs more broadly.  
Framing organisational phenomena as processes, organisations, and supply chains 
provided the focus and the means to define the organisational phenomena being studied. 
This framing also meant invoking different theoretical constructs. For example, framing 
a setting as a process is different to framing it as a supply chain given that a supply 
chain involves various concepts and theories about inter-organisational relationships. 
However, it is not entirely different because supply chains also have processes. 
Furthermore, processes within organisations may be rather different to processes 
between organisations, where there is less direct control and different organisational 
cultures. All of this means that the relationships between these three units of analysis 
are not straightforward. It is not simply a matter of nested elements; it is much messier 
and complex. Since these units of analysis have many intersections, the phenomena 
studied could have been framed differently and through different units of analysis. In 
order to clarify each unit of analysis and establish conceptual boundaries, detailed 
definitions were provided in each individual paper based on the data and on the 
literature (Miles et al., 2014).  
Although the units of analysis had theoretical overlaps and shared contextual 
similarities, some aspects developed in particular ways and were meaningful only at 
certain levels. Further, although certain issues could be captured in different units of 
analysis, the way they took place varied (e.g. inter-organisational coordination at the 
supply chain level and intra-organisational coordination at the operational level). 
Focusing at multiple levels enabled the capturing of these sorts of specificities. 
Additionally, the multi-unit-of-analysis approach was important to understand micro 




limitations in drawing more general conclusions about TSCs. This means that not all 
findings from the units of analysis process and organisation were applicable to the 
supply chain level. Therefore, the transferability of findings from one unit of analysis 
to the other had to be carefully validated through data triangulation, literature review, 
reflections, and discussions on several occasions (e.g. conferences and doctoral 
seminars) (Miles et al., 2014; Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2014). More than literal 
transposition of findings from one unit of analysis to the other, the aim was to achieve 
theoretical translation, which involved extracting abstract concepts from each unit and 
analytically generalising them to the others (Yin, 2014). For example, the hybrid nature 
of temporary organisations evidenced in Paper Two could be translated to the supply 
chain level building from the literature on TOs and from the empirical data. 
Throughout the data analysis process, there was an effort to understand the 
relationships between the different levels of analysis. Specifically, the aim was to 
understand whether and how higher-level variables influenced outcomes at lower 
levels, and vice-versa. For example, on the one hand, the use of informal IT to execute 
operational processes in the Olympics case could be partially explained by variables at 
the organisation level (e.g. the rushed venueization in some venues did not allow proper 
test and adjustment of processes and did not allow the IT systems to mature). On the 
other hand, the dynamic nature of TSCs could not be explained by the changing nature 
of the organisations involved or by the changing nature of the processes. Rather, a 
‘fourth variable’ helped explain the dynamism involved in all the different units of 
analysis: the nature of the task. Because temporary tasks evolve through phases, the 
requirements vary over time. Therefore, processes change to meet new needs, 
organisations change to accomplish goals of specific phases, and supply chains change 




This means that there is a contingency logic throughout that explains the nature and 
dynamics of processes, organisations, and supply chains in contexts of temporary tasks 
and operations. Following this sort of rationale enabled the identification of theoretical 
overlaps and of relationships among the findings in different units of analysis.  
The next section develops further the understanding of TSCs. 
 
6.2 Further Contributions  
The contributions presented in this section are not explicitly covered in the individual 
papers. These contributions could not be achieved without the integration of the fields 
of knowledge that this study builds from because they are in the interfaces; they fuse 
different literatures. They reflect how different disciplines have been integrated through 
a “cognitive process of critically evaluating disciplinary insights and creating common 
ground among them to construct a more comprehensive understanding. The 
understanding is the product or result of the integrative process” (Repko and Szostak, 
2017, p. 221).  
The following sub-sections explore an integrative understanding of TSCs (i.e. what 
they are and how they work) and of temporariness in supply chains. 
 
6.2.1 An integrative understanding of TSCs 
If an O&SCM scholar were to conceptualize TSCs, s/he would probably do so in terms 
of supply chain processes (e.g. procurement, operation, and logistics) and levels of 
integration between partners (Fisher, 1997; Slack et al., 2010). If a TO scholar were to 
conceive of TSCs, s/he would probably conceive of them based on their duration (time), 
the specific scope of the task that they would be focusing on (task), the necessary actors 




(Lundin and Söderholm, 1995; Bakker et al., 2010). If an IS scholar were to describe 
TSCs, s/he would probably do so in terms of the information and communication 
technologies necessary to facilitate the execution of processes and the integration of 
organisations within a network of relationships (Grant and Tan, 2013). This study 
brought together these three perspectives to help develop the understanding of TSCs 
through a ‘dialogical encounter’ (Baert, 2005), meaning that the main goal was to 
understand and integrate these different positions in the strongest way to enhance the 
understanding of TSCs. 
Based on these perspectives and on the empirical data, a broader and more 
comprehensive picture of TSCs could be drawn. This study contributes particularly by 
expanding and deepening the understanding of TSCs – what they are and how they 
work.  
• What TSCs are: TSCs are defined here as dynamic and hybrid supply chains 
deployed to provide the necessary goods and services to enable the 
accomplishment of specific and temporary tasks, after which they disband. 
However, they do not disband completely, some of their elements are enduring 
and might be carried over to the next task. These supply chains are hybrid 
because they depend on temporary as well as enduring supply chain elements 
(organisations and relationships), and because they need formal as well as 
informal, and central as well as local processes to accomplish their main task. 
These elements and processes change over time.  
• How TSCs work: TSCs can present different levels of emergence in their 
composition process depending on the degree of foreseeability of the main task. 
Thus, supply chain elements in TSCs involve at least three main groups: new 




requirements, and new ones incorporated in emergent ways. TSCs often involve 
the ‘virtual integration’ of independent and decentralized organisations. In other 
words, the integration among some supply chain partners in temporary settings 
can be achieved mainly virtually; i.e. through IT devices and applications. For 
this, formal as well as informal types of IT are key enablers. TSC development 
depend on how the task unfolds, meaning that TSCs change over time to 
accomplish the task requirements across different phases. Coordination of 
activities in TSCs is contingent on the phase of work and is enabled by both 
central/top-down mechanisms (e.g. contracts) and local/bottom-up mechanisms 
(e.g. on-the-spot interactions and people’s expertise). In general, the findings 
indicate the importance of particular forms of knowledge (e.g. IOC 
Transportation Manual and International Health Regulations) and experts in 
achieving cohesion in TSCs. After the accomplishment of the main task, TSCs 
dissolve by ending completely (i.e. supply chain elements are completely 
disintegrated – the Olympics case) or by transforming into a new supply chain 
(i.e. supply chain elements are transformed to tackle a new task – the Ebola 
case). 
The ideas that enabled the development of this unified understanding of TSCs come 
from different bodies of literature and from the empirical data. The initial variables that 
helped characterize TSCs in terms of empirical contexts, main features, and operational 
challenges came from the literature that discusses temporary organisations and 
temporary organising more broadly (TO field). These characteristics were then 
‘translated’ to the context of supply chains based on the literature that describe them in 
terms of the supply chain elements: organisations and relationships (O&SCM field). 




literature on IT use (IS field) because IT applications can facilitate the execution of 
business processes, the coordination of interdependent activities, and the integration of 
different agents and processes in ‘real time’.  
Specifically, this study suggests that TSCs are special types of supply chains because 
of three main characteristics: limited scope (focus on specific tasks/purposes), limited 
duration of the supply chain as a whole leading to its end or transformation, and 
presence of both enduring and temporary elements. Additionally, this study suggests 
that because TSCs are deployed in multiple contexts with different requirements and 
challenges, particular combinations of temporary and enduring supply chain elements 
will be required. For example, while some projects are relatively small and incremental 
in nature, taking place within the structures of an enduring organisation, others are 
carried out by an organisation that is established especially for the completion of a 
particular task, and is then disbanded. Therefore, the TSCs deployed in these contexts 
will likely have different types and degrees of temporary and enduring elements. 
Arguably, ‘temporariness’ manifests itself in supply chains in different degrees and in 
different ways.  
For example, the TSC deployed to provide dedicated transport services to Games 
clients in Rio ceased to exist (the supply chain as a whole was temporary). However, it 
depended on enduring as well as temporary supply chain elements – the bus Consortium 
was temporary (it does not exist anymore), but its individual firms are enduring. Within 
temporary organisations (e.g. OGOC), there were enduring processes that lasted 
through all the phases of work. Within enduring organisations (e.g. the city council of 
Rio), there were temporary processes deployed to fulfil specific requirements of the 
Olympic Games. This suggests that temporary organisations/units are not necessarily 




requirements of parts of the supply chain, which are difficult or very specific. Arguably, 
this means that temporariness is not a constant and dominant feature of TSCs, rather it 
is a complex phenomenon that needs to be considered at different levels of analysis 
(supply chains, relationships, organisations, and processes), where the impact of the 
more enduring context is properly recognized. Building from this foundation, the data 
analysis expanded and deepened this knowledge, which, in turn, enabled a further 
understanding of temporariness in supply chains more broadly. This is presented in the 
next sub-section. 
 
6.2.2 Temporariness in supply chains 
In general, TSCs are deployed to accomplish tasks limited in time and scope in 
situations of change, novelty, disruption, and emergency (Day et al., 2012; Miles, 1977; 
Palisi, 1970; Melnyk et al., 2014). These situations can also happen in more enduring 
supply chains, which will then require a temporary response. In some sense, all supply 
chains present temporariness, either morphing into a different configuration to tackle 
temporary demands or coming to an end. Even the more stable supply chains marginally 
change as products, markets, technology, and business units go in and out of their 
structures. The empirical settings studied, where temporariness is particularly 
highlighted, provided valuable insights into temporariness in supply chains more 
broadly. Building from Carter et al.’s (2015) foundational premises, this sub-section 
explores these insights.  
Carter et al. (2015) propose that supply chains are (1) networks, consisting of nodes 
and links; (2) complex adaptive systems; (3) relative to a particular product and agent; 
(4) composed of a physical and a support supply chain; (5) bounded by the visible 




can temporariness allow us to rethink these premises? What are the implications of 
temporariness for these foundational assumptions? What follows is a discussion of each 
premise revisited considering temporariness. 
 
6.2.2.1 The supply chain is a network, consisting of nodes and links 
Carter et al. (2015) conceive of a node as an agent that has the ability to make decisions 
(i.e. organisations such as manufacturers, warehouses, transportation carriers, and 
financial institutions). The links are defined as connections between nodes 
(relationships) involving the flows of information, materials, and/or finance. This and 
the other foundational premises assume that the supply chain is meant to endure. 
However, supply chains in more traditional temporary contexts (e.g. projects) and 
supply chains deployed in more enduring contexts to face specific and time-limited 
situations (e.g. new product development and disruptions) are meant to terminate. 
Revisiting this premise through the temporariness lens demands a consideration of 
hybridity. In other words, there will be enduring as well as temporary nodes and links 
in the supply chain – this was evidenced in both contexts investigated. Arguably, 
temporariness is a feature of all supply chains – some have more, others have less 
temporary supply chain elements. Therefore, temporariness in supply chains could be 
seen as a gradual continuum. 
Given that enduring as well as temporary types of elements co-exist in supply chains, 
there might be tensions, contradictions, and also synergies emerging at their interfaces 
(Bakker et al., 2016). For example, temporary relationships can yield opportunities for 
creative solutions and innovations. Therefore, the managing of supply chains needs to 
recognise this hybridity explicitly. For instance, integration among enduring and 




might include emergent mechanisms, relationships might be developed based on swift 
trust (Meyerson, et al., 1996), and collaboration might be episodic rather than 
continuous (Zacharia et al., 2011).  
 
6.2.2.2 The supply chain is a complex adaptive system 
A Complex Adaptive System (CAS) refers to a system that emerges over time into a 
coherent form, adapting and organising itself without any entity deliberately managing 
or controlling it (Choi et al., 2001). Carter et al. (2015) argue that the visibility of an 
agent in a supply chain is invariably going to be limited. What lies beyond its visible 
range of suppliers and customers simply emerges for this agent (Choi and Krause, 
2006). Within its visible range, the agent tries to focus on centrally controlling 
operations in order to increase its performance. However, beyond the visible range, the 
agent has no control; it has to accept what happens there (Carter et al., 2015). Therefore, 
supply chain as a network operates as a CAS. This foundational premise captures well 
the complexity involved in supply chains operating in temporary contexts, especially 
those deployed in response to unforeseen tasks (e.g. disasters). For example, the local 
level emergence and control evidenced in the Ebola case showed the usefulness of 
conceiving of supply chains as complex adaptive systems. However, CAS does not 
consider temporariness. From this perspective, the supply chain will be continuously 
adapting and co-evolving with the environment. This premise does not consider that 
supply chains as CAS can end.  
Analysing this premise with temporariness in mind involves the examination of what 
triggers adaptations. On the one hand, if the adaptations are triggered by requirements 
of the main task, one can argue that it is still the same supply chain. In the Olympics 




On the other hand, if the adaptations are triggered by new and specific requirements 
(tasks), this could be seen as an end of a given supply chain and a start of a new one. 
From the Ebola case, the international supply chain deployed to end the epidemics 
terminated and a ‘new’ supply chain to deal with the aftermath of Ebola started. 
Although some of the supply chain elements were the same in both supply chains, their 
purposes were different and they can be seen as two different TSCs. Therefore, one way 
of revisiting this premise through the temporariness lens could be conceiving of supply 
chains as CAS that ends once their main tasks are accomplished. Another way of 
revisiting this premise could be arguing that TSCs do not exist for long enough to allow 
the manifestation of some of the CAS features, such as coevolution with the external 
environment. 
 
6.2.2.3 The supply chain is relative to a particular product and agent 
Carter et al. (2015) define product as an input to or an output of the agent (focal firm). 
Since a given focal agent is at the convergence of various supply chains, it is necessary 
to specify a product to make the conceptualization of supply chain feasible. Therefore, 
the supply chain is relative to the focal firm and to a specific product and will be 
probably different for another agent. Taking a temporariness perspective to rethink this 
premise involves adding another dimension. For supply chains operating in temporary 
contexts and tasks, the conception of the supply chain will be additionally relative to a 
temporary specific task (purpose/event). As an example from the data, in the Olympics, 
the TSC studied was relative to a specific agent (the OGOC), to a specific ‘product’ 
(transport services), and to a specific task (provide dedicated transport services for the 




The knowledge among actors that the TSC will cease once the task is completed may 
affect many sorts of intentions and attitudes. For example, operating in a context where 
there is no perspective of operations continuity may not stimulate high degrees of 
commitment among supply chain actors. Furthermore, given that the execution of 
temporary tasks usually involve high levels of uncertainty, complexity, and time 
pressure, tensions and opportunistic behaviour among supply chain actors are likely.  
 
6.2.2.4 There is a physical and a support supply chain  
The physical supply chain consists of the actual movement of a given product between 
nodes. The support supply chain does not involve flow of products; it includes auxiliary 
nodes that facilitate and/or enable the physical supply chain to execute its processes 
(e.g. financial institutions). By proposing this differentiation, Carter et al. (2015) on the 
one hand, broadened the conception of supply chains by incorporating nodes that have 
‘indirect’ roles and, on the other hand, provided a more granular understanding and 
potential mapping of the supply chain. This premise is primarily focused on the flow of 
physical products and does not really apply to some types of supply chains. For instance, 
for service supply chains (Sampson and Spring, 2012), it fails to capture customers 
(whose role is extremely important) as part of the supply chain. 
At one level, temporariness does not change this premise given that it is still possible 
to categorise the supply chain nodes as pertaining to the physical or to the support 
supply chain. At another level, temporariness challenges the usefulness of this 
distinction. In supply chains deployed to accomplish time-limited tasks, there might not 
be the time and the means to define which nodes are part of the physical or of the support 
supply chain. Even if the time and the means are available, the distinction between the 




important distinction is between the temporary and the enduring nodes and links. This 
distinction is useful analytically and practically in managing supply chains as 
previously explored. 
 
6.2.2.5 The supply chain is bounded by the visible horizon of the focal agent 
Given that the supply chain is relative to a specific product and agent, there is a 
boundary to that supply chain in terms of the agent’s awareness of other nodes. In 
general, the supply chain continues beyond the visible horizon. Carter et al. (2015) 
recognise that since the boundaries of supply chains are fuzzy, they can only be 
discussed in terms of “awareness.” Looking into this premise through a temporariness 
lens requires the addition of two other dimensions: task and time.  The supply chain 
may be seen as bounded by the visible horizon of the focal agent, by a specific task, and 
by time spans. 
The intentional temporal limitation can shape the behaviour of individual and 
collective agents considerably (Bakker et al., 2016). As evidenced in this study, 
temporariness can have important implications on how people execute their processes 
and interact with each other, and on how organisations integrate their intra and inter-
organisational processes. On the one hand, time pressures have the power to enforce 
routines, focus energies and attention, and shape how people approach their individual 
activities so that the final task is accomplished (Staudenmayer et al., 2002). On the other 
hand, knowing that an operation is going to end can discourage people to make effective 
improvements in processes, and encourage them to improvise instead. For temporary 
relationships, given that there is less of a ‘shadow of the future’, organisations have less 
willingness to share information and collaborate, for example (e.g. Haavisto et al., 2016; 




6.2.2.6 The visible horizon of the focal agent is subject to attenuation  
This means that the boundaries of the supply chain become less clear as the physical or 
cultural distance from the focal agent to other agents increases. Firms in more enduring 
supply chains in general find it difficult to know what is beyond their immediate 
suppliers and customers. In temporary contexts, especially if it is a very short-lived 
supply chain, there is less chance to map further these organisations given time 
constraints and focus on specific tasks. Rethinking this premise having temporariness 
in mind may mean that the vision on the visible horizon will be more myopic. In other 
words, organisations are likely to be aware of only the most important partners that 
enable the final task to be accomplished. Given organisations’ focus on specific and 
time-constrained tasks, there may not be worth investing efforts to understand other 
nodes of the supply chain. What is more, temporary contexts in general involve multiple 
and diverse organisations. Therefore, the cultural distance between a given focal agent 
and other nodes may increase.  
 The fact that the agents in temporary contexts cannot be expected to know and 
understand about the wider network indicates the importance of controlling authorities. 
The role of controlling authorities is then to ensure that the TSC task is accomplished, 
for example, by setting particular types of ‘simple rules’ (Sull and Eisenhard, 2012) or 
by doing more direct controlling themselves. Simple rules provide a way to make sure 
that organisational agents are focused on the main task but have the flexibility to 
innovate and adapt to local circumstances. From the empirical contexts, this happened 
in the Ebola case: UNMEER set the overarching goal of achieving zero Ebola cases, 
and operating organisations executed their activities on the ground in order to achieve 
this goal. On the other hand, in the Olympics case, the OGOC and the city council of 




discussion can inspire scholars to examine TSCs further and to help develop the 
understanding of temporariness in supply chains more broadly. 
 
6.3 Contributions to practice 
The understanding of the nature and dynamics of TSCs and related role of IT developed 
in this thesis offers important insights into the challenges involved in operating in 
temporary contexts, which have practical implications. In general, the management of 
TSCs needs to take into account their particularities and be flexible to accommodate 
unforeseen demands and contingencies. This section discusses several aspects revealed 
in this study that might help practitioners manage TSCs. The potential usefulness of this 
study’s findings for practice (action) is in line with Pragmatism (Cresswell and Poth, 
2018; Easterby-Smith et al., 2012). Especially, process research knowledge is highly 
relevant to practice because “studies that examine how changes in practices are 
implemented, and how their influence spreads and interacts with existing organisational 
contexts offer a move closer towards a dynamic understanding of how to improve them” 
(Langley and Tsoukas, 2010, p. 10). 
Firstly, the recognition that TSCs are hybrid (i.e. they have both temporary and 
enduring supply chain elements and they require formal as well as informal, and central 
as well as local processes to accomplish their main task) points to the practical need to 
integrate these elements and processes in order to accomplish the outcomes of TSCs. 
For this, informal types of IT applications played an important role in supporting the 
execution of operational processes in the empirical contexts analysed. Managers should 
be able to take advantage of these technologies in an effective way and use them to help 




Secondly, the understanding that TSCs develop in phases matters for practice 
because it points to the need to adjust and/or include strategies and processes depending 
on which phase the supply chain is operating in. This includes the planning of IT 
applications taking into account different phases of work and changing processes. 
Further, the knowledge of how TSCs develop over time suggests that certain aspects of 
the task (e.g. foreseeability, uncertainty, and lead time) should be particularly 
considered when designing TSCs and establishing management mechanisms. This 
knowledge can help managers decide what they should focus on when operating in 
TSCs, taking into account specific temporary settings and related demands. 
Additionally, in contexts like in the Ebola case, where there is high uncertainty about 
how the task unfolds (i.e. when there is no manual or calendar telling managers what 
will happen over time), there is the practical need for a sense-making process. In other 
words, managers need to develop mechanisms that enable them recognise that new 
phases of work are needed and that transition processes have to be conducted.  
Thirdly, the examination of coordination challenges across different phases of work 
in temporary settings and the contingent use of complementary (formal and informal) 
mechanisms over time should be considered by practitioners when designing 
coordination mechanisms. Managers should be aware that while some mechanisms can 
be codified, documented, and standardized, others are context-dependent and are not 
completely transferable. Especially in conditions of extreme degrees of uncertainty, 
time pressure, and interdependence, this study’s findings suggest that informal 
coordination mechanisms (e.g. social interactions and emergent elements) tend to serve 
as valuable complements to more formal ones. Managers should be then prepared for 




Fourthly, the importance and underlying mechanisms facilitating transitions 
discussed in this thesis can guide practitioners in planning and managing transition 
processes in order to ensure operational continuity over time, even when disruptions 
occur. Taking into account the importance of venueization for the project success in the 
Olympics case, it can help managers to plan formal transition strategies especially in 
contexts presenting high complexity and decentralized organisational structures. 
Further, the findings evidence that IT-business misalignment is more likely in transition 
periods. Therefore, managers should be prepared for minimising the effects of 
misalignment by providing resources to a fast re-alignment. 
Finally, for more enduring contexts, this study’s findings can provide valuable 
insights for practitioners to analyse and manage disruptions, changing problems, 
different patterns of change, and transitions in supply chains. Specifically, they shed 
light on different episodes of temporariness in supply chains. For example, the supply 
chain requirements of temporary initiatives imposed by a planned new product 
development (foreseen event) may be very different from the requirements of the 
recovery from a major IT outage or similar (unforeseen event) within an enduring 
organisation or supply chain. In sum, I hope this study can help practitioners understand 




Chapter 7: Conclusion 
This chapter has four main objectives. Firstly, it synthesizes the findings by answering 
the research questions. Secondly, it covers this study’s limitations and discusses 
potential extensions. Thirdly, it suggests future research opportunities not covered in 
the individual papers. Finally, it presents final reflections about researching in 
temporary organisational forms. 
 
7.1 Towards an understanding of TSCs 
This thesis was concerned with the understanding of TSCs and with the role of IT in 
managing them. Specifically, it focused on three research questions and objectives, 
which are now addressed: 
• Objective 1: Understanding the nature of TSCs (What is the nature of TSCs?) 
TSCs can be seen as hybrid and dynamic supply chains deployed to provide the 
necessary goods and services to enable the accomplishment of specific and temporary 
tasks (purposes), after which they disband. However, TSCs do not disband completely; 
some of their supply chain elements (organisations and relationships) are enduring and 
might be carried over to the next task. They are hybrid because they depend on 
temporary as well as enduring supply chain elements, and because they need formal as 
well as informal, and central as well as local processes to accomplish their main task. 
They are dynamic because these elements and processes need to transform over time to 






• Objective 2: Understanding the dynamics of TSCs (How do they operate and 
how are they managed over time?) 
TSCs operate as systems developing through different phases of work, following 
how the task unfolds. These supply chains are initiated by triggers (events) to 
accomplish specific tasks (purposes). They do not start from scratch; there will always 
be previous elements/knowledge from which to build. Thus, supply chain elements in 
TSCs can be classified as: new elements added deliberately, existing ones reframed in 
the light of the new requirements, and new ones incorporated in emergent ways. Their 
composition process can be more or less emergent depending on the degree of 
foreseeability of the main task. The findings suggest that lower degrees of foreseeability 
of a task more likely leads to higher degrees of emergence in the TSC composition 
process (emergent composition) and higher degrees of foreseeability of a task more 
likely leads to lower degrees of emergence in the TSC composition process (planned 
composition).  
Transition processes enable the development of TSCs and involve the activation, 
deactivation, and/or modification of supply chain elements (organisations and 
relationships) over time through mechanisms such as contracts, norms, interactions, and 
expert knowledge. Time pressure, task interdependence, uncertainty, and organisational 
inertia made transitions more difficult in the empirical contexts analysed. The 
venueization phase in the Olympics case evidenced the importance of transitions for 
TSCs.  
Characteristics of the main task, such as foreseeability, uncertainty and lead time, 
influence aspects of the managing of TSCs (control, coordination, and integration) and 
consequently their performance. Regarding control, TSCs can develop in a centrally or 




unfolds. Arguably, lower degrees of uncertainty about how the task unfolds more likely 
leads to central control over the TSC development and higher degrees of uncertainty 
about how the task unfolds more likely leads to local control over the TSC development. 
Regarding coordination, the combined effects of the TSC composition process 
(planned or emergent) and the nature of control over its development (central or local 
control) have important implications. Particularly, inter-organisational coordination at 
the supply chain level can be based on top-down mechanisms defined by central 
coordinating authorities, such as plans and contracts, and/or based on bottom-up 
mechanisms defined by operating organisations and professionals, such as social roles, 
interactions, and expert knowledge. Regarding intra-organisational coordination at the 
process level, the findings suggest that it is facilitated by the complementary use of both 
formal and informal mechanisms, such as informal IT (e.g. social media). The use of 
these mechanisms are contingent on the challenges of different phases of work. In 
planning phases of work, the use of formal coordination mechanisms is more likely. In 
operation phases of work, the use of informal coordination mechanisms is more likely.  
Regarding integration, given that TSCs have enduring and temporary supply chains 
elements, and need formal as well as informal, and central as well as local processes, 
integration between these elements and processes is essential. IT applications play an 
important role in (virtually) integrating these elements and processes, although this 
aspect has not been explicitly explored in the individual papers. The speed of this 
integration is influenced by the lead time (interval between the initiation of a TSC and 
the start of its operations) and the quality of this integration is mediated by the presence 
of integrating mechanisms. In turn, coordination and integration influence TSC 
performance – the accomplishment of tasks satisfying the objectives of quality, 




Finally, TSCs terminate by ending completely or by transforming into a new supply 
chain. The termination is triggered by the accomplishment of their specific tasks. This 
can be gradually or quickly. In this stage, organisational resources are likely to diminish 
substantially as contracts are completed, deliveries assessed, and organisations 
decommissioned or ended.  
• Objective 3: Understanding the role of IT in TSCs (What is the role of IT in 
TSCs?). 
This objective incorporated three related purposes of identifying and understanding: 
(1) whether and how IT applications influence work and management activities in 
temporary settings, (2) whether and how temporariness influences the way IT 
applications are designed and used, and (3) the types of IT applications used in 
temporary settings.  
First, this study finds that IT applications influence work and management activities 
in temporary settings. The importance of IT in supporting the execution of changing 
operational processes in temporary contexts is evidenced. More than facilitating 
planning, control, and coordination through real-time information sharing, IT supports 
the execution of changing operational processes on the ground, usually under conditions 
of high levels of uncertainty, novelty, and complexity. Arguably, in temporary contexts, 
IT systems and applications should be flexible enough to support both the execution of 
planned enduring and temporary supply chain processes and their adaptation to the ever-
changing environmental conditions and needs. Further, IT facilitates the integration of 
temporary and enduring supply chain elements, and of formal as well as informal and 
central as well as local processes. Although the findings regarding the use of IT reported 
in this thesis focused on the Olympics case, the central role of IT was also evidenced in 




IT use in the Ebola case was not covered in Paper Three, given its focus on process 
level IT-business alignment. The findings related to the IT use in the Ebola case will be 
integrated with those on the Olympics in the future to produce an additional paper 
discussing more explicitly the role of IT in connecting different organisations in TSCs.  
Second, the analysis suggests that temporariness influences the way IT applications 
are designed and used. In temporary contexts, IT applications should be flexibly 
designed in order to respond to multiple and changing requirements. However, time 
may not always allow proper testing and maturation of IT systems. The high levels of 
novelty and uncertainty involved in temporary tasks also make it difficult for managers 
to know which applications will be needed over time. These findings together suggest 
that the use of IT in temporary settings is not always formalized and completely pre-
structured. Therefore, an emergent and improvised use of informal types of IT in 
combination with more formal ones is likely – this was especially evidenced in the 
Olympics case during periods of misalignment. Because planned IT applications did 
not work or did not fully support the execution of operational processes across all 
phases, organisational members adopted new and informal IT applications substituting 
for or in combination with formal ones. The use of informal applications was possible 
because users knew how to use them, from their use outside work. Therefore, IT use in 
the temporary contexts investigated was partly influenced by the requirements of the 
operational processes in different phases of work and partly by the users’ previous 
knowledge of using IT.  
Third, there are multiple types of IT applications used. In temporary settings, often 
it is not worth spending too much in developing expensive systems that will be used 
once or a few times over a limited (and usually short) time. Therefore, the use of IT for 




applications (e.g. ERP systems). Informal IT devices and applications, such as 
individuals’ personal smart phones and social media applications (e.g. WhatsApp and 
Facebook), were extensively used in the temporary contexts investigated.  
 
7.2 Limitations and Extensions  
This study’s findings should be interpreted in the light of the contexts investigated. The 
temporary empirical contexts examined involved the deployment of supply chains to 
accomplish temporary and dynamic tasks in temporary and dynamic structures.  These 
contexts enabled the finding of interesting insights into the nature and dynamics of 
TSCs and into the role of IT in temporary contexts. This section explores the main 
findings that can be generalized/transferred to other empirical settings: (1) to other 
TSCs deployed in response to temporary tasks in temporary structures; (2) to TSCs in 
general; and (3) to supply chains more broadly. The further the specific reaches out the 
general, the more the limitations for generalizability/transferability are.  
The main findings that will be analysed here are: 
• Coordination is enabled by the contingent use of formal and informal 
mechanisms. 
• Some features of the main task influence how the TSC will develop and aspects 
of its management.  
• Formal as well as informal IT play an important role in supporting the execution 
of operational processes.  
• TSCs are dynamic and hybrid supply chains. 





These findings can be generalised to some extent to all TSCs deployed in response 
to temporary tasks in temporary and decentralised structures. For example, the 
Coordination Paper provides new insights into the dynamic nature of operational 
coordination in temporary contexts. Specifically, the findings in regard to the contingent 
use of complementary coordination mechanisms over time and the usefulness of a 
formal transition phase like venueization might be generalizable to other organisations 
in TSCs dealing with multiple and decentralized operations. These conditions are true 
for many kinds of temporary contexts, such as disaster relief teams, theatre groups, and 
task forces. In all of these, there is usually a centralized structure that plans, strategizes, 
and organises the work, and then there are decentralized temporary structures to deliver.  
Most of these findings can be generalised to TSCs in general. For example, the 
analytical framework proposed in the TSCs Paper provides key variables and 
relationships that can potentially explain how TSCs develop and aspects of their 
management in most temporary contexts. The framework and propositions developed 
can help examine how different types of TSCs (1) are initiated depending on the degree 
of foreseeability of the task, (2) develop depending on the degree of uncertainty about 
how the task unfolds, and (3) terminate depending on how inter-organisational 
coordination and integration contribute to the accomplishment of their main task. The 
propositions developed include the consideration of distinct degrees in the variables 
identified, which take into account specificities of different temporary contexts leaving 
room for generalizability/transferability. Additionally, the findings of the IT Alignment 
Paper provide insights into the use of formal and informal IT in TOs and, more broadly, 
in TSCs operating in rapidly changing environments, especially under conditions of 
uncertain demands, low tech availability, and time pressure. Especially, the findings 




level offer the means to explain how organisations in TSCs, faced with changing 
conditions, might align, misalign, and realign their IT with their business processes over 
time. Nevertheless, other findings might not quite work out in some temporary contexts 
because the timing, the challenges, and the contextual specificities are different. For 
example, in construction projects, informal coordination through the improvised 
development of processes may not work out because of strict professional standards and 
because of their embeddedness in a more enduring organisational context. This means 
that actors designing and managing construction projects in more enduring structures 
might be required to follow well defined and standardised processes, leaving less room 
for improvisations. 
Finally, given that temporariness is a common feature to all supply chains, some 
findings can be generalised to supply chains more broadly, if we look at them through 
the lens of temporariness. On the one hand, the hybrid nature of TSCs can be 
extrapolated to supply chains in general. This is because most (if not all) supply chains 
will have temporary demands and will need temporary response to these. Therefore, 
they will have more or less enduring and temporary supply chain elements. 
Temporariness in supply chains can be seen as a continuum. Additionally, the reframing 
of relationships and the importance of transitions to enable the development of supply 
chains can be extrapolated to supply chains in general. More generally, there are 
potential parallels between venueization and other issues involving operations and 
supply chains. For instance, ideas about venueization can add to the discussions on 
global manufacturing strategy especially regarding the transfer of production know-
how from headquarters to subsidiaries (e.g. Ferdows, 2006). In both contexts (the 
Olympics and global manufacturing), there are the issues of structure replication and 




intersections between centralized and decentralized elements. On the other hand, some 
of the findings may not apply to supply chains in general. For example, the way 
integration is framed in this study (integration among temporary and enduring 
organisations) and the stimulated use of informal types of IT might not be applicable to 
more enduring supply chains.  
 
7.3 Future Research Opportunities 
In addition to the research opportunities addressed in the individual papers, other 
interesting topics emerged from the data analysed and indicate future research avenues.  
 
7.3.1 Temporariness in different levels and degrees 
This study’s findings suggest that temporariness is not a constant and dominant feature 
of TSCs and that it is expressed at different organisational levels. Although previous 
studies address the impact of temporariness on some supply chains issues, such as inter-
organisational relationships and contracting (Jelodar et al., 2016; Suprapto et al., 2015), 
these studies analyse the execution of temporary tasks in more enduring structures. 
Further, it is assumed that temporariness is a constant and dominant feature of 
temporary organisational and inter-organisational contexts. In contrast, this study 
suggests that since there is a variety of distinctive temporary settings, temporariness has 
different degrees and manifests in different organisational levels over time. Future 
studies could explore and compare different empirical settings in order to (1) identify 
the factors determining the presence of more or less temporary elements and (2) unveil 
the multiple temporalities in different levels of analysis. This investigation could start 
by comparing contrasting contexts – temporary tasks in temporary structures (e.g. 




projects). This would help understand whether and to which extent some TSCs have 
more temporary elements than others. Further, it would help explain how the multiple 
temporalities in different levels of analysis (e.g. supply chains, organisations, and 
processes) interact over time and influence the operation and performance of TSCs.  
These multiple levels of temporalities raise further interesting research questions: 
What is the relationship between TOs and TSCs? When do we need a TO to make a 
TSC work? This study shows the importance of temporary supply chain elements 
(organisations and relationships) to make TSCs work over time. Although in the cases 
investigated specific TOs were created (the UNMEER and the OGOC), TOs will not 
always be needed to make a TSC work; i.e. some TSCs can accomplish their tasks only 
through temporary relationships between enduring organisations. Future studies could 
examine this issue and identify the circumstances in which TOs will definitely be 
required in TSCs.  
 
7.3.2 Relationships in TSCs: a diverse and ‘messy’ portfolio 
This study identified diverse types of inter-organisational relationships in the TSCs 
analysed: pre-existing and new, enduring and temporary, collaborative and competitive, 
formal and informal, and planned and emergent. Future research could examine these 
relationships in depth and understand how they affect the functioning and performance 
of TSCs. This portfolio of relationships in TSCs seems to be very different from the 
ones found in more enduring supply chains. For example, in more enduring contexts, 
firms willing to engage in a relationship usually have the time and the options of 
partners to choose from. They can then decide with whom they want to develop a 
specific product/service, for example. However, when it comes to TSCs, this choice is 




contextual forces, such as rapidly changing demands, time pressure, and 
interdependence. The literature in general views inter-organisational relationships 
through a strategic and planned perspective. However, this study shows that in TSCs 
informal inter-organisational relationships can emerge on the ground without any 
previous agreement or assessment. These organisations still need to collaborate and 
operate over time. Swift trust (Meyerson et al., 1996) is one possible enabler. Future 
research could explore further underlying mechanisms that allow this.  
Especially regarding collaborative relationships, this study suggests that 
collaboration in temporary contexts is primarily driven by the perceived 
interdependence between agents, time pressure (i.e. the urgency to complete a specific 
task), and the uncertainty caused by novel tasks and unforeseen demands. Further, the 
findings suggest that collaboration is limited by competition and lack of perspective on 
the relationship continuity. Research opportunities include the identification of other 
factors driving and limiting inter-organisational collaboration in TSCs and the effects 
on performance. 
 
7.3.3 The use of informal IT in temporary contexts 
The findings evidenced the complementary use of formal and informal IT and the 
‘bright side’ of informal IT applications. This study’s findings suggest that in temporary 
contexts, informal types of IT are extensively used and can be valuable for 
organisations if they are used in combination with formal IT and in alignment with 
organisational goals. However, the current literature considers the use of informal IT as 
subversive and something to be restricted, often due to security risks, accountability, 
and compliance (Davison et al., 2013). Future studies could explore IT use in TSCs 




as traceability and security are preserved. This is especially relevant given that 
organisations in general seem to be increasingly taking advantage of the widespread 
adoption of individuals’ smart phones and availability of free IT applications in the open 
domain in order to leverage their processes. Another related research opportunity 
includes the examination of the role of IT in the inter-organisational level, especially 
investigating further how IT can help integrate temporary and enduring organisations 
and processes.   
 
7.3.4 A taxonomy for supply chains and networks 
This study evidences the presence of a specific type of supply chains: TSCs. The 
literature reviewed also indicates other types of supply chains and networks, such as 
humanitarian and relief supply chains, complex adaptive supply networks, and 
sustainable supply chains. However, these types do not derive from similar assumptions 
to justify their differences. While some are related to specific contexts (e.g. 
humanitarian and relief supply networks), others are related to supply network’s 
behaviour (e.g. complex adaptive supply networks) or to a strategic positioning (e.g. 
sustainable supply chains). Ultimately, the development of the understanding about 
TSCs highlights the lack of a robust unified taxonomy regarding supply chains and 
networks in the O&SCM field. Assuming that TSCs, humanitarian and relief supply 
chains, and sustainable supply chains do exist, which other types do we need to identify 
and investigate? What are the main features that determine the existence of different 
supply chains? The foundational premises proposed by Carter et al. (2015) could be a 
starting point for researchers towards this endeavour. Further research could improve 
and extend the premises by adding other dimensions that can provide the means to 




that this study adds is time duration, which, as evidenced here, influences many aspects 
of the designing and managing of supply chains. 
 
7.4 Final Reflections 
“Time and timing are everywhere… time has always been at the foundation of 
organisation theory” (Ancona et al., 2001, p. 512). Nevertheless, usually, it has been a 
taken-for-granted or even neglected aspect of research (Abbott, 2001). Taking O&SCM 
as an example, although foundational to many of the issues that the field studies, time 
has been considered in a rather limited (clock-time) way (Klassen and Hajmohammad, 
2017). As part of a recent move to think more carefully about how people and 
organisations experience time in management in general, and in the O&SCM field in 
particular, this study places time (specifically temporariness) in the centre of the 
analysis in order to develop the understanding of TSCs and of temporariness in supply 
chains more broadly. Specifically, this study calls attention to the dynamics and 
challenges involved in operating and managing supply chains in temporary contexts. It 
shows how aspects such as unknown conditions of actions (Bakker et al., 2016), and 
the temporary nature of teams and relationships (Sydow and Braun, 2018) influence 
operations processes, and integration and coordination among organisations over time. 
For this, a process research approach (Langley and Tsoukas, 2010) was crucial because 
it enabled to capture the nature and dynamics of TSCs.  
Especially because the world of organisations is changing rapidly, new forms of 
theorizing are needed to capture dynamic organisational phenomena (Van de Ven et al., 
2013). Temporary organisational forms continue to emerge and to offer valuable 
opportunities to study time and temporality in organisational and inter-organisational 




and usually short-time duration. Their diversity provides rich contexts and a multiplicity 
of topics to investigate organisational phenomena. Their novelty offers opportunities to 
find new and interesting aspects related to the managing of organisations and supply 
chains. Their dynamism allows the investigation of changing problems and of the 
impacts of changes in different levels of analysis. Their usually short-time duration 
affords the understanding of various aspects across different phases of their life. 
Although temporary organisational forms provide valuable opportunities to explore 
several organisational issues, context specificities can challenge the development of 
research. First, most people operating in temporary settings are under temporary 
contracts and are only working for a short time (usually in the operation phase), so they 
may not be able to talk about planning, macro-level strategies, and important decisions. 
Thus, part of the organisational memory may be lost, which limits the understanding of 
a given phenomenon. Second, the temporary supply chains and organisations are, of 
course, limited in time. One may not have the opportunity to go back and conduct a 
second interview or verify data simply because the organisations might not exist 
anymore. Third, the work in temporary settings in general is characterized by high levels 
of time pressure given strict deadlines. Therefore, people are usually very busy and do 
not always have the time to spend with researchers. Fourth, decision-making and 
execution of activities tend to take place really fast in temporary settings. Therefore, 
longitudinal studies are of extreme importance to capture a phenomenon over time. 
However, it is not very easy to get the necessary access to conduct a longitudinal study 
or to have an extensive archive data available.  
Besides these practical limitations of conducting research in temporary contexts, 
there are some ground-level lessons learned about the implications of temporariness on 




design with research questions that are clear enough to provide focus (given time 
constraints), and at the same time are broad enough to encompass the complexity of the 
phenomenon. Second, given that temporary organising is a situated phenomenon that 
plays out in time, one should be able to capture it either through real time fieldwork or 
through robust archive data. For this, process research designs are particularly suitable. 
Third, interdisciplinary studies are powerful to capture the dynamics of temporary 
organising, through multiple angles. One should be mindful of the disciplines s/he is 
building from and have ‘trained eyes’ to capture interesting empirical instances. Fourth, 
data collection strategies should be flexible to adapt to changing circumstances and to 
include as many sources of data as possible in order to get a broader perspective of the 
phenomenon. Although this is true for research in any kind of context, this is especially 
true for studying complex and temporary organisations and supply chains. Fifth, it is 
extremely important that one gets a good understanding of the empirical contexts 
upfront to be prepared for contextual specificities and related challenges that may occur 
during the fieldwork.  
This study is just the very first step into the understanding of the temporary types of 
supply chains and related role of IT. The understanding of TSCs developed in this thesis 
is still ‘in the making’. I hope that this work can inspire future research to join the 
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